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SUMMARY
This report describes a terminal area simulation which permits
analysis and synthesis of current and advanced air traffic management system
configurations including ground and airborne instrumentation and new and
modified aircraft characteristics. Ground elements in the simulation include
navigation aids, surveillance radars, communication links, air-route
structuring, ATC procedures, airport geometries and runway handling constraints.
Airborne elements include traffic samples with individual aircraft performance
and operating characteristics and aircraft navigation equipment. The
simulation also contains algorithms for conflict detection, conflict
resolution, sequencing and pilot-controller data links.
The simulation model will be used to determine the sensitivities of
terminal area traffic flow, safety and congestion to aircraft performance
characteristics, avionics systems, and other ATC elements. These results
will assist in establishing future requirements for (1) basic sensor/
instrumentation accuracies for airborne and ground systems; (2) permissible
system delays in airborne and ground information handling systems; (3) re-
quired data rates for air-ground information exchange; (4) requirements for
signal and data processing for both airborne and ground computers; and
(5) aircraft performance and operating characteristics.
The initial model has been programmed for the CDC 6600 computer and
run in both real-time and fast-time on the computer complex at Langley
Research Center. The initial test runs indicate that the model and associ-
ated program are within the capabilities of the computer facilities available.
The test runs also indicate good correlation with actual radar traffic data
obtained by the FAA at the Atlanta airport.
I
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II. INTRODUCTION
The development of air traffic control systems is a continuous
evolutionary process, with new developments being constantly spurred by
rapidly changing aviation technology and the demands of the public at
large. However, changes in any part of the air traffic control system
are bound to have complex effects in several aspects of system operation.
Computer simulation has proved to be an effective means of evaluating
the impact of proposed improvements on overall system performance.
This report describes the development of, and initial experiments
with a computer simulation model of a terminal area. The primary
objective under this contract has been to develop a preliminary
mathematical model of the Atlanta terminal area, to program the model
for the Langley Research Center digital computer complex, and to demon-
strate the operation of the preliminary model on the LRC computers. The
computer model is intended to be flexible and extendable to other terminal
areas and to terminal area configurations using advanced concepts.
The basic concepts for the simulation model were defined and des-
cribed in detail under Contract NAS1-7537. The final report developed
under this contract, "Definition of a Terminal Area Air Traffic Model for
Studies of Advanced Instrumentation and Control Techniques" [Ref. 1],
contains discussions of the model parameters considered and sources of
data that provide inputs to the model.
The initial work described in Ref. 1 indicated that the model and
associated program were within the capabilities of the computer facilities
available; however, for efficient use of these facilities it was highly
desirable to reduce the computer storage requirements. This reduction
in storage was advisable in order to incorporate more detail and flexi-
bility in certain areas of the program. For this reason, a large part
of the effort in this study was devoted to providing more efficient use
of the computer memory by densely packing the input data into the 60-bit
words of the CDC-6600 computer.
A significant number of modifications have been made to the initial
model defined in Ref. 1. These new features are intended to increase
the realism and flexibility of the basic model, its adaptability to
different and advanced terminal areas, and its versatility in the
PP~'~"'~ ro n ~T A~( NOT ~W7Ap3U
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investigation of different types of problems. The major new features
introduced into the model include:
Conflict Detection and Resolution
A fully dynamic technique of conflict detection and resolution
has been incorporated whereby certain aircraft are rechecked for
clearances depending on the action of an aircraft ahead.
Route Structure
More flexible route structure design is permitted providing
choices of controller conflict resolution options as designated by input
data.
Sequencing
Previously, all aircraft entered the sequencing area via a
single feeder route in each sector (North and South). Final sequencing
logic has now been modified to allow for multiple merging feeder paths
into each sector sequencing area. Final sequencing is accomplished for
each aircraft on its respective feeder path at designated points such
that as the aircraft merges into the dump area no loss of separation is
encountered. Additionally, the new logic permits more realistic inter-
ception of the localizer course.
Control Positions
Provision has been made to provide any number of simulated
control positions.
Altitude Conflict Checks
Additional logic has been provided to check for conflicts
between departing aircraft and arriving aircraft at places where their
future paths may cross.
Cockpit and Runway Display
Coding has been provided such that a general-purpose cockpit
simulator can be used in conjunction with the air traffic model. A
graphic runway display (on an oscilloscope) indicates in real time the
runway in perspective as it would appear to a pilot in a cockpit simulator.
Pop-Ups
A capability has been incorporated to simulate pop-up traffic,
e.g., a sudden appearance of unknown traffic anywhere on the simulated
radar screen. Pop-ups are simulated by entering the simulated pop-up
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aircraft's position and velocity data on the computer console at the
time of desired entry.
Navigation and Surveillance Errors
More realistic representation of these errors has been
incorporated.
Speed Control
Algorithms have been developed to provide a speed control
feature for resolving conflicts. Input data define the type and range
of speed control to be used.
Missed Approaches
Algorithms have been developed to reintroduce missed approaches
and wave-offs into the traffic pattern for another attempt at landing.
These algorithms, however, have not yet been incorporated in the computer
program.
The following sections of the report discuss the above model features
in more detail and provide documentation of the application of the model
to the Atlanta terminal area.
5
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III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL
A. Overall Organization
The overall simulation model consists of three distinct parts:
(1) a traffic generation computer program, (2) the terminal area simulation
model program; and (3) the data analysis program. In addition, provision
is currently being made for the incorporation of a general-purpose aircraft
cockpit simulator and associated computer program. The overall model
organization is indicated in Fig. 1.
For operation in the real-time mode, the traffic sample is generated
in a batch mode prior to the real-time runs, and data analysis is
accomplished by storing simulation program outputs on tape for later
non-real-time analysis.
B. Traffic Generation
A Monte Carlo program is used for generating data for the traffic
sample. Arrivals are introduced into the problem at a 40 n mi radius
from the airport and departures are introduced at the runway apron. From
a probability distribution of time-between-operations, an offer time is
selected for the next aircraft to be provided in the traffic sample. For
the aircraft to be entered, a type is selected from a histogram of aircraft
types. Next, the program decides whether the aircraft is an arrival or
departure and what route the aircraft will be introduced on. After this
information has been calculated, an altitude, speed, and bearing from
the terminal area are calculated using normally distributed deviations
about the nominal route assignments. After calculation of the x and y
coordinates, a heading is calculated such that the aircraft will be headed
toward the assigned (from the known route) inner fix.
Using this technique, a traffic sample is generated which has
statistics corresponding to those statistics that provide the inputs to
the program. The traffic sample may be as lengthy as required. For
real-time simulations, a one-hour traffic sample is usually generated.
Major inputs to the traffic sample generation program include the
desired number of operations per hour, the number of aircraft types, the
desired sample length (min), probabilities of aircraft type and route usage,
7
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Fig. 1. Overall organization of the terminal area simulation model.
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route entry coordinates, and standard deviations of initial errors in
altitude, speed, and position.
Output of the traffic generation program is a list of aircraft with
the initial conditions (i.e., offer time and position) for each aircraft,
as well as type and class identification.
C. Terminal Area Simulation
A functional flow chart indicating the overall organization of the
simulation model is shown in Fig. 2. Inputs to the simulation include
arrays defining aircraft performance, the route structure, the traffic
sample, intended flight plans, separation standards, navigation errors,
communication message times, and control procedures and options.
From the offer times in the traffic sample, an active list of N air-
craft is generated for further processing. Each aircraft entering the
problem has associated with it a nominal route or intended flight path
(IFP) which represents the path the pilot would fly if no conflicts
existed with other traffic. Various legs along the flight paths are
defined by flight modes and objectives. The modes are generally defined
by the navigation technique in use. For example, algorithms have been
developed for flying a VOR radial, a DME radius, a vector, an ADF beacon,
an ILS system, a holding pattern, and a standard turn. Objectives are
also, in most cases, defined by the navaids. Examples of objectives are
a VOR radial intersection, a particular fix or geographic point, a DME
radius, a new altitude, etc.
For each of the N aircraft on the active list, the current flight
mode and next objective are determined from the intended flight path file.
Each aircraft is then incremented one step along its path using a set of
aircraft dynamic equations which contain the dynamic constraints on the
path. As each of the active aircraft progresses along its flight path, a
test is made to see if the aircraft's current objective has been reached.
If so, the next flight mode is selected and the process continues.
At certain regions along the nominal flight paths, a test is made
for potential conflicts at other regions along the intended paths. If a
conflict is detected, it is resolved by appropriate action such as a speed,
altitude or path change, or by a holding maneuver. The conflict resolu-
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Fig. 2. Functional flow chart--overall organization of simulation
program for the initial model.
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on the applicable communications channel to initiate a change in the flight
mode (e.g., a new vector or a speed change) at the appropriate time, or to
give clearance on a desired path. The messages have associated with them
an earliest and latest possible transmission time and are issued within
this time frame as communications channel loading permits. For the initial
model, ten controller positions and associated communications channels are
modeled. Provision is also made to handle "pop-ups," or aircraft that are
inserted (by the computer console operator) at randomly selected positions
and times. These pop-ups are integrated into the normal flow patterns in
a conflict-free manner.
After all aircraft needing control action have been dealt with, the
information on the present position of all aircraft is displayed on a
computer console display and x-y plotters as required. The time histories
of the takeoff queues, arrival queues, and communications channel queues
are recorded on strip chart recorders. The basic data generated and stored
on tape for further analysis include the position and velocity of each
aircraft at selected time increments throughout the period of interest,
the messages sent over each communication channel, and the estimated and
actual times of arrival of the aircraft over certain specified points along
the routes assigned to the aircraft.
D. Data Analysis
Techniques have been developed that permit the generation of statistics
such as "the average percentage of flying time in the terminal area that a
randomly selected aircraft is within a range R of another aircraft." A
statistic such as this when plotted versus various values of range provides
a good measure of the efficiency of the separation procedures used. Under
reasonable assumptions, the percent of flying time statistic also provides
an unbiased estimate of the probability that a randomly selected aircraft
will be within a range R of another aircraft at any particular instant of
time under conditions existing during the data period.
While the parameter "range to closest aircraft" is discussed in the
above paragraph as an example, other parameters can be investigated in
a similar way. For example, a parameter indicating the safety level of
the system during a period of operation would be "time to closest approach,"
or relative range divided by closing velocity. In this case, a distribution
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plot is formed of the average percentage of flying time in the terminal
area that a randomly selected aircraft is within a time to closest
approach of T seconds of another aircraft.
In addition to the development of statistics as discussed in the
examples above, the conventional output measures can also be developed.
These measures include statistics such as the distribution of control-
related delays, deviations from original ETA's, average mileage flown,
aircraft movement rates, etc.
E. Detailed Procedures
Additional discussions of model philosophy and operation are given
in Refs. 1 and 2. Specific computer algorithms are given in general
flow chart form in Appendix A and in detailed (computer coding) flow
chart form in Appendix H. Appendices B and C contain the input data
specifying the parameters of the Atlanta simulation. The major subroutines
and model variables are defined in Appendices D and E, respectively.
Appendix F provides a description of the packed computer words and
Appendix G specifies the computer storage requirements for the model as
it exists to date.
The detailed procedures for the use of the model are best illustrated
by an example of the application of the model to the simulation of the
Atlanta terminal area. The application to the current Atlanta terminal
procedures is presented in the following section of this report.
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO THE ATLANTA TERMINAL AREA
A. General Procedure
For the application of the simulation model to a specific terminal
area, the general procedure consists of several steps which may be
generally outlined as follows.
1. Data sheets defining the performance characteristics of each
aircraft type to be simulated are filled out.
2. On a large sheet of graph paper (scale approximately 5 n mi/in),
the position of the terminal area navigation aids and the airport runways
are plotted. These aids include the VOR/DME locations, ILS locations,
non-directional beacon coordinates, and important navigational fixes.
The data sheet associated with the navigation aids is filled out.
3. Using the navigation aids and simulated controller vectors, the
nominal arrival and departure routes are defined. The altitude and speed
profiles along the routes are defined. Associated data sheets are filled
out.
4. Again using the navigational aids and simulated controller vectors,
alternate routes (if desired) are developed that will be used to resolve
conflicts where applicable. The nominal and alternate routes are generally
plotted in straight-line (or curved) segments on the large sheet of graph
paper, with arrival and departure routes plotted separately.
5. Points along the nominal and alternate routes at which conflict
checks will be made are specified. These points are designated as Conflict
Checkpoints. In addition, regions of airspace where routes (e.g., arrivals
and departures) may intersect are noted on the plots.
6. Points along the nominal and alternate routes at which a specified
control action will take place are defined. These points are designated
as Control Action Points.
7. For each Control Action Point and associated Conflict Checkpoint,
the options that will be used to resolve a conflict are selected from the
list of available options. The associated input data sheets are filled out.
8. Miscellaneous terminal area procedures such as separation
standards, controller responsibility areas, aircraft dynamic parameters,



























Fig. 3. Sketch of arrival routes defined for initial simulations. In
the final approach sequencing area, the longest and shortest
paths are shown as dashed lines. Asterisks indicate where ETA
I, checkpoints are specified.
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on the appropriate input data sheets.
9. The traffic sample generation program inputs are defined by
developing probabilities associated with the route usage, the aircraft
type utilization, and the number of operations desired per hour.
The above general outline indicates in simplified form the
procedures followed. The specific procedures are best illustrated by
use of the example of an application to the Atlanta terminal area as
presented in the following sections.
B. Aircraft Performance Data
The data sheets specifying the aircraft performance parameters
required for the simulation are given in Appendix B, page 124. These
parameters include, for each aircraft type, data on climb/descent rates,
acceleration and deceleration characteristics, speed characteristics,
and runway occupancy information.
C. Atlanta Navigational Aids
The navigational aids available in the Atlanta area are listed on
the data sheet given in Appendix B, page 126. For each type of navigational
aid, the x-y coordinates, the rms instrument error, and a "make-good radius"
which defines a circle within which an aircraft will be considered to have
reached the navigational site, are listed. The coordinates are referenced
to the location of the Atlanta surveillance radar, which is located
between the two parallel east-west runways at Atlanta.
D. Atlanta Route Structure
The term "route structure" as used here refers not only to the layout
of the flight paths in terms of their segments, orientations, altitudes,
etc., but also to the system of conflict check points and controller
action points by which the air traffic control function is simulated. The
basic schema of the route structure is similar to that described in Ref. 1,
in that the same "four-poster" pattern is used for arrivals, and that
departures are routes in the same general directions. However, there are
important differences in the detailed layouts of the paths, particularly
vector paths, and in the actual mechanics of simulating the control function.
The physical layout of the flight paths used in the current Atlanta
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Fig. 4. Chart showing general arrival and departure routes for runways 9L and
9R at Atlanta. These data are given in the Atlanta Tower Orders for
each runway.
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patterns and procedures represented in Fig. 4, which is part of the Letter
of Agreement between Atlanta Towers and Atlanta Center that went into effect
November 11, 1971. Referring, first, to Fig. 4, arrivals enter the
terminal area at the four initial approach fixes (IAFs) DALLAS, NORCROSS,
HAMPTON, and TYRONE. There is one initial approach course (shown by a
short, heavy arrow) for each IAF, which corresponds roughly to the published
standard terminal arrival routes (STARs) for Atlanta. Jet aircraft are
assigned altitudes 10,000 or 11,000 ft, and propeller aircraft are assigned
6,000 ft in the terminal area. At all four IAFs, the STARs require
aircraft to be at their assigned altitudes about 10 n mi before they reach
the IAF, and (for jets) to begin speed reduction to 250 kts when they
reach assigned altitude.
At some point before they reach the IAFs, aircraft are handed over
by the Center to Atlanta Approach Control. Beyond the IAFs, two basic
patterns are followed. Aircraft over NORCROSS and HAMPTON are given one
vector to leave the IAFs (220° and 320°, respectively), and speed is not
changed unless necessary; when necessary, a typical speed is 200 kts.
Aircraft over DALLAS and TYRONE may get two or three vectors in addition to
the above speed control in an effort to merge them with aircraft over
NORCROSS and HAMPTON respectively. The vectoring area is shown cross-hatched
in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 also shows an area known as the dump area. Its northern and
southern boundaries are defined by the Bulton County VOR 90°-270° radials
and the Atlanta VOR 90°-270° radials, respectively. The dump area contains
the downwind legs, where all aircraft are descended and merged in prepara-
tion for their sequencing for final approach. Typically, aircraft coming
from DALLAS and TYRONE are turned heading 180° and 360° respectively, and
slowed to 170 kts as they enter the dump area; similarly, aircraft coming
from NORCROSS and HAMPTON are turned heading 2700 and slowed to 170 kts as
they enter the dump area at its eastern edge. Soon after entering the dump
area, the aircraft are under the jurisdiction of the final controller, who
turns aircraft onto the base leg and then onto the final approach course in
proper sequence. Once established on the final approach course they are
asked to monitor the tower frequency on which the local controller clears
them to land.
Departure procedures are somewhat simpler because much greater freedom
for vectoring is available. Figure 4 shows what are essentially nominal
departure paths in four major compass directions, but a large airspace is
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available for departures, allowing great freedom in headings, altitudes
and speeds. The main points to note are that: (1) westbound departures
must turn right only, and (2) all but eastbound departures cross arrival
routes. Ordinarily, jets are capable of climbing above the arrival
routes and are so cleared, but prop aircraft might need to climb through
some arrival altitudes. This is permitted if proper coordination can be
effected in advance; if not, the climb is restricted to one of the inter-
leaved departure altitudes until the aircraft is past the arrival transi-
tion area.
The route structure used in the simulation model corresponds to the
above patterns and procedures. Aircraft approach the same four IAFs
on two initial approach courses each, as shown in Fig. 3, with one of
the courses at each fix corresponding to the published STAR procedures.
Vectoring of arrivals coming over DALLAS and TYRONE is simulated by
three paths of four segments each in each of the vectoring areas; these
are the paths 7, 9, and 10 out of DALLAS and paths 17, 19, and 20 out
of TYRONE. Altitude and speed control procedures are as described -
except that the simulator permits jets at only one altitude (10,000 ft)
from the IAFs to the dump areas. Departure procedures are also as
described above, except that departure vectoring is restricted to the
nominal headings shown in Fig. 4.
Flight Schedule (ISKED) Input Data
Data input to provide the route structure definition is listed in
Appendix B, pages 127 to 131. This particular data array is called the
Flight Schedule (ISKED) array or intended flight path (IFP) array, and
defines the flight modes and flight objectives for each segment of flight
in terms of the navigation aids and controller vectors. Each segment
may be a straight and level path, an accelerating straight climbing
path, a curved climbing path, etc.
The design of the IFP array is intended to accommodate the require-
ments of the aircraft dynamics or TRACK algorithms (see Fig. 2). In the
TRACK algorithms, flight paths are computed in different ways, depending
on which "mode" the flight is in. Therefore, the first field in the IFP
record consists of the flight mode. Flight modes are designed to require
at most two parameters to describe flight; these are supplied as INFO1 and
INFO2. The codes for the flight mode and the information to be inserted
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in the two fields for various flight modes are indicated in Table 1.
termination of a particular leg is indicated by information on the
objective of the flight leg. Objectives also require at most two parameters,
INFO3 and INFO4, to describe the termination of the leg; the codes for the
leg objectives and the information to be inserted in the two fields are
indicated in Table 2.
In addition to the Flight Modes and Flight Leg Objectives, informa-
tion is also provided in the Flight Schedule array to specify the
desired altitude and speed of the aircraft. The information is in the
form of special codes and pointers as shown in Table 3.
The above concepts are illustrated by correlating the instructions
given in the Atlanta flight schedule array (Appendix B, page 127) with a
sketch of a portion of the routes given in Fig. 3. This correlation is
shown in Fig. 5, where a segment of the route is re-sketched along with
the corresponding items in the Atlanta flight schedule array.
Referring to Fig. 5, the first line in the flight schedule array
specifies that the first leg will be flown using a VOR mode (Code 1) and
that the VOR used will be OCR (Code 3 in the INFO1 field identifies the
OCR VOR as specified on the Navigational Aid data sheet) with a 12°
(INFO2) radial from this VOR. The next data item is an altitude pointer
which indicates to the program where to find the altitude data for this
leg. The value 31 (see Table 3) is a special code indicating that the
desired altitude for this leg will be found in the altitude option
array (Appendix B, page 144). Physically, this represents the fact that
the controller rather than the pilot will choose the altitude.
Following the altitude pointer is a speed pointer which indicates
the type of speed desired on this leg. The pointer points to the corres-
ponding column of the speed performance array (IPERFS) which is given in
Appendix B, page 124. The special code 0 indicates that on this leg the
aircraft should continue at its initial descent speed (e.g., no speed
change is indicated on this leg unless dictated by controller action).
The next three fields of data indicate the objective of this flight
leg. The mode 3 code (see Table 2) indicates that the objective for the
first leg is a specific distance from the initial leg point of 9 n mi
(INFO3).
The remaining lines in the schedule array define the other legs
shown in Fig. 5. Physically, the meaning of each line shown in Fig. 5
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Altitude and Speed Pointers (in ISKED array)
Altitude Code Definition
1-9 Points to desired altitude values for this
leg listed in the "Scheduled Altitude" data
input array (ALTSKD)
31 Indicates that desired altitude value will
be found in associated "Altitude Option"
data input array (ALTOPT)
O Maintain altitude indicated by previous segment
Speed Code Definition
O Continue at initial speed
1-8 Points to desired speed value for this leg
in associated aircraft speed performance
data input array (IPERFS)
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can be interpreted as follows:
Line 1 Fly toward OCR VOR on 12° radial until 9 n mi from present
fix. Descend to controller-specified altitude. Maintain
speed unless otherwise instructed.
Line 2 Fly toward OCR VOR on 12° radial until OCR is reached.
Continue descent to controller-specified altitude. Maintain
speed unless otherwise instructed.
Line 3 Fly 220° vector to intercept FTY 103° radial at controller-
specified altitude. Maintain speed unless otherwise instructed.
Line 4 Fly 270° vector for 10 min (600 sec) at 6000 ft (6000 ft is
specified as item #7 in the Altitude Schedule array, Appendix B,
page 144). Slow to approach speed (speed code 7 identifies
the approach speed in the Aircraft Performance Tables,
Appendix B, page 124. Aircraft will receive sequencing or
base leg vector instructions while on this leg).
Proceeding as described above, the entire set of nominal and alternate
routes is defined in the Flight Schedule data input array, with each leg
of flight corresponding to a line in the array. Simultaneously, the
Scheduled Altitude data input array is filled out (Appendix B, page 151).
It should be noted that the scheduled flight plan may be overridden
at any time by simulated controller action which may introduce a speed
change, a standard hold, an emergency 360° turn or other path changes.
These controller actions are discussed in the following section.
E. Simulated Controller Actions
The controller function is modeled in the simulator through the use
of a series of conflict checkpoints (CHKPT) and controller action points
(CNTRA) located at strategic points along the routes shown in Fig. 3.
Detailed documentation of the tables and arrays of data used in conjunction
with these points and the program logic used to implement the above
procedures are given in the appendices. Here, an overall description is
provided of how the system of CHKPTs and CNTRAs are utilized to simulate
controller action at the Atlanta terminal.
CHKPTs are points on the routes where ETA information is maintained
and at which conflict detection and resolution are effected. In essence,
they demarcate portions of the flight path for which clearance needs to be
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obtained. Hence they are generally located at intersections of paths and
at critical points such as the ILS gate and the runway. CNTRAs are points
on the routes at which the controller decision process of conflict
detection and resolution is initiated. Each CNTRA has a particular CHKPT
associated with it at which conflict detection and resolution are effected.
Of course, a CNTRA is placed several minutes' flying time ahead of its
associated CHKPT to allow time to resolve potential conflicts.
In the exercise of his routine functions, the human controller is
faced with a wide variety of traffic situations. The various situations
call for different types of controller decisions or actions, and the
decisions have to be taken under differing sets of options open to him.
To model this aspect of the ATC function, several different types of
controller actions are provided for in the simulator, as listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Controller actions.
Code Type Action
1 Arrival clearance - action to be taken on an arriving
aircraft being "offered" at the terminal perimeter
2 Departure clearance - action to be taken on a
departing aircraft being "offered" at a runway apron
3 General clearance - action to be taken on any airborne
aircraft approaching its clearance limit
4 Sequencing - action to be taken on arrivals to sequence
them for final approach
5 No conflict check necessary
6 Pop-up - action to be taken on any aircraft suddenly
appearing at a random point in terminal airspace
7 Re-check aircraft for clearance
8 Hand-off to another controller (not yet programmed)
9 Register aircraft in "possible altitude conflict" array
10 Remove aircraft from "possible altitude conflict" array
11 Re-check pop-up aircraft for clearance
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Each CNTRA point is assigned one of the preceding type numbers, depending
on what sort of controller action needs to be initiated at the point.
Controller Action Input Data
To provide the input data necessary to specify the relatively complex
controller actions that take place, several data input sheets are used.
The input data arrays associated with the control function are listed
in Table 5. The associated data sheets are given in Appendix B, pages 132-157.
These data arrays are nested and related by a system of pointers
that indicate to the program where the appropriate input data will be
found. A pointer in a given column of a data array indicates which item
of a different array is referenced. The pointer system relating the input
data arrays is diagrammed in Fig. 6.
The use of CNTRAs and CHKPTs and associated data may be illustrated
by a specific example applied to Route No. 7 of the Atlanta route
structure. A sketch of this route is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows
some of the corresponding data entries in the input data sheets.
Referring to Fig. 7, note that CNTRA 9 is at the perimeter on Route 7,
and this indicates that some controller action is immediately called for.
In Fig. 8, it may be seen that CNTRA 9 is specified as the starting
control action for Route No. 7. Also, it may be seen from Fig. 8 that
CNTRA 9 is a type 1 point, that is, one that checks for initial arrival
clearance. Further, it must check for conflict up to CHKPT 5, which is
the DALLAS intersection. Thus, CNTRA 9 has the function of insuring
separation from previous arrivals approaching DALLAS on Routes 7 and 8.
The CHKPT 5 data also indicate that the separation to be maintained at
CHKPT 5 is 5 n mi and that this separation should be maintained for 14 mi
behind the CHKPT. The associated ETA array is No. 5, and its coordinates
are provided in the ETA array data sheet.
Control action 9 also references Option 10, which indicates the options
to be used to resolve conflicts that are noted at CHKPT 5. Referring to
line 10 in the Option Array of Fig. 8, we see that no altitude options
are specified; if the aircraft is a jet it descends to 11,000 ft, and if it
is a prop it descends to 6000 ft (at the rates of descent specified in
the Aircraft Performance Array). The desired speed pointer points to the
terminal speed, which is specified in the associated Aircraft Performance
Array as the terminal speed for the aircraft entering. The nominal path
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Table 5. Input data arrays associated with controller actions.
1. Controller Action Array (ICNTRA) - Identifies type of action to take
place, associated checkpoint data array, option data array, the next
controller action to take place, and the responsible controller.
2. Conflict Checkpoint Array (ICHKPT) - Specifies separation desired at
the point and distances ahead and behind that separation should be
maintained. Identifies associated ETA checkpoints and airspace
conflict regions.
3. ETA Checkpoint Coordinate Array (IETCOOR) - Identifies the ETA files
and specifies their x-y coordinates.
4. Controller Option Array (IOPTN) - Specifies options available to
resolve conflicts. Identifies associated altitude option data array,
desired speed, path number array and divergent route array.
5. Altitude Option Array (ALTOPT) - Specifies nominal and optional
altitudes for both prop and jet.
6. Path Number Array (NNPATH) - Specifies number of segments in a given
path, identifies the path, points to optional path, and associates the
path with flight legs in the flight schedule array.
7. Divergent Route Array (IDROUTE) - Identifies checkpoints, options, and
control actions for a possible divergent route.
8. Limit A/C Array (LIMAC) - Provides for changing separation standards
at a specified ETA checkpoint as a function of the number of aircraft
in a specified ETA array or queue.
9. Starting Route Array (ISTARTA) - Specifies the initial controller
action that occurs on each route.
10. Speed Deviations (SPDSTD) - Specifies allowable deviations on each
speed type for use in the speed control option logic.
11. Several miscellaneous inputs such as arrival/departure separation
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Fig. 7. Sketch of Route #7 of the Atlanta Terminal Area route structure




pointer (6) references two segments (11 and 12 in the Flight Schedule Array)
which indicates, as discussed previously, how the aircraft flies path 6.
Control Option 10 indicates that the only option available for resolving a
conflict at CHKPT 5 is a speed change. If the conflict cannot be resolved
by a speed change, the aircraft is held in the enroute queue and is, in
effect, not accepted at this time. If no conflict exists, or if the
conflict has been resolved by a speed change, the aircraft will proceed
along path 6 in accordance with the aircraft dynamics and the algorithms
defining the flight mode.
As the aircraft passes CNTRA 10, further control action is triggered.
Referring to Fig. 8, the data sheet indicates that CNTRA 10 is a type 3
(general clearance) point, and the associated checkpoint is CHKPT 6.
Referring to Fig. 7, we see that two divergent routes are available
(path 10 and path 9). The nominal path is path 7. Options specified as
available to resolve a conflict at CHKPT 6 are specified in Controller
Option 5 and include the divergent routes, a possible standard hold at
DALLAS, and a possible emergency hold at any point along the path.
When the aircraft is finally cleared to CHKPT 6 by resolution of any
conflicts, the aircraft will next encounter either CNTRA 11, 12 or 6. Each
of these Control Action points is identified (see Appendix B) as a type 4
(sequencing) checkpoint. Passing one of these Control Action points
triggers the sequencing logic, which determines the time to turn off the
downwind leg and properly sequences the aircraft in a conflict-free manner
to the runway touchdown point.
This general procedure is followed on all routes desired in the terminal
area. For the route structure defined by the data sheets in Appendix B,
the Control Action points, conflict checkpoints and associated data are
indicated on the maps given in Fig. 9 (arrivals) and Fig. 10 (departures).
Note that on these maps, regions where arrival routes and departure
routes intersect are designated as airspace conflict regions (ASPACE).
These regions are defined by the special Control Action points types 9
and 10, which are placed on both arrival routes. Arrivals passing a
type 9 point are registered in a special file against which departure
aircraft wishing to climb through are checked for possible conflict
at the arrival altitudes in use. The type 9 action point registers
the arrivals in a specified file, and the type 10 action point removes
them from the file.
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Fig. 9. Sketch of Atlanta arrivalroutes represented by the data given in
Appendix B, shoving the conflict checkpoints and the controller
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Fig. 10. Sketch of Atlanta departure routes represented by the data given in
Appendix B, showing the conflict checkpoints and the controller
action points along the various routes.
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It should also be recalled that, as in reality, the aircraft do
not follow the specified routes exactly. Deviations occur because of
specified random navigation and surveillance errors and because, while
the routes are approximated by straight-line segments in most cases, the
actual paths are determined from aircraft dynamic equations and have
differing turn radii for different aircraft types and speeds.
F. Final Approach Sequencing
Final approach sequencing (FAS) is the procedure used by the tower
controllers to direct arrival aircraft within the FAS dump area to the
runway touchdown point. The FAS dump area at Atlanta is a rectangular
area extending some 30 n mi on the approach side of the runways. For
runway 9L the north boundary is the FTY 90/270 radial and for runway
9R the south boundary is the ATL 90/270 radial. Altitudes in this
controlled area are generally restricted to 6,000 ft MSL. Specifically,
the FAS controllers have the task of maintaining separation between
aircraft within the dump area while directing them along the downwind
leg, the base leg, and onto a localizer intercept course. Normally, VFR
aircraft will be controlled and directed along the localizer course, past
the ILS gate, and their progress monitored until touchdown. IFR aircraft
are directed onto a localizer intercept course and then monitored as they
proceed along the localizer course down the glide slope to touchdown.
The FAS controller must insure aircraft safety while maintaining as
high a landing rate as possible so that efficient and expeditious movement
through the dump area is afforded. The terminal area simulation model
employs an algorithm to simulate the control provided by a human controller
within certain well-defined constraints. Continuous separation of aircraft
is the primary goal.
Generally, all aircraft are directed into the dump area by passing
over an inner fix point. A sequencing queue containing at most three
aircraft is established to provide for calculation of the necessary
control times to move an aircraft from an inner fix to touchdown. As
each aircraft crosses an inner fix it is inserted into this sequencing
queue. Of all the previously sequenced aircraft in the dump area which
have not reached the ILS gate, the sequencing queue contains up to two
aircraft with the latest scheduled ILS gate times.
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downwind leg onto the base leg vector is calculated (TOFF) along with
a time to turn onto the localizer intercept vector (TONN). These times
are based on providing proper longitudinal separation at the ILS gate
using an estimated time of arrival at the gate. The basic structure of
the approach paths along with refinements to the algorithm assure
separation between aircraft throughout the dump area. Typical paths
and the associated control points are illustrated in Fig. 11.
The parallel runways are fed arrival aircraft by partitioning the dump
area into north and south sections such that all arrivals into the north
portion of the terminal area are sequenced in the north portion of the
dump area, while southern arrivals use the south portion of the dump area.
Since the two runways 9L and 9R do not have enough lateral separation to
provide for independent operation, it is necessary for the algorithm to
treat the runways as dependent.
With the Atlanta route structure arrival aircraft using runways 9L
and 9R, two inner fixes (IFIX) are defined. The north inner fix for
runway 9L is defined on the downwind leg west of the ILS gate and is
chosen as the earliest possible turn-off point (EPTP). No aircraft is
allowed to turn off the downwind leg before reaching the inner fix; thus,
the time of crossing the inner fix is the time at which each aircraft
enters the sequencing queue. It can be noted in Fig. 9 that there are
four paths which feed into the dump area from the north arrival sector.
One is for NORCROSS arrivals while the other three represent the nominal
and alternate routes for DALLAS arrivals. A point on the downwind leg
termed the final turn-off point (FTP) is within the dump area and is the
end of the downwind leg for sequencing purposes. Two of the feeder paths
are such that an aircraft arriving over DALLAS might not actually fly over
IFIX. For this reason, a pseudo-inner fix is defined on each of these two
paths. These pseudo-inner fix points are defined such that the time
required to move from the pseudo-inner fix (IFX1 or IFX2) to the FTP is
the same as if the aircraft actually passed over IFIX. The time the
aircraft reaches the pseudo-inner fix then becomes the time when the
aircraft enters the sequencing queue. For these aircraft, the earliest
possible turn-off point located on the downwind leg does not correspond
to the sequencing point. For this reason, a special provision is made
to determine the EPTP for these aircraft.
The south arrival situation is much the same as in the north. For
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aircraft arriving over HAMPTON, the south IFIX is the sequencing point.
For TYRONE arrivals, two of the three alternate feeder routes have pseudo-
inner fixes as sequencing points. Again, the FTP on the downwind leg
south is used to determine the time of entry into the sequencing queue.
As each aircraft is entered into the sequencing queue, calculations of
TOFF and TONN are made to provide for proper separation at the ILS gate.
An aircraft entering the queue, termed the current aircraft, is first
checked to see if it can be allowed to pass the aircraft already in the
queue and scheduled to immediately precede the current aircraft at the
ILS gate. The current aircraft may pass only one preceding aircraft and
then only if certain criteria are met. It should be noted that one FAS
queue handles both north and south arrivals for this dependent parallel
runway situation.
To establish the inner fixes and pseudo-inner fixes, sequencing type
controller action points (e.g., CNTRA's 11, 12 and 6 in Figs. 7 and 11)
are used and are located such that they are equidistant from the ETA
checkpoint (CHKPT 6 in Figs. 7 and 11). At the time an aircraft reaches
one of these sequencing type controller action points it is entered into
the sequencing queue. The use of the pseudo-inner fix points enables
the sequencing algorithm to be used for general feeder path structures.
Input data required for specifying the information associated with
the sequencing logic is defined and given in Appendix B, page 153.
G. Communications
Basic information required concerning the communications logic in
the program includes specification of the particular controller having
jurisdiction over particular segments of the path and the durations of
the messages transmitted.
The controller responsibility areas, i.e., which controller is
responsible for which action, are specified in the Controller Action
Array. For example, in the Controller Action Array data listed in Fig. 8,
Controller No. 1 is responsible for Control Action No. 9. Each controller
action has the associated controller specified.
For each controller specified (representing each communications
channel), messages are handled by setting up two message files in the
computer. One of these files consists of future messages that are to be
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sent at a calculated time and the other consists of current messages
which are to be sent as soon as channel occupancy permits. For each
message to be transmitted, an earliest transmit time (ETT) and a latest
transmit time (LTT) are calculated. The message, when initially generated,
is automatically placed in the future message file, and it is then trans-
ferred from the future message file to the current message file when the
clock time equals the ETT. If the communication channel loading is such
that a message cannot be transmitted by the latest transmit time, the
indicated maneuver is carried out by the aircraft and a typewritten error
message is generated to note that this situation existed. Each schedule
change has associated with it the appropriate message phraseology.
For each class of message transmitted, the time required to transmit
the message and to receive the pilot's acknowledgement is listed in the
Controller Message Length Array. For the present Atlanta simulation,
this array is given in Appendix B, page 151.
H. Navigation and Surveillance Errors
Errors associated with the navigation aids were previously discussed
in Section IV.C. and appropriate data listed for each type of navigational
aid in the Navigational Aid Array, Appendix B, page 126. Errors that
reflect aircraft or pilot-dependent heading errors are provided as
input to the program in the "Aircraft Type-Dependent Random Heading Error
Array" (IACFPER), as shown in Appendix B, page 152. Each aircraft
type has an associated type-dependent heading error specified.
Surveillance errors are specified separately as range, bearing
and altitude standard deviations and are provided as input in the
miscellaneous data input data sheet given in Appendix B, page 153.
I. Miscellaneous Inputs
Various miscellaneous inputs are required to define runway coordi-
nates, runway separation information, glide slope angles, scale factors,
etc. These miscellaneous input parameters are defined in Appendix B,
page 153. This appendix also lists the values currently being used
for the Atlanta simulation.
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Preceding page blank
V. INITIAL RESULTS FROM TEST RUNS
A. General Discussion i
During the course of the development of the model, several versions
of the model have been used for test runs. To distinguish these versions
of the model, a nomenclature has been developed to distinguish between the
various versions. This nomenclature is as follows:
Atlanta 1
This version of the model is essentially the one described in Ref. 1.
The route structure represented is that described in Atlanta Tower Orders
dated 5/15/69.
Atlanta 2
A version of the model using the Atlanta route structure which went
into effect 11 November 1971. Model algorithms were essentially those
used in the Atlanta 1 version.
Atlanta 3
Minor modifications were made to the Atlanta 2 version to improve the
realism.
Atlanta 4
This is the current version of the model, containing significant
changes and representing the current Atlanta route structure that went
into effect 11 November 1971.
An initial set of test runs was conducted using the old Atlanta
route structure (Atlanta 1 version of the model) in order to compare the
model output data with actual radar traffic data taken at Atlanta in 1967.
The Atlanta 1 version represented the route structure in effect at that
time.
In this section, the model output data are discussed and the test
runs comparing the model output data to the Atlanta radar traffic data
are presented.
B. Model Output Data
Operating in the real-time mode at the computer complex at LRC,
several types of output data are obtained. The simulation console CRT
permits the observation of the traffic flow in the terminal area with
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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various types of CRT displays. Also, strip chart recordings are used to
record messages sent over communications channels and various parameters
of interest, such as time histories of the model queues. In addition,
data printouts are obtained which contain the scan-by-scan outputs giving
the position of each aircraft, messages sent, sequencing data, and other
information.
In the batch mode of operation, the primary data output is a data
tape containing scan-by-scan tracking information to be used as input to
the statistical analysis program, which at present provides statistical
data on the traffic flow. The batch mode of operation will also print
this scan-by-scan tracking data if desired.
Examples of the data output are shown in Figs. 12 through 18. Fig. 12
is a plot of the CRT display taken from a test run at LRC on 18 August 1972.
Provision has been made for changing the scale on this plot, as is shown
in Figs. 13 and 14. In Fig. 12, the range circles are 10 mi apart, in
Fig. 13 they are 5 mi apart, and in Fig. 14 they are 2½ mi apart.
The console operator may also select an aircraft relative display
which displays the traffic in the terminal area relative to a selected
aircraft. An example of this type of display is shown in Fig. 15, where
the traffic display is relative to the aircraft in the center of the plot.
Various scales may also be selected for the relative CRT display.
Examples of the strip chart recording outputs are shown in Figs. 16
and 17. The data shown on Fig. 16 provide a time history of the messages
transmitted by the various simulated controllers and the number of
future messages in each controller's message queue. In this particular
example, 8 controller channels are being simulated. The strip chart shown
in Fig. 17 is an example of the type of time history data obtained on the
number of aircraft awaiting entry into the problem area and the number of
departures awaiting departure clearance as well as information on aircraft
in two selected ETA files and the total number of aircraft in the problem
area.
Figure 18 shows a sample printout of the scan-by-scan data giving the
position of each aircraft at four-second intervals as well as other
supplementary information on the individual aircraft.
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Fig. 12. The real-time CRT display. This plot is updated every four seconds in
the real-time mode. The lines on the plot represent the nominal route
structure. The dashed range circles are 10 n mi apart. This par-
ticular plot was made at scan 372 of a test run. Controller messages
are shown in the upper and lower left-hand corners.
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Fig. 13. The real-time CRT display. This plot is updated every four seconds in
the real-time mode. The lines on the plot represent the nominal route
structure. The dashed range circles are 5 n mi apart. This particular
plot was made at scan 399 of a test run. Controller messages are
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Fig. 14. The real-time CRT display. This plot is updated every four seconds in
the real-time mode. The lines on the plot represent the nominal route
structure. The dashed range circles are 2½ n mi apart. This
particular plot was made at scan 403 of a test run. Controller messages
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Fig. 15. The aircraft-relative real-time CRT display. Positions of the aircraft
shown are relative to the aircraft in the center of the display. The
plot is updated every four seconds in the real-time mode. The dashed
range circles are 2 n mi apart. Scale on the plot is variable.
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Table 6. Current outputs of the statistical analysis program.
1. List of arrival and departure aircraft, giving:
a. aircraft identification
b. scheduled entry time
c. actual entry time
d. scan deleted
e. time in queue
f. time in air














time between entries in take-off queue--departures
actual time between departures
imposed delay in take-off queue--departures
time between successive departures from terminal area
actual flight time in terminal area--departures
total time in terminal area--departures
time between entries in enroute queue--arrivals
actual time between arrivals
imposed delay in enroute queue--arrivals
time between successive touchdowns--arrivals
actual flight time in terminal area--arrivals
total time in terminal area--arrivals
range to closest aircraft for the five closest aircraft.
Note: with all histograms except Range to Closest Aircraft, the sample















C. Comparison of Model-Generated Data with Actual Radar Tracking Data
Model validation by comparison with real-world data has been an
important consideration from the beginning of the program. Ultimately, the
simulation model will be used in what will essentially be experimental
investigations. The main aim of these investigations will be to draw
inferences about the behavior of some particular ATC environment based on
the observed behavior of the model. Consequently, proper usage of the
model will require use of all the rules of physical experimentation, plus
others arising out of the special nature of computer simulation. Further,
in order to draw inferences about the real environment, it is necessary to
assure that there is a measure of agreement between the behavior of the
model and that of the real system. However, it is important to recognize
at the outset that as in most simulation applications, our model will be
constantly transformed into a variety of different "versions," as it gets
used in the analysis of different procedures, regulations, traffic patterns,
instrumentation, etc. Many of these versions will model environments which
are not in existence, so that true validation in the above sense is not
possible. Hence, when we speak of validation we speak of demonstrating
that for at least one version of the model, the behavior of the model is
similar to the behavior of a real system. As Conway, Johnson and Maxwell
point out [Ref. 3],
the establishment of validity for one variation and one set of
conditions does little to establish the virtue of other varia-
tions of the model. So this test, which is widely and quite
reasonably applied, is essentially a null test: a model which
failed to pass would be exceedingly suspect, but no strong
statement can be made for a model which passed.
Given this caveat, we now proceed to explore validation procedure.
"Behavior" of the simulation model has to be defined in terms of
specific variables of interest generated as a result of simulation. These
variables consitute output of the simulation, and all simulation outputs
are time-series. Examples are: "operations" per hour, time in terminal
airspace, time in hold, range to closest aircraft, time-to-closest approach,
etc. Corresponding variables in the real environment are also time-series.
The essential problem of validation, then, is to show that the simulation
time-series are, to a degree of approximation, the same as the corresponding
real environment time-series with regard to statistical characteristics.
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Statistical procedures involving estimation and confidence levels
require the assumption that the data come from stationary distributions*,
and this has a major impact on validation procedure. Consider for a moment
the simulated time-span. Any problem-solving run of the simulator will
involve its operation over a period of simulated time T, which we call the
simulated time-span. The simulated time-span T consists of two portions:
1. There is a run-in time during which the output variables have
not reached "steady state" and are still reflecting the transients
of the start-up conditions. The length of this time can vary,
depending on the extent of artificiality in the start-up conditions.
If, as usual, the simulator is started "empty" (no planes in the air
or on the ground, controllers idle, etc.), run-in time would be
longer than if it were started with a load resembling steady-state
operations. Statistical considerations require that output data from
the run-in phase be ignored for statistical inferences. Thus, since
start-up conditions cannot with confidence be conjured up to be in
steady state, there should always be some run-in time during which
output variables are merely monitored for stability.
2. After run-in is completed, a measurement period begins. This
period corresponds to sample size in more conventional experiments,
and statistical considerations require that this period be long
enough (i.e., there be enough "observations" taken) for means and
other parameters to be estimated with a high level of confidence.
The general concept of a run-in period and a measurement period is
mentioned in the context of a problem-solving run, but it also applies
for validation runs.
In previous studies, analyses had been conducted with actual radar
tracking data obtained from the ARTS system at the Atlanta terminal.
These data were taken by FAA (NAFEC) personnel over a time span of five days
during the summer of 1967. The radar data consisted of x, y, z, position
and velocity data on every aircraft under track at Atlanta over twelve one-
hour peak traffic periods. The data were taken at four-second intervals
throughout each of the (approximately) one-hour sample periods. A more
*Some of the more common procedures require, in addition, that the
data come from normal (Gaussian) distributions. However, "distribution-
free" methods are also available which do not have this additional
requirement. In any case, even the simpler procedures are not much
affected by moderate departure from normality.
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detailed description of this data base is given in Ref. 4.
To provide a comparison of the radar data with the model-generated
data, the model was configured to represent the route structure in use at
the time the radar data were taken (i.e., Atlanta 1 Route Structure), and
a traffic sample was generated using as input parameters the same average
operations per hour, average route loadings, and approximate aircraft type
distribution as existed during one of the most dense hours of the available
sample periods. Simulation runs were then made to generate a one-hour data
sample in the same format as the Atlanta radar data.
Figure 19 shows a comparison of a simulated (model-generated) track
and an actual radar track of a B727. The initial starting position of the
aircraft is slightly different; however, both aircraft pass over the OCR
VOR site. As may be seen in this particular example, the tracks compare
favorably in appearance and in that the total flying time of both paths is
approximately the same. Simulated path deviations appear realistic, and
in most cases investigated, similar good comparison of individual tracks
was noted.
To investigate the relationships among the individual aircraft tracks
to determine if realistic relative separations were being maintained and
if the overall control scheme was operating realistically, statistics were
generated to determine the average percentage of flying time that an aircraft
found another aircraft within a range interval AR. This statistic provides
an estimate of the probability that a randomly selected aircraft from the
aircraft population will have another aircraft within a range interval AR.
Calculations required to develop an unbiased estimate of this statistic
are given in Ref. 4.
Figure 20 indicates the statistical results of comparing the model-
generated and real-world data on this basis. As may be seen, the results
compare favorably in all range bins with the possible exception of the
2 to 3 mile range where the model data indicate a slightly higher percentage
of flying time took place than occurred in reality.
A parameter that has been proposed as a warning criterion in collision
avoidance systems by several investigators and is recommended as a warning
criterion in the ATA Specifications for a Collision Avoidance System is a
useful parameter to use to estimate the overall safety level of the system.
This parameter is the T parameter, or the approximate time to closest
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Fig. 21. Histograms showing the percentage of flying time that a randomly selected
aircraft found another aircraft within a time-to-closest approach















the T parameter which indicate the probability that a randomly selected
aircraft will find another aircraft within a time-to-closest approach of
T seconds. A histogram showing the distribution of the T parameter for
model data and Atlanta radar data is shown in Fig. 21. The comparison
indicates that the distribution of times-to-closest approach is similar
in shape with variations in individual histogram bins on the order of a
few percent.
The comparison of the model-generated statistics with real-world
statistics indicates, to a high degree of approximation, that the model as
configured does in fact provide a good representation of the real-life
environment. It would be highly desirable to have additional real-world
data for further comparisons; however, to date attempts to obtain
additional real-world data have been unsuccessful.
D. Test Runs to Determine Sensitivity to Random Aircraft Heading Errors
To illustrate the type of sensitivity studies to be conducted with
the model, two test runs were made under identical conditions except that in
one case, random heading errors of approximately 3° rms were introduced
for all aircraft. A traffic sample representing approximately 70 opera-
tions per hour was used and the model was configured to represent Atlanta
using a single runway.
Table 7 illustrates the effect of the random heading errors on the
aircraft flow parameters. The most sensitive parameter under the conditions
simulated was the actual rate of departures achieved. Note from the table
that while 20 departures per hour were scheduled, a rate of only 14.3 per
hour was achieved in the no-error case, whereas 16.7 departures were
achieved in the case with heading errors. The above results are somewhat
surprising, however, a study of the remaining data in the table indicates
that the main effect of the heading errors was to slightly decrease the rate
of arrivals, hence permitting more departures to be cleared. The rms
deviation of the total flight time for arrivals increased slightly in the
case with errors. For the case in which heading errors were introduced,
the relative range distributions (i.e., as in Fig. 20) indicated a slightly
higher probability of finding an aircraft within a two-mile range.
The above results should not be generalized, since they are based
on sample runs of approximately 90 simulated minutes under a particular set of
convenient conditions. Rather, the data are presented to demonstrate the type
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Table 7. Statistics developed for comparison of sample runs with and
without random heading errors. Each run represents approxi-









1. Average time between
departures
2. Average departure rate
3. Average waiting time for
departures
4. Average time between arrival
touchdowns
5. Average rate of touchdowns
6. RMS variation of time
between touchdowns
7. Average flying time in the
terminal area for arrivals
8. RMS variation of total
flying time for arrivals
9. Average enroute holding
time for arrivals
10. Average percentage of flying
time that a randomly selected
aircraft had another aircraft
within 2 n.mi.
11. Average percentage of flying
time that a randomly selected




























of answers that will be obtained using longer runs that permit the





A terminal area simulation model has been defined that contains the
major features of the air traffic control situation in the terminal area.
Algorithms have been developed which permit the simultaneous generation
of the tracks of many different aircraft from entry into the problem area
to touchdown on the runway (for arrivals) and from the engine run-up
point on the runway to exit from the problem area (for departures). The
paths are defined by controller-generated radar vectors and by navigation
aids that are currently used by pilots in the terminal area.
In addition, techniques have been developed for conflict detection,
conflict resolution, sequencing, and for the generation of the associated
pilot-controller messages. These messages incorporate realistic delays
and are constrained by the channel loadings of the controller-pilot com-
munication links. Associated display techniques have been developed which
permit real-time observation of the traffic flow with a simulated radar
CRT display.
The initial model has been programmed for the CDC-6600 computer and
run in both real-time and fast-time on the computer complex at Langley
Research Center. The initial test runs indicate that the model and
associated program are within the capabilities of the computer facilities
available. The test runs also indicate good correlation with actual
radar traffic data obtained by the FAA at the Atlanta airport.
As the initial model development progressed, certain areas of improve-
ment were noted but were not implemented because of time limitations.
These improvements are now being made, and include the incorporation of more
detail in certain areas of the program (e.g., additional flight modes and
more flexible route design). Additional logic is being developed to handle
unusual situations such as missed approaches and emergency situations.
The model as finally developed is intended to be general and flexible,
such that changes in instrumentation, terminal area configuration, and air-
craft performance characteristics can be incorporated and the effects of
these changes on the overall system evaluated by analysis of the output data.
The principal uses of the terminal area model and associated simulation
facility will be to determine the effects of new aircraft types, improved
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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avionics and ground instrumentation, and automated sequencing, spacing
and flow control on congestion, operational capacity and safety. The
facility will also be used to provide a realistic multiple-aircraft
environment for the evaluation of pilot displays, terminal optimized
vehicle configurations, collision-hazard warning system techniques, and






Terminal Area Simulation Model Logic Flow Charts
This appendix contains flow charts in which the logic of the model
is described with sentences or phrases in English for the decision and
process boxes. The detailed coding and specific algorithms used are
included in Appendix H.
Statement numbers are included outside particular flow charting
symbols for easy reference back to the corresponding statement numbers
in the programs themselves. Relative statement numbers, noted by a
+ or -, indicate the number of FORTRAN statements (excluding comments)
below or above the given statement number; e.g., 3675+8 points to the
statement which is eight FORTRAN statements below the statement numbered
3675.
The flow charts are grouped in four categories. Figure A-1 is the
diagram of the overall organization of the model, and Figs. A-2, A-3, and
A-4 contain flow charts for the Simulation Model, the Traffic Generation
Program, and the Analysis Program, respectively. The programs and routines
included in this appendix are as follows.
Figure
No. Program or Routine Title Page
A-1 Flow chart for the overall organization of the
simulation model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
A-2 Logical flow charts for the Simulation Model . ... . . 66
A-2.1 TAATM - main overlay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
A-2.2 PAKSPL - pack/unpack special . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
A-2.3 PAKUNI - pack uniform . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
A-2.4 UPKUNI - unpack uniform . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
A-2.5 TATINT - initial read . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
A-2.6 INIT - initialize . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
A-2.7 TATPRNT - print (and tape write) . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
A-2.8 TATREAD - read additional traffic . . . . . . . . . . . 75
A-2.9 TATMAIN - main program of overlay 4 . . . . . . . . . . . 76
A-2.10 TATREST - reset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
A-2.11 TATHOLD - hold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79
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Figure
No. Program or Routine Title Page
A-2.12 MAKTAPE - make Calcomp plotter tape . .. . . . . . . . 81
A-2.13 DASHCIR - dashed circle . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82
A-2.14 TATOPER - operate . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
A-2.15 TRACKAC - track aircraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86
A-2.16 RANDU - random number generator . .. . . . . . . . . . 88
A-2.17 COMMUN - communications . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
A-2.18 CNTRLAC - control aircraft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
A-2.19 ETACOMP - compute ETA . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
A-2.20 CONCHK - conflict check . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
A-2.21 SPDCNTR - speed control . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
A-2.22 COMETA - compute time to fly a distance . . .. . . . . 101
A-2.23 CRTDSPL - CRT display . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
A-2.24 XFORM - coordinate transformation . .. . . . . . . . . 105
A-3 Logical flow charts for Traffic Generation Program . . . 106
A-3.1 TRAFGEN - traffic generator . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 107
A-3.2 GAUSS - Gaussian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
A-4 Logical flow charts for the Analysis Program . . . . . . 110
A-4.1 ANALYS - main program for analysis . . . . . . . . . . . 111
A-4.2 RTAPE - read tape . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
A-4.3 ST4RR - statistics of relationships between aircraft . . 114
A-4.4 OUTST4 - output of ST4RR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
A-4.5 FILT4R - filtering of statistical relationships . .. . 116
A-4.6 ORD4UP - array ordering . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
A-4.7 OUTPT1 - output of various duration statistics for
aircraft in queues or in the terminal area . . . . . . . 119
A-4.8 HISTGRM - histogram . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
A-4.9 PRINTH - print histogram . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122
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NOTE: THE NUMBERING NOTATION FOLLOWING THE OVERLAY NAME INDICATES THE PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY LEVELS OF OVERLAYS (E.G., "TATOPER"-4,3 INDICATES PRIMARY OVERLAY
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Fig. A-1. Flow chart for the overall organization of the simulation model.
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#_ / COSOLE OERAT-SR YES OVRARY OVERLAYO3 ACTOR DEIRETO GO TOT 2X _ IC INDICAO -T
m E CONOLE CALL TRES YSTE M"
,-O~ERATON U SIRE To% S OUIN§E:?;OLOB"
90006 J 
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~-,~,' ~~~-';ERLAY THAT WAS U
./~_.._ DOES ~ ICALL THE SYSTEM'S
R..TH E COUTINE ("RTODELTRA
:ANTO_ DESTR E TO YES TLOAD T HE ODM0% O"E " OV
APPROPRI OCALL THE SYSTEM'SR
STTHEE ICB ROUTINES RTOLR)
OPERATR DESIE TO GN YES TO LOAD THE






AND DIGTALN DEC THE
DISPLAY TOHANTIWAS
CALL THS YSTEM'SROTN 1
STATEMENT ADDRESS
AND DIGITAL DECIMALI
I~ IHA I I I 90001 90019 1 EXCEEDED
OLEr"GEEN GET 'NOCT- HAT SIGNALS THE 
MOG DESIRE TPRN ENG OF A FRAME OF
N A 3 o M~~~~~ILE IN TEO R
I E FRAME TIME
E0S0 NOT EXCEEDED
90020
SET LIGHTS ON TOH
CONSOLE TO INDI- 
CATE PRINTING IS
MBEING DONE 
CALL SYSTEM'S ROUTIN|("OPERATE") TO KEEP REAL-|
ITIME SYNCHRONIZATION AND m
ISYSTEM' S ROUTINE ( "HALT" ) I
|TO GET OUT OF REAL TIME |
ROUTINE I
RETU = ( " __WRLFN"---
Fig. A-2.9. TATMAIN - main program of overlay 4.
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P. 5
SET LIGHTS ON ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CALL SYSTEM'S ROUTINE
THE CON4SOLE TO ("RTMODE") WHICH SEHSES
INDICATE PRItIT- INDICATCOPRLINT- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~MODE DESIRED AND RETURN
ING IS COrPLETE TO APPROPRIATE PROGRAM
QT~~~~~I STATEMENT ADDRESS
|CALL OYSTERSu =| DI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~FI
ROUTINE
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IN REAL TIME SYNCHRONI-
ZATION WITH REAL TIME
CLOCK
RETURNJ TO OVER-LAY 4,0 (AT-
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TAKE PROGRAM OUT OF REAL
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ODEND TNE CONSOLEXOPERATOR DESIRE TO
UISPLAY THE CONTENTS
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40 N Ml DISPLAY
NDRTHERN ARRIVAL ROUTES -- D
SIUTHERN ARRIVAL ROUTES











































DIVIDE THE LENGTH OF
THE DASHED SEGMENTS OF
THE CIRCLE BY THE RADIUS
OF THE CIRCLE TO COMPUTE
AN IANGLE
1
DIVIDE 2D RADIANS BY THE
ANGLE TO DETERMINE THE
TOTAL NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
OF THE GIVEN LENGTH FOR




EVERY OTHER SEGMENT TO
CREATE A DASHED LINE
CIRCLE ON THE CRT
100
CALLIRPROGRAM




















THAT WILL BE USE
FOR THIS SCAN
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HAN OR EQUAL TO THE ES 1
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ACTIVE TRAFFIC
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E LIGHTS
L ZESOME 29031 H
S S
NG OTHER CORNE S
MORE RE FRAME THA YES





OF THE FOUR CORNERS OF
THE RUNWAY RELATIVE TO
THE ORIENTATION OF THE
LANDING COCKPIT
PLACE ON DAC'S ONE OF
THE FOUR SETS OF COORDI-






ION OF ILS BEING
USED BY COCKPIT
P 6 1Do P. 8
COMPUTE ANGLE
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OFF GLIDE SLOPE SET DAC TO
COCKPIT AND A CONSTANTPLACE ON DAC N i~ oi
32930I PLACE CERTAIN
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11990~~ UPDATE THE ACTIVE TRAFFIC 2095 CP ODEARRAY AND ASSOCIATED
VARIABLES FOR THIS AIR- CONTINUE UDOX ~FT 80T 8 E X ~ CRAFT FOR THE HEXT SCAt CLEARAHCE
K D E x 145 No FRTRECEIVED
CP MODE '
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~YES ~ ~PROCEED I14I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1999 8 , ~~~~~ATELY TO IIEW
~~~~~~~~~~STORE ll~~~i" F'~ORMA~~T"~IO ]CONTROL POII
ON THIS AIRCRAFT
I {1IN TEMPORARY
VARIABLES 208 CP ODE
I TOUCHDOWN
/7 5L 2005
/THA ~ ~ ~ UTU STRTDCORPUTE AE DESIRE EA IPATR HT HAS YES AIID ACTUAL TIRES 29FLORII OUT OF THE TER-DOF ARRIVALS AT COMIPUTED "GU
~ETA PO INT' 0N _B. . ______IASUED ON FLIG
REAL TIME FILE M~~~~~~~~~~~ODE
2020 . 1 l0
2100
~~UIIN~~~~~~PACK THE FLIGHT 8 I~~~~~~~~iDDE 1








0505lillFC~~~~~~~~~~~ 4 4 10 HEADINGLOGIC TO DETER-
ERtROR MIN E IF AN ETA
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P ASSED
SECTO; D 1 E, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~THORAL RM TN
82600 VECODESIRED 750
0 TUR
A ~ ~ ~ ~(IE TRCORAF
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2900 MO0DE 9 BF~~CF
CRAFT
APPLY SAGAS









MULTIPLY THE SEED TO THE
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
BY A NUMBER THAT WOULD
GENERATE A NUMBER WITHIN
A LARGE POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE RANGE
THFEgMULT PL IA 1N EMENT ARITHMETIC 
88 SITIV N THE NUMBER TO
7 MAK~~~~~E CIT POSITIVE
/ (I ~~S COMPLEMENTS~~~~~~~~~~~~~
\r/~~~~~~PLUS ONE i
PERFORM A MODULO FUNCTION
ON THE NUMBER WITH AN
INTEGER THAT IS THE
LARGEST POSSIBLE INTEGER
FOR THE COMPUTER WORD
SIZE (IN THIS SPECIFIC
CASE, FOR A 32-BIT WORD)










FRAMH E IS THISE FOR SEES
TS COMMUNICATION CHA F





FRAME THE X N fFIST CORINCTIONS NOFRAE THIS SCA1N
YES
IF THE TIME OF ENTRY FOR
AN AIRCRAFT HAS BEEN EN-





E KDF IYES 
K CATION CHANNELS \ YE a\ 8:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~T
P. 2
THERE
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EN~~~ ~~TERAHACR ISGT MESSAGE







ENE T ACCORDING TO MESSAGE/,7N STATMENT8174 CONTENT










COMPUTED "GO TO" BASED
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THT NED CDTRLLER > . bP1ATION T I SA
YES
P. 2
SET UP TEIMPORARIES FOR
TYPE OF CONTROLLER
ACTION NEEDED, CONITROL- 
LER ACTION POINT, CON-
TROLLER IIUMBER, TOTAL
DOISTANCE UNOER CON- 
SIOERATION
c0 " J a M s1-| rCOMPUTED "G0 TO"
~I "1 'I :: i a l I I | |BASED ON TYPE 
CONTROLLER AC-
TION NEEDED




IN S LUEPE I
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2 5 MENTER AT8 S TATE-MENT 12000
13000 T
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Fig. A-2.18. CNTRLAC - control aircraft.
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IT IS |TYPE 7 OR l1
LOCATE AIRCRAFTi
PATH AND REMOVE




SET TIME AT BEGINNING
OF PATH TO PRESENT






siIIN UEULE SUCH YES
THAT IT DDESN T HAVE 
BEGINNING ETA 
NNFORMATIC-
LOCATE AIRCRaAFT IN ETA |
ARRAY AT BEGINNING OF
PATH--SET SPEED AND ALTI-
TUDE VALUES FOR BEGIIDIIN4
OF PATH
UNPACK ESTIMATEU TIIIE OF
ARRIVAL (ETA) AND ACTUAL
TIME OF ARRIVAL AND COM-
PUTE CORRECTION FACTOR





























SPEED IS ~ ZERO
Q> 21010
CALL THE ROUTINE
("ETACOMP ") TO COMPUTE
THE ESTIMATED TIME OF
ARRIVAL (ETA) AT THE




21011 C K P. 
CALL THE ROUTIHE
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FOR THIS PAT H YN
A SPECIAL ARRAY
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FU TUR E NEED
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PATH INF. FDR
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60 LOGIC600TIS CONFLICT 3 ET YSTASE T UP YE  ERE A
EMERGENCY HOLO AVAILABLE\ / 6 ~~~~~~I,,ICATOR
|YES
BECAUSE THE PATH WAS CON-
FLICT FREE, THE 360 LOGIC
RESOLVED A CONFLICT AT TYPE DIAGNOSTIC STHE BEGINNING OF THE PATH MESSAGE THAT CON- NO TH IS AN AIR- YES, DO NOT ISSUE 23THEREFORE SET THE HOLD FLICT CANNOT BE m CRFT WAITING IN A P.17
TIME TO RESOLVE THE CON- RESOLVED--GIVE CQUEUED 









HOLD RESOLVED A PROB- ENTER AT STATE-
LEM AT THE BEGINNING ENT 21710 p.A OF THE PATH DUE TO
AIRCRAFT WITH PRIORIT HOLD LOIC ENTER ASTATE
-- CONFLICT CHECK NOW RENT 210NEEDED FOR END OF
PATI 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P. IDP. 12P. 10 2000 
ID HOLD NEEDED TO
RESOLVE AIY PROB-
LEII AT BEGI1r1I)NG















THERE RA ADD TOTAL HOLD
TA ARRAYAT HE BE- NO TIME TO TIME AT









P. 9 P. 11
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LOOK AT ALL AIRCRAFT
BEHIND THIS AIRCRAFT--
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PLACE THEM IN FRONT; IF
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THERE A ~~~PROC EED ON PATH"
'PROCEED RN PATHN RED IMESSAGE -SET NE-
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AES T PRESENT
/HER E AHOLA. AT$ .~a THARE O 0IME--INDICATE NO
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26025~
1Y/ES
>TM OREQUIRED > N







D UMP COUIITER T0O
IGIVE NEXT AIR-I|CRAFT IN ETA AT 
IBEGINNING OF PAT
26050
/EERCFAFT 1 I T
LOAE DOFARA
CRF THAT NEEOS
SETT FRM 1UC ER F A
FICKH UP NEW FRAM /MS0NI y
IICFAFT THAT NEEDSI I MESSAGE--SET 'RE-I
,|, I ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~HOLD TURN FROM MES- 
SAGE DEVELOPMENTF I I I TO 26050
30000
I~~~~~~~~~ lEINSERT MIESSAGE J
I ~~~~~~~~~I INTO FUTURE MES- m
I I~~~~~~~~~SAGE QUEUE ORDER-J
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NO oPATH CALCULATIOO S
COMMON PATH BE OONE FOR THIS 
SEPARATION SET CHECKPOINT
TO ZERO N
SET ELAPSED TIME N <AES UNTIL CHANGE OF
SPEED TO ZERO
~~~~~~~~~~~~~iOMPUTE COMMON FJ5PATH SEPARATION NO OCITA O 4S~EPRATIAN PATT SEPARATIONDISTANCE USING THE POI R EDIISTANERC AUSI ENLENGTH AHEAD OF O NTA F EGHBHN IETA PO HC N PATH EP T BEHIND
_C TON ICETA POINTF E
P. 2
235
COMPUTE DISTANCE INVOLVEI . CA~
IN ETA CALCULATION AT * FL
SEPARATION DISTANCE BY
BEHIND POINT--SUBTRACT DI!
SEPARATION DISTANCE AND' DC





F A-1 E OUTINE TOA.
COMPUTE ELAPSED




Fig. A-2.19. ETACOMP - compute ETA.
ON AT N DISTANCE BEHIND POINT
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CO COMPUTE ETA ATPOINT CONSIDERINC THE SPEED POINT CONSIDER-
LATEST POSSIBLE R ES CHANGE OCCUR AT TEING EARLIEST
CHANGE OF SPEED LAST POSSIBLE POSSIBLE CHANGE







COMPUTE LATEST TIME OF COMPUTE LATEST TIME OF
ARRIVAL AT END OF PATH ARIVAL AT END OF PATH
CONSIDERING SPEEDCOSERNGPD
DECELERATION AT ACCELERATION AT LAST
EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENTTEARLE MOME
MOMENT E
COMPUTE E EARLIES TIME COMPUT  EARLIEST TIME
OF ARRIVAL AT END OF OF ARRIVAL AT END OF
PATH CONSIDERING SPEED PATH CONSIDERING SPEED
DECELERAT ION AT LAST ACCELERATION AT
POSSIBLE MOMENT EARLIEST POSSIBLE
MOMENT
l .~~~~~~~.
BFUT.E TEME .BEFORE SPEED ~~~~~~~~~SPEED CHANGE FORl
CHANGE FOR EARLIEST ARRIVAL
EARLIEST ARRIVA
1 9 ZEd.
F:ig. A-2 .19. Concluded .
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COMPUTE ETA AT m / TSED OMPUTE ETA AT IYES GEOCREPARATIO1N POINTISEPARATION POINT I V.ES / CHAIIG E OCCUR AT ~ Nn SEAATO PINiCONSIDERiNGLATESTrm~'~'*,~ THE LAST MOMENT CONSIDERING EARLI
IPOSSIBLE CHANGE I ~ ? EST POSSIBLE
IOF SPEED VALUES I ~ / ICHANGE OF SPEED /







A!JCE CALLED "TAIS A/C`
SET NUMBERCOF AIACRAFT
STATEMEIS A/ AN PASS TO
ZERO
" COMMON"





AI CRAFT NG C E
AIIC  CALLED "THIS / "
 NUMBER OF IRCRA T
"THIS A/C"CAH PASS T0
0
TARE AN COMPUTE ETA AT
AIRCRAFT IN THE I SEPARATION DIS-
~ i ETA RRAY AT THE END ~=!;TANCE BEHIND6
~'QF THE PATH? J "THIS AIRCRAFT"





w_ ~~~~~~~THE ARRAY CALLEDILsAR R F "
1,.._'"OTHER A/C"--UII-













... ... SI M A L | YES E6_T TSP 
["DEORWLLALITUDE' .RATiON POiNT L,







NEXT EARLIER E A
AIRCRAFT WILL YES IER IRCRA
NOW BE CALLED ARIETEN0
"OTHER A/C PATH
150
FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULAT-
ING AH ETA AT THE SEPARA-
TION POINT, SET VELOCITY i
OF FIRST AND SECOND AIR-
CRAFT TO 'DESIRED SPEED
OF "THIS A/C"
200 (
SET VELOCITY OF FIRST
AIRCRAFT TO VELOCITY OF
"OTHER A/C". SET VELO-
CITY OF SECORD AIRCRAFT
TO DESIRED SPEED OF







AT SAYSTH ERE YES
"OER A/C" IO
FRONT OF "THIS A/
CALL NEXT EARLIERI 
JAIRCRAFT "0TIIER 








I XS~~~*OTE A/C"I RN






















LET LAST AIRCRAFT IN ETA
BE CALLED "OTHER A/C"
INITIALIZE INDICATOR TO
SAY THAT THE POSSIBLE
TIME FRAME INTERVAL FOR






CC BE YED E.





~~HE A E /C ~~HOLDING
S OTHE RAC". ALTITUDE THROUGH
iRES D PAS
95
NO AT THE BE-GINNING OF THE
PATH
A/"PASS OH1





(CAN BE PASSED 
1 |~~~~NO
A NEXT EALIE. ETA. SET VELOCIT OF
C EARLIER TEOAPA RAE >
AIRCRAFT WILL FIRST AND SECOND AIR-







YES MSIBLE TIME FRAME
NTERVAL FOR "THIS A/C F
BEEN REACHED YET
190 
5SET INDICATOR ToSAY THAT POSSIBL
TIME FRAME INTER
AOL FAN "THIS
M Hs BEE N
200
VANEE AN
- AIRCRAFT BE- YES
|NA
ISET ETA TIME TO7
ILATEST POSSIBLEI
ETA TIME FOR|"THIS A/C" I
6P.S(DG
210





TION ON ETA AT I
SEPARATION POINT 




Fig. A-2.21. SPDCNTR - speed control.
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EST ~TAT
TYE ETA AT SE PARTIO YES (1 CALL NEXT EAFPOINT FOR AIRCRAFT / 1 j ER AIRCRAFT
EHIND O1THER "OTHER A/C"
A/C" UNPACK ETA IN
A ;ON OF "OT
NO
YES
IS IT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I
"THIS YA/C" TO HAY ES IS THER
EPARATION WITH "OTHE YES . 2N A NEXT
C" AND AIRCRAFT EARLIER
BN~~~~~~~~~~~EHIND /AIRCRAFT
s~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~? 7
NO
SET THE ETA FOR "THIS A/C"
TO THE ETA AT THE SEPARA- NO
TION POINT OF THE AIRCRAFT
BEHIND "OTHER A/C" OR
LATEST ETA, WHICHEVER IS
SMALLER
VELOCITY OF THE FIRST
AIRCRAFT IS THAT OF
"OTHER A/C". VELOCITY




THAT T  E E TA AT SEPA-
TIOF DISTA.CE FROM END















TO COMPUTE TIME "THIS
A/C" WILL ARRIVE AT
SEPARATION DISTANCE
FROM END OF PATH
tHEdA
YES










" DIMENSIO N "
"LOGICAL''
25
U RA- AIR UNPACK ACDECELERA- 1
TiO RATE FOR ECERAT F. ESIRE TO ACCELER- ACCELERATE TION RATE FOR
THIARCRTTE CELERATE, OR THIS AIRCRAFT
HOLD SPEED
40 MAINTAIN SAME SPEED
AMOUNT OF TIME REQUIRED
TO FLY PATH IS DISTANCE 
DIVIDED BY FINAL VELOCITY
--EARLIEST ARRIVAL TIME





TIME TO FLY DISTANCE
EQUALS VELOCITY AT END
OF DISTANCE MINUS INITIAL
VELOCITY AND THEN DIVIDE













COMPUTE TIME TO FLY
DISTANCE WITH SPEED
CHANGE FIRST BY ADDING
TIME DURING CHANGE TO
REMAINING DISTANCE
DIVIDED BY FINAL VELOCITY
COMPUTE TIME TO FLY
DISTANCE WITH SPEED
CHANGE LAST BY ADDING
TIME DURING CHANGE TO
REMAINING DISTANCE
DIVIDED BY INITAL IT
VELOCITY




















UE DH USPLAYFOR DIPAIG . t)FOR ~~~THIS SCAN,?E FINISHESO F O THES SCAT NOTFNSE
FIRST ENTRY INTO CISPLAYI 0 0 0
ROUTINE FOR THIS SCAN OICLL SYSTENSO"J ROUTINE (SEND")I





ROUT INE t("ENABLE") THAT 
CHECKS TO SEE IFI CRT IS BUSYC
R T
I
s BU SY I
CRT I LFREECRT I~
('CLL THE ROUTINE 
/ THERE A YES ("XFORM") THAT
COCKPIT 'ILL TRANSLATE THI7 ICOCKPIT COORDI -
NATES RELATIVE TO
_ FHE DISP AY I
NO
YES
10100 XW SCALL THE SYSTEM'SROUTINE ("FIGURE") TO
NO / DISPLAY RELATIVE DRAW THE TRIANGLE
0TO AN AIRCRAFT'S ~ j SYMBOL FOR THE COCKPIT
PSI I ON THE CRT
lYES
.





-9 COONATESW WTHIN HI SR~~~T PICTUR
I CSALL THE SYSTEM'9
I ROUTINE("FIGURE"I
ITO DRAW THE RUN-JIWAYS RELATIVE TOII HE DISPLAY I
I CALL SYSTEM'S ROUTINES TOl
I LABEL THE HEADING I
L I ("ENCODEI") OF THE AIR- I
* OCRAFT TO WHICH THE DIS- I
PLAY IS RELATIVE AND TO I
IDRAW A TRUE NORTH ARROW m
MARKER ("FIGURE") I
.oooo
|SET TO ZERO THE DISPLAY 
m STATUS INDI3ATOR. SET
m TO ZERO THE UPPER LIMIT
· AIRCRAFT SUBSCRIPT THAT
I WILL BE DISPLAYED THIS
FRAME
Fig. A-2.23. CRTI
Q(f)~~~ ~ ~P. 3
LOOP FROM 1 TO 10 FOR 10 COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
(LOOP ENDS AT 39000)
AMESSAGE -: NO / vCN TRNSMITTED ON-0 
SUBTRACT 1 SCAN FROM
COUNTER OF SCANS REMAIN-IIIG UIITIL MESSAGE TRANS-
MISSION IS COMPLETE
UNPACK THE MES-SAGE TO BE OE-LIVERED AND FIXCE RTAIN ELEMENTS
OF THE MESSAGE
30060
COMPUTE THE LOCATION COMPUTE THE LOCATIONOF THE START OF THE OF THE START OF THE
MESSAGE ON THE TOP M UNICATION MESSAGE ON THE









IS THIS A NON- YES
VERBAL MESSAGE
P. 4
Sb TURN ON AI
/ THE MESSAG . iCONSOLE
YPE INDICATOR A O LIH.u LIGHT
YALID NURE IND ICATOR
YES
I V&AL EX~EIT FROAM30090 THE EXECUTION OF NO
0T BASED THE PROGRAM DESIRED
T I TYPE MESSAGE TOI ? 
BE DISPLAYED
I 51 I l 1~~ ~ ~~~~~YESI
1 IROUTIBNES("CRTCODEI
I AND "ENCODEI") TD IDISPLAY DEPARTURE P.O
I CLEARANCE MESSAGE 
30200
Ini
| |CALL SYSTEM'S ROUTINES("CRTCODE" AND "ENCODEII
TO DISPLAY ARRIVAL
MESSAGE FOR INITIAL FIX
S | IN VERBAL MESSAG3
T10S A NORMAE YES INDICATE AIR-
CARRIYAL CLEARANCE YES CRAFT SHOULD
CROSS INITIAL 
FIX
IS N VERBAL MESSAGEHIS U STAN- NOICATE AIRCRAFT















































SET UP IMPLIED DO LOOP
LIMITS BASED ON NEXT
AIRCRAFT TO BE DISPLAYED
AND NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT TO
BE DISPLAYED IN ONE FRAME
F.Cnt








CALL SYSTEM'S ROUTINES 
("CRTCODE" AND "ENCODEI")
TO DISPLAY AIRCRAFT CLASS
NAME, SPEED, ALTITUDE AND
H ~~~~~~~CALL SYSTEM's
THI ARCA ROUTINE






THEAIRC T YES ROUTINESCHEDULED OR A SAN-_= J ("CRTCODE") TODARD HOLD DISPLAY "HOLD"
WITH TAG
O 1
> ~~~~~~~CAL L SY STEM'>S
ROUTINE
T THAT ~~~~( CRTCODE") TO




CALL THE SYSTEM'S ROUTINE
("RITE250") THAT CAUSES
THE STORED FILE FOR DIS-







C SYSTEM'S IROUTINE( "ENABLE"THAT CHECKS TO










AN ARVLTHAT w I ROUTINE 
DEES A HAND-OFF CO - ("CRT CODE") TOPLETED INDICATOR/ DISPLAY "OVER"
WITH TAG
ICALL SYSTEM'S INEEATTFDS T- R'K YES I ROUTINEMPEECM£[D][AOJ 
- - ("RTCODE " )J? / P L ETED IN DICAT!TO DISPLAY "OVER'/WI TH TAG
SD900 A _ IINCREMENT BY ONEI
~~~~Ator~ J~H~ ES E AD I THE SUBSCRIPTI







IPLAY THE SCAN mIF nlCNTFo m

















THE NORTH-SOUTH AND EAST-
WEST COORDINATES TO





TO WHICH THE SIN-
PLAY IS RELATIVE
Fig. A-2.24. XFORM coordinate transformation.
Fig. A-2.24. XFORbt - coordinate transformation.
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IREAD GEFINI~ PARME~ 
NO. OF ROUTES, O. OF ITYPES OF AIRCMFT, TOTAL /
SAMPLE TIME DESIRED IN /
IN. AVG. NO. OPERATIONS
PER HR, MAXIMUM TIME BE-
TWEEN OPERATIONS SMALL 
000D INTEGER, RADIUS OF 
PR P
R IRRVAL S
FOR EACH AIRCRFT TAPE:
IPROP/JET, MEAN SPEED I
SPEED DEVIATION ALTITUDE
GEVIATION LATEAL GEVIA-I
TION, HEAOING DEVIATIN .




AEAGING, ilORTH/SOUTH SEC- I
ITOR, ARRIVAL/DEPARTURE/ I
POP-UP, NRIMINAL ALTITUDE,
NO. LEVELS BELOW NOMINAL



























~.'.A~ T U ATEO NO MAXIMUM TIME
NUMBWEO U ERT-} ALLOWED
\TINS
SELECT ROUTE (O) ACCOR-
OIR4G To WHERE RANDOM






IF ~~~~~~~ P. 4
I
SELECT TYPE (J AIRCRAF
Dl)ACi DIG TO WHERE RNO
RADMNUMBER LIES WTI
WITE CUMULATIVER









NATES AND HEADING EVIATION UING






> | | ~~~~~~~~~CALCULATE JAER
Ill~~~~~lTI~~ALTCORI- T ALUDAESPE






























Fig. A-3.2. GAUSS - Gaussian.
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/INDICATORS AND/ACTUAL FILTER-.ING VALUES /
I .N IE





LOOP 1 TO NUMBER OF PARAMETERS DESIRED






/EAD NUMBER OF /
/BOUNDARIES FOR/THIS PARAMETER/
/READ THE ARRAY
/~ _ / PLSE CTESANORY/
/BOUOARIES
I /~~~~~~~~~~.












- I - - -400 
OUTPUT ("OUTPTI") TIME
IN QUEUES AND TIME IN




















INST PARAMETERN SIDERED B THI
oUTINE THIS SCAN
YES
LOOP I TO NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT THIS SCAN
(LOOP ENDS AT 25) 
INITIALIZE SUB-
SCRIPT LOCATION







LOOP I TO NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT LAST SCAN
(LOOP ENDS ) 1 A..
|4~ ~ ~ ~j~P.2
DS AIRCRAF SAVE SUBSCRAF IU- To THE .'T YES L LOCATION In LASTm
00 ED AT LA ~AIRCRAFT
ANO
SAVE NUMBER OF
AIRCRAFT MINUSI FOR THIS SCA
35:THEREOL YSA RC




CALL THE ROUTINE THAT
FILTERS OUT CERTAIN
PARAMETER VALUES BASED ONPREDETERMINED CONDITIONS(SF ILT4R" )
T 9~~~~~~P. 3




LOOP 1 TO NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT THIS SCAN AND LOOK AT
T ~P R0) A TLHE MATRIX O F ILTEDANLRE ORERD PARAMETER VALUEj 
- 'TLEP-EPND'S ' XT250 ) . .
SET A VARIABLE TO THE
MINIMUM OF THE NUMBER
OF AIRCRAFT IN THIS ROW
AND THE LARGEST COLUMN
TO BE CONSIDERED FOR
THE HISTOGRAMS
SYTE HURl-
sABLE SET ABOAE{LESS THAN TAD FIRST XYES
COLURN TO BE CONSIDER-
OOFOR THE HISTOOURS
NOLOOP THROUGH COLUMNS OF FILTERED AND ORDERED
PA_ _ RAMETER ALU5 TOBE CONSI ERED I HISTOGRAM('(LOOP ENOS AT 20) -. . ......
V ADD ONE TO
CORRECT BIN FOR
PARAMETER VALUE
200 A2o °-- 
-- 
25 0
e RETUNS TO2~~~"AAS 







_ _LOOP ON NUMBER OF PARAMETERS TO BE OUTPUT IN HISTOGRAM FORM
- (LOOP ENDS AT 40 0-* I
RINT HISTOGRAM/ F




COUNT OF AIRCRAFT FOR
EACH COLUMN TO THE COUNT
OF AIRCRAFT IN THE FIRST




TO THE PERCENT OF AINCRAF
IN THU FIRST BIN FOR EACH
PRINT HEADER INDICATING







gPRINT FIRST BIN OFI
COUNTS, PERCENTS, AND
CUMULATIVE PERCENTS
LI-0_ _ F AO-LM9_1 THS. . IHF,_ RfT.. T_ ,T. BLN ..........
(LOOP ENDS AT 300) 
FOR THIS GIN DEVELOP THE
PERCENT AND CUMULATIVE
PERCENT FOR EACH COLUMN
275+1 .
PRINT THE EXTENT OF 





Lk__ _o. .............. J










/ PRINT TOTAL /
, CASE COUNT FOR,
/ EACH COLUMN /
t 'I'I L - -AD
fRETURN TO
, "NALWS




~~~~~FICAT ION~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CUTESTATEMENTS E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 1EONS ION"® '
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Fig. A-4.5. FILT4R - filtering of statistical relationships.
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Fig. A-4.7. OUTPT1 - output of various duration statistics for aircraft in
queues or in the terminal area. 119119
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APPENDIX B
Input Data for the Current Atlanta Terminal Area Route Structure
This appendix contains filled-out data sheets giving the set of
numerical values used to define the current Atlanta route structure and
procedures. In addition, data sheets which define and list the aircraft
performance parameters currently in use in the simulation are documented
in this appendix. Table B-1 defines and gives current numerical values
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Controller Message Length Array in Number of Scans
for Ith Type of Message
MSG(I) Array
Initial Controller Action
Subscripts for Each Route
(ISTARTA(I))
Route Controller Action















I Type of Message (in 4 sec scans)
to Transmit
1 Arrival clearance to first 1.
check point
2 Hold at check point 1 1.
3 Vectoring 1.
4 Speed control 1.
5 Normal flight to next check point
(pseudo message) 1.
6 Sequencing 1.
7 Departure clearance 3.
8 Change altitude 1.
9 360° emergency hold 1.
Variation on Desired Speed
(SPDSTD(I,J))
Aircraft Type Dependent Random Heading Errors
IACFPER(I) (packed array)
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Type Prop Variation Jet Variation




Type Aircraft Type Aircraft
A/C Error A/C Error
I (deg rms) I (deg rms)
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Definition of miscellaneous input parameters and numerical values


































.9 constant that limits change of path error
L pilot gain constant for VOR or ILS mode
)0. minimum arrival altitude in terminal area
)0. maximum arrival altitude in terminal area
75. angle of view in degrees desired for the cockpit display
of the runway
1 radius in n mi which defines the circular boundary
around the airspace being considered by the model
125 scale factor for DAC output of the error off the
glide slope for the pseudo-cockpit
5 scale factor for DAC output of the error off the
ILS for the pseudo-cockpit
81 scale factor for the ADC input of the rate of
climb for the pseudo-cockpit
50. scale factor for the ADC input of the roll angle
for the pseudo-cockpit
~4 scale factor for DAC output of the rate of climb
for the pseudo-cockpit
2 scale factor for the DAC output of the roll angle
for the pseudo-cockpit
D ~"make good" limit on altitude in ft
9 ~"make good" limit on speed in kts
~4 time increment in sec
 correction constant when flying DME mode
0. time in sec required for completion of one emergency
hold
00. altitude above which prop-type aircraft use enroute
descent rate
00. altitude above which jet uses its enroute descent rate
88 glide slope angle for runway 9L
60 glide slope angle for runway 9R
25 scale factor for the DAC output of the heading for
the pseudo-cockpit
~7 small odd integer used as a seed for the random number






















































subscript of ETA array for touchdown times for arrivals
from the north
subscript of ETA array for touchdown times for arrivals
from the south
subscript of ETA array for take-off times for
departures to the north
subscript of ETA array for take-off times for
departures to the'-south
pointer to NNPATH for emergency hold path description
pointer to NNPATH for standard hold path description
pointer to NNPATH for initial popup path description
angle (heading) for intersecting the final leg from
base leg when distance from north ILS gate to
intersection is < 2 n mi
angle (heading) for intersecting the final leg from
base leg when distance from north ILS gate to
intersection is > 2 n mi
angle (heading) for intersecting the final leg from
base leg when distance from south ILS gate to
intersection is < 2 n mi
angle (heading) for intersecting the final leg from
base leg when distance from south ILS gate to
intersection is > 2 n mi
temporary variable for number ETA point coordinates
temporary variable indicating the number of altitude
regions
number of ADFs
maximum number of altitude options available to a
controller in a particular region
number of fixed altitudes to be used by the flight
schedule
number of arrival routes
number of controller action points
number of checkpoints
number of estimated times of arrival at checkpoints
to be output for an aircraft








NDRTE 10 number of divergent routes
NFIX 9 number of FIXs
NILS 2 number of ILSs
NLIM 4 number of air traffic flow control descriptors
NOPT 54 number of option descriptors
NPTH 49 number of legs that describe this route structure
NSKED 83 number of segments that describe this route
structure
NSPDSTD 9 number of speeds which can be varied for conflict
resolution
NSTART 12 number of initial controller action points
NTRAF 101 total number of aircraft in traffic sample
NTYPE 21 number of performance types of aircraft
NUMSC 2500 number of scans desired for run
NVOR 8 number of VORs
PASEP 40 time in sec added to gate time of next arrival on
"other" runway which reserves the runway for the
arrival and prohibits a departure
PDSEP 60 time separation in sec between departure on "other"
runway and the departure requiring clearance
PHIK 1 constant to convert desired heading correction to
bank angle
PPMX(1) -4. aircraft past position markers; pairs of x, y
(2) 0 coordinates which are rotated and translated




RAD(1) 0. north-south coordinate for the location of the radar
RAD(2) 0. east-west coordinate for the location of the radar
RAD(3) 1024. altitude above sea level for the location of the radar
RCON .5 radius in n mi around VOR within which "away from VOR"
equations cannot be used
RCP(1) 14 maximum length in n mi for downwind leg of the approach
pattern for arrivals from the north
RCP(2) 16.4 maximum length in n mi for downwind leg of the approach


















































































north-south coordinates in n mi for corners of
runway 9L which are used for the cockpit display
of the runway
north-south coordinates in n mi for corners of runway
9R which are used for the cockpit display of the
runway
east-west coordinates
9L which are used for
runway
east-west coordinates
9R which are used for
runway
in n mi for corners of runway
the cockpit display of the
in n mi for corners of runway
the cockpit display of the
altitude in ft of runway 9L
altitude in ft of runway 9R which are used for the
cockpit display of the runway
time in sec added to gate time of next arrival on
"same" runway which reserves the runway for the
arrival and prohibits a departure
required separation in n mi between aircraft
arriving on the same runway
required separation in n mi between aircraft
arriving on different runways
time in sec required for completion of one
standard hold pattern
standard deviation in ft for range from the radar
used to simulate radar errors
standard deviation in deg for bearing from the radar
used to simulate radar errors
standard deviation in ft for altitude above the
radar used to simulate radar errors
six sets of x, y coordinates needed to draw
symbol on CRT for pop-up aircraft
Table B-1. Concluded.
Definition
five sets of x, y coordinates needed to draw
aircraft symbols on CRT
amount of heading error permissible without recal-
culating vector heading
standard deviation for vectors
north-south coordinate of sequencing point on
northern downwind segment
north-south coordinate of sequencing point on
southern downwind segment
north-south coordinate of final point for turnoff
from northern downwind segment
north-south coordinate of final point for turnoff
from southern downwind segment
distance between the ILS gate and the runway 9L
touchdown point
distance between the ILS gate and the runway 9R
touchdown point
east-west distance in n mi between ILS gate and
sequencing fix for arrivals from the north
east-west distance in n mi between ILS gate and
sequencing fix for arrivals from the south
north-south coordinates of base leg intersection
with 2° north of the ILS for runway 9L
north-south coordinates of base leg intersection
with 2° south of the ILS for runway 9R
east-west coordinate of sequencing point on northern
downwind segment
east-west coordinate of sequencing point on southern
downwind segment
east-west coordinate of final point for turnoff
from northern downwind segment
east-west coordinate of final point for turnoff
from southern downwind segment






























































Input Data for the Traffic Sample Generation Program
This appendix contains data sheets used to define inputs to the
traffic sample generation program. The data sheets are filled out
with information currently being used to generate traffic samples
with varying hourly operation rates.
A master traffic sample data sheet is also shown on page
which is used if it is desired to use scheduled traffic for the traffic
sample. Data on this sheet is output from the traffic sample generation
program.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT F lTrM
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This appendix contains a brief description of the function of each
of the subroutines developed for the program. In addition to the
subroutines described herein, numerous system-supplied subroutines
are used. These subroutines are defined in documentation of the
Langley Research Center computer complex.





Overlay 0,0 that sets up common resident core
storage needed by all other overlays--calls a











Packs one or several variables into one computer
core word based on a table of the variables'
attributes.
Unpacks from one computer core word one or
several variables based on a table of the
variables' attributes.
COMPASS routine that performs right shift with
sign extension.
Packs one or more variables, of uniform attributes,
into one or more contiguous computer core words.
Unpacks one variable from a linear array of con-
tiguous computer core words which contains
several variables with uniform attributes.
COMPASS routine that performs left circular
shift.
Reads in data in non-real-time.
Initializes variables and sets constants.
Writes various arrays, e.g. active traffic, on
tape and on printer.
Reads in additional traffic data.
Jumping off and return to point. Main program of
overlay Number 4.
Reset Section - Performs initialization of simula-
tion and reset after simulation has been started.
Hold Section - Develops CRT static display of
routes, range markers (rings), runways, and
controller message headers.
Rewinds the CRT file and copies to a tape for
later batch processing with a program to plot the
CRT display on the CALCOMP plotter.
Plots a circular range marker of a desired radius























4,3 TATOPER Operate Section - Updates scan and frame
counters. Calls routines for tracking, com-
munications, controller actions, and CRT displays.
TRACKAC Track Aircraft - Solves aircraft dynamics - in-
troduces path errors - deletes aircraft which
have left the terminal area or which have landed
- checks whether controller action point has been
passed. Updates active schedule upon meeting
objectives for a particular schedule segment,
e.g. has "made good" a range from a Nav. site
objective. Updates aircraft position.
RANDU Computes uniformly distributed random real
numbers between 0 and 1.0.
COMMUN Communication Channels Simulation - Adds aircraft
to controller action arrays from departure'and
arrival queues. Delivers messages. Modifies
schedules according to message contents. Adds
clearances for conflict-free segments.
CNTRLAC Control Aircraft - Deals with specific controller
actions needed, e.g. arrival, departure, hand-off,
airspace conflict, general conflict, sequencing
actions. Uses options available for the particular
controller action point to resolve traffic conflicts.
ETACOMP Estimated Time of Arrival Computation - ETA at a
point or, based on a switch, the ETA at a separa-
tion distance from the point. Takes into consider-
ation altitude and speed changes. Also returns
earliest and latest ETAs based on when speed
change occurs.
CONCHK Conflict Check. Does the actual checking for any
conflicts based on arrival times calculated for
a particular option. Returns binary switch
set for conflict/no conflict.
SPDCNTR Speed Control - Computes whether a change of speed,
and when to apply the change, will yield a con-
flict-free ETA envelope at a checkpoint, i.e, a
slot in the ETA. Passing another aircraft may be
allowed under some conditions.
COMETA Compute Estimated Time of Arrival based on speed
and distance.
CRTDSPL CRT Display - Drives display routines to display
for each aircraft in active traffic an aircraft
symbol, legend box associated with the aircraft,
two past position markers, hand-off or hold infor-
mation, and controller messages. Static display of





4,3 XFORM Performs relative coordinate transformation.
168
APPENDIX E
Definitions of Variables for the Terminal Area Simulation Model
This appendix contains a complete list of variables used in the model.
For each variable, a definition, its dimension(s), aliases assigned for
programming convenience by FORTRAN-equivalence statements, and a list of
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Description of Packed Computer Words
In order to minimize core storage requirements where feasible,
several elements of data are packed into each computer word. This
appendix defines these packed words and the data elements contained
in each packed word. Because only integers may be effectively packed,
attribute tables define scaling factors, number of bits required,
the element position in the packed word, and the algebraic sign of
the element. The packed computer words are:
Attribute Page
Packed Array Table No.
IACFPER - aircraft error - 247
IASKED - active schedule of all current IPASKED 248
and future path segments for each
aircraft in active traffic
IATAS - actual time of arrival IPTAS 249
IATRAF21 - current or future path IPAPATH 250
information
IATRAF23 - current or future path IPAPATH 250
information
ICHKPT - conflict check descriptive array IPCHKPT 251
ICMSG1 - current controller message - 252
ICMGS2 - current controller message IPMSG2 252
ICMSG3 - current controller message IPMSG3 253
ICNTRA1 - controller action point IPCNTR1 255
ICNTRA2 - controller action point IPCNTR2 256
IDROUTE - divergent path (route) description IPDRT 257
IETA1 - estimated time of arrival array IPETA1 258
IETA2 - estimated time of arrival array IPETA2 259
IETAS - estimated time of arrival IPTAS 260
IETCOOR - ETA location coordinates IPETC 261
IFCMSG1 - future controller message - 262
IFCMSG2 - future controller message IPMSG2 262
IFCMSG3 - future controller message IPMSG3 263
INAV - navigational aids (ground-based) IPNSITE 264
245
Attribute Page
Packed Array Table No.
IOPTN - controller options available IPOPTN 265
IPERFR - aircraft performance rates - 267
IPERFS - aircraft performance speeds (kts) - 268
IPERFT - aircraft performance, seconds to - 269
lift-off
IPFTR - aircraft performance, turn rate - 270
ISDST - length (distance) in n mi of path - 271
segments
ISKED - schedule of all path segments used IPSKED 272
for the various paths making up the
scheduled routes
ITRAF1 - traffic sample description IPTRAF1 275
ITRAF2 - traffic sample description IPTRAF2 276
LIMAC - air traffic flow control descriptor IPLIMAC 277
NNPATH - flight path (leg) description IPNPATH 279
246
Aircraft Error. IACFPER
Each aircraft performance class has associated with it a standard
deviation of heading error parameter.
Dimension: 3
Packed words for each entry: 1/10
Aliases: none
IACFPER
(packed 10 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element







Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 1 10 1
Bits 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Uniform Pack/Unpack routines used; no attribute tables required.
247
Active Schedule of all Current and Future Path Segments for Each Aircraft
in Active Traffic. IASKED
Describes the four-dimensional flight plan using both aircraft and
ground-based navigational techniques.
Dimension: 35 by 11





1. Flight navigational mode
(same as ISKED element)
2. Information No. 1
3. Information No. 2
4. Altitude in hundreds of feet
5. Control point mode, i.e.,
type of make good conditions
(same as ISKED element 6)
6. Information No. 3
7. Information No. 4
*See tables associated with ISKED
for details.
Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element I 1 2 3 | 4

























table IPASKED (dimensioned 4 by 7) describes the packed word
Attribute
Element
Table for Pack/Unpack Routines











Length 4 9 10 9 4 9 15
Sign 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Scale 0 0 0 -2 0 0 0
First 56 47 37 28 24 15 0
Shift I{ I I - -
Actual Time of Arrival. IATAS
Describes actual time of arrival information for an aircraft at each
ETA point on its route.
Dimension: 35 by 2
Packed words for each entry: 1/4
Aliases: none
IATAS
(packed 4 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element
Description: Actual time of arrival at each ETA for an aircraft to be
used for post-processing by comparing with estimated
time of arrival. Also used as correction factor to keep
ETA errors from growing along the route




Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl 1 1 2 1 3 4 I
Bits 15 15 15 15
Attribute table IPTAS (dimensioned 4 by 4) describes the packed word
IATAS.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4
Length 15 15 15 15
Sign 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0
First
Shift 45 f30 15 0
249
Current (IATRF21) or Future (IATRF23) Path Information.
IATRF21 describes current path in active traffic array.
IATRF23 describes future path in active traffic array.
Both have the same element descriptions.
Dimension: 35






1. Altitude (thousands of ft) at
beginning end of the path
2. Altitude (thousands of ft) at
terminal end of the path
3. Path number NNPATH
4. Subscript of ETA array at
beinning end of the path
5. Subscript of ETA array at


















Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl Excess I 1 
Bits 27 6
Attribute table IPAPATH (dimensioned
words IATRF21 and IATRF23.
Attribute Table for Pack/Un
Element 1 2 3
2 1 3 I 4 I 5 I
6 7 7 7












Length 6 6 7 7 7
Sign 0 0 0 0 0
Scale -3 -3 0 0 0
First 14
Shft 27 2114 7 0
· ! i - !
Conflict Check Descriptive Array. ICHKPT
Describes details of the path where conflict checking is to be done.
Dimension: 40





1. Subscript of ETA array (IETA) at
terminal end of path
2. Subscript of ETA array (IETA) at
beginning end of path
3. Separation (n mi)
4. Common path length (XLA in
n mi) ahead of ETA
5. Common path length (XLB in
n mi) behind ETA
6. Pointer to airspace conflict
array (ASPACE)
Max. Scale Binary




























Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl Excess , 1 1 2 1 3
Bits 15 7 7 7
Attribute
word ICHKPT.






3 4 5 6
1 4 1 5 1 6 1
9 9 6
Length 7 7 7 9 9 6
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 1 1 1 0
First
Sifst 38 31 24 15 6 0Shif t I I I I
251
Current Controller Messages. ICMSG1, ICMSG2, ICMSG3
Messages ready to be transmitted immediately are in this array for
each controller.
Dimensions: 8 by 5 per variable
Packed words for each message: 2
(also 1 non-packed word)
Aliases: none
ICMSG1





2. Total transmit time in 4-second
scans, i.e., message length
3. Earliest transmit time in
4-second scans
4. Number of segment clearances
being issued
5. Message type
6. Subscript of ETA array
associated with terminal end of



















Packed Computer Word Diagram




3 14 1 5 1
15 4 5 7
6
Attribute table IPMSG2 (dimensioned 4 by 6) describes the
ICMSG2.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines












Length 10 4 15 4 5 7
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0





1. Information No. 1 (altitude in
hundreds of feet, or speed in
knots, or + heading in degrees,
or intersection ID, i.e., outer
fix) (altitude must be scaled
in calling routine)
2. Information No. 2 (altitude in
hundreds of feet, or speed in
knots) (altitude must be scaled
in calling routine)
3. Information No. 3 (altitude in
hundreds of feet)
Max. Scale Binary


















I 1 I 2 I
13 9
3
Attribute table IPMSG3 (dimensioned 4 by 3) describes the packed word
ICMSG3.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Elemefit 1 2 3
Length 13 9 9
Sign 1 0 0
Scale 0 0 -2
First 18 9 0
Shift
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Controller Action Points. ICNTRA1, ICNTRA2
Describes each place where controller action is desired. Types of





5. No-conflict-check, but compute ETA
6. Pop-up
7. Re-check action on present path
8. Hand-off to another controller
9. Register aircraft in airspace conflict
array (ASPACE)
10. Remove aircraft from airspace conflict
array (ASPACE)
11. Compute new vector to checkpoint.
Dimensions: 85 by 2 per controller action point






1. Type of controller action to
be done
2. x coordinate (n mi North)
3. y coordinate (n mi East)
4. Pointer to ICHKPT (conflict
check) array
5. Pointer to IOPTN (option)
array or to ASPACE (air-
space) array if controller
action is type 9 or 10






































Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element l 1
Bits 5 14
The attribute table IPCNTR1 (dimensioned
packed word ICNTRA1.
6 1 7
14 7 7 7 6





2 I 3 1 4 1 5 1
Routines
5 6 7
Length 5 14 14 7 7 7 6
Sign 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 2 2 0 0 0 0






1. Controller number responsible
for this action











Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element
Bits
Excess I 11 2 1
47
I -, - - I -. I - I
4 9
Attribute table IPCNTR2 (dimensioned 4 by 2) describes the packed
word ICNTRA2.












Divergent Path Description. IDROUTE(i)
Describes which divergent path to use if option is available.
(Value of "i" is from 5th element of IOPTN.)
Dimension: 0










Subscript for ICHKPT array
Subscript for IOPTN array
Subscript for ICNTRA array
Subscript for another divergent
path in this array if available
5. Distance (n mi) between ends of

























Packed Computer Word Diagram
ElementI Excess
Bits 23
Attribute table IPDRT (d
IDROUTE.
I 1 1 2
7 7
imensioned 4 by
1 3 1 4 1 5 I
7 7 9
5) describes the packed word
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4 5
Length 7 7 7 7 9
Sign 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0 1
First










Estimated Time of Arrival Array. IETA1, IETA2
Describes information associated with all aircraft scheduled to arrive
at a point or points associated with this array.
Dimensions: 36 by 2 per variable
Packed Words for Each Entry: 2
Aliases: none
IETA1
Element Max. Scale Binary
Number Description Form Value Factor Bits
1. Aircraft ID number XXXX 1023 10° 10
2. Time (in sec) estimated for
arrival over a point associated -2
with this ETA array XXXXXX.XX 41943.04 10 22
3. Speed (in n mi/sec) over the
point associated with this 
ETA array .XXXXXXX .2097152 10 21
4. Controller action number
which placed aircraft in
this array XXX 127 10° 7
Total Bits Used 60
(no excess)
Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element i 1 | 2 I 3 I 4 I
Bits 10 22 21 7
Attribute table IPETA1 (dimensioned 4 by 4) describes the packed word
IETA1.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4
Length 10 22 21 7
Sign 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 2 7 0
First





1. Subscript of ETA array at begin-
ning end of path
2. Subscript of ETA array at
terminal end of path
3. Path number
4. Assigned altitude (integer
thousands of feet) at
beginning end of path
5. Assigned altitude (integer
thousands of feet) at
terminal end of path
6. ETA (in sec) at separation












XXXXX.XX 167772.15 10- 2
Total Bits Used
(3 excess)
Packed Computer Word Diagram
Excess
Elementl [ 1 I 2 | 3 4 5I





















Length 7 7 7 6 6 24
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 -3 -3 2
First
Shift 50 43 36 30 24 0Shift I II II
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X)
Estimated Time of Arrival. IETAS
Describes estimated time of arrival information for an aircraft at
each ETA point on its route.
Dimensions: 35 by 2
Packed words for each entry: 1/4
Aliases: none
IETAS
(packed 4 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element
Description: Estimated time of arrival at each ETA for an aircraft






Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl 1 I 2 1 3 I 4 l
Bits 15 15 15 15
Attribute table IPTAS (dimensioned 4 by 4) describes the packed word
IETAS.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4
Length 15 15 15 15
Sign 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0
First
Sifst 45 30 15 0Shift I I 
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ETA Location Coordinates. IETCOOR
Describes location of ETA and stores information on whether any
aircraft are in a standard holding pattern at the location.
Dimensions: 36





1. x coord. (n mi north)
2. y coord. (n mi east)
3. Binary switch (l=yes) to indicate
there is a propeller aircraft in
a standard hold pattern on path
ending with this ETA point

















Packed Computer Word Diagram
ElementI Excess
Bits 30
I 1 2 13141
14 14 11
Attribute table IPETC (dimensioned 4 by 4) describes the packed
word IETCOOR.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4
Length 14 14 1 1
Sign 1 1 0 0
Scale 2 2 0 0
First








Future Controller Messages. IFCMSG1, IFCMSG2, IFCMSG3
Messages to be transmitted later are in this array for each controller.
Dimensions: 8 by 25 per variable
Packed words for each message: 2
(also 1 non-packed word)
Aliases: none
IFCMSG1
Non-packed, earliest transmit time in 4-second scans.
IFCMSG2
Element Max.
Number Description Form Value
1. Aircraft ID
2. Total transmit time in 4-second
scans, i.e. message length
3. Latest transmit time in 4-second
scans
4. Number of segment clearances
being issued
5. Message type
6. Subscript of ETA array associated





















Packed Computer Word Diagram




1 1 21 3 1 41 5 1 6
10 4 15 4 5 7






3 4 5 6
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-- -- I
Length 10 4 15 4 5 7
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0
First






1. Information No. 1 (altitude in
hundreds of feet, or speed in
knots, or +heading in degrees, or
intersection ID, i.e. outer fix)
(altitude must be scaled in
calling routine)
2. Information No. 2 (altitude in
hundreds of feet, or speed in
knots) (altitude must be scaled
in calling routine)
3. Information No. 3 (altitude in
hundreds of feet)
Max. Scale Binary
Form Value Factor Bits
+XXX +511 10° 13
XXX 511 10 ° 9
XXX 511 102 9











table IPMSG3 (dimensioned 4 by 3) describes the packed word
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3
Length 13 9 9
Sign 1 0 0
Scale 0 0 -2
First





Navigational Aids (Ground-Based). INAV
Describes each navigational aid site.
Dimensions: 10 by 5
Packed words for each entry: 1













x coord. (n mi north)
y coord. (n mi east)
Standard deviation (error)











1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1
14 14






























Length 14 14 7 6
Sign 1 1 0 0
Scale 2 2 1 1
First
Shift 27 13 6 01Shift I
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Controller Options Available. IOPTN
Describes which options are available for controller action points.
Dimension: 55





1. Subscript of desired altitude
(ALTOPT)
2. Subscript of desired speed
(IPERFS)
3. Subscript of nominal path
(NNPATH)
4. Computed vector option (not
currently used in model)
5. Subscript of divergent path
(IDROUTE)
6. Altitude option availability
(yes-no)
7. Speed change availability
(yes-no)
8. Standard hold option availability
(yes-no)
9. Emergency hold option avail-
ability (yes-no)
10. Limit aircraft option (if non-






























Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementi Excess I 1 1 2 I 3 I 4
Bits 11 7 7 7 4



















Attribute table IPOPTN (dimensioned 4 by 10) describes the packed
word IOPTN.
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Length 7 7 7 4 6 6 6 1 1 4
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
First 4Sifst 42 35 28 24 18 12 6 5 4 0Shift f I-
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Aircraft Performance Rates. IPERFR
Each aircraft performance class has associated with it a rate of
performance for various operational categories.
Operational categories used in the Terminal Area Air Traffic
Control Model include:
1. (IPERFR1) - maximum descent rate (hundreds of ft/min)
2. (IPERFR2) - enroute descent rate (hundreds of ft/min)
3. (IPERFR3) - terminal descent rate (hundreds of ft/min)
4. (IPERFR4) - climb rate to 10,000 ft (hundreds of ft/min)
5. (IPERFR5) - climb rate to 20,000 ft (hundreds of ft/min)
6. (IPERFR6) - acceleration rate (kts/min)
7. (IPERFR7) - deceleration rate (unsigned) (kts/min).
Dimension: 3 by 7

















(packed 8 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element
Description: Climb, descent, acceleration, or deceleration rates by
aircraft performance class (see list above)
Form: XXX
Max. Value: 127
Scale Factor: 10 (except IPERFR6 and IPERFR7 are 10° )
Binary Bits: 7
Packed Computer Word Diagram
Excess
Elementl 1 2 I 3 1 4 1 5 I 6 1 7 1 8
Bits 4 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Uniform Pack/Unpack routines used; no attribute tables required.
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Performance Speeds (Kts). IPERFS
Each aircraft performance class has associated with it a speed for
various operational categories.
Operational categories used in the Terminal Area Air Traffic
Control Model include:
1. (IPERFS1) - Takeoff
2. (IPERFS2) - Climb to 10,000 ft
3. (IPERFS3) - Climb to 20,000 ft
4. (IPERFS4) - Cruising
5. (IPERFS5) - Transition
6. (IPERFS6) - Terminal
7. (IPERFS7) - Approach
8. (IPERFS8) - Final.
Dimension: 4 by 8



















(packed 6 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element



















Uniform Pack/Unpack routines used; no attribute tables required.
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Aircraft Performance, Seconds to Lift-Off. IPERFT
Each aircraft performance class has associated with it a performance
parameter "seconds to lift-off."
Dimension: 3
Packed word for each entry: 1/10
Aliases: none
IPERFT
(packed 10 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element





Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl 1 I 2 1 3 4 5 1 6 7 1 8 9 1 10 
Bits 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Uniform Pack/Unpack routines used; no attribute tables required.
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Aircraft Performance, Turn Rate. IPFTR
Each aircraft performance class has associated with it a performance
parameter, "turn rate."
Dimension: 3
Packed words for each entry: 1/10
Aliases: none
IPFTR
(packed 10 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of Each Element
Description: Turn rate (deg/sec)
Form: X.X
Max. Value: 63
Scale Factor: 10 1
Binary Bits: 6
Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl 1 1 2 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 9 1 10
Bits 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Uniform Pack/Unpack routines used; no attribute tables required.
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Length (distance) in n mi of path segments. ISDST
Each flight path segment has an associated distance.
Dimension: 17
Packed words for each entry: 1/6
Aliases: none
ISDST
(packed 6 elements in each computer word)
Characteristics of each element:







Packed Computer Word Diagram
Elementl 1 1 2 1 3 I 4 5 1 6 
Bits 10 10 10 10 10 10
Uniform pack/unpack routines used; no attribute tables required.
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Schedule of all path segments used for the various paths making up the
scheduled routes. ISKED.
Describes the four-dimensional flight plan using both aircraft and
ground-based navigational techniques.
Dimension: 85





1. Flight navigational mode
2. Information No. 1
3. Information No. 2
4. Subscript for altitude array
(ALTSKD). If value is zero,
continue at present altitude;
if value is 31, use altitude
subscript from IOPTN altitude
pointer
5. Subscript to speed type (IPERFS)
6. Control point mode, i.e., type
of make good conditions
7. Information No. 3






























Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element I 1 I 2 1 3
Bits 5 9 10
1 4 1 5 16 i
5 4 5
Attribute table IPSKED (dimensioned 4
word ISKED.
by 8) describes the packed





























7 (no longer used)
8 (no longer used)
9 (TRUE TURN)

















,+towarddistance (n mi) toward
~-away
(further scale by 101













Length 5 9 10 5 4 5 9 13
Sign 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
First













time of day - scans
elapsed time - sec
distance (n mi)
(further scale by 101





DME ID distance (n mi) +toward
-away
(further scale by 10'








10 (TOUCHDOWN) RUNWAY ID distance (n mi)
(further scale by 101









Traffic Sample Description. ITRAF1, ITRAF2
Describes the offer time values of the variables associated with each
aircraft in the traffic sample.
Dimensions: 102 by 2 per aircraft













position in this array)
(n mi north)
(n mi east)
(ft above mean sea
Max. Scale Binary


















Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element Excessl 1 I
Bits 6 10
2 I 3 I 4
14 14 16




4 by 4) describes the packed
for Pack/Unpack Routines
1 2 3 4
54
Length 10 14 14 16
Sign 0 1 1 0
Scale 0 2 2 0
First 







3. Aircraft performance class
4. Propeller (=1) or Jet (=2)
5. Route number
6. T (4-sec scans), i.e., offer
time
7. Departure (=1) or arrival (=2)
8. Hemisphere relative to terminal,
north=l, south=2

































I 1 I 2 I
9
3 141 5 
9 5 2 6
6 171 81 9 
14 2 4 9
Attribute table IPTRAF2 (dimensioned 4
word ITRAF2.



























Length 9 9 5 2 6 14 2 4 9
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2




Air Traffic Flow Control Descriptor. LIMAC
Describes parameters used to change separation standards for traffic
flow control.
Dimension:





1. Indicator whether limit is on an
ETA array or a waiting queue
2. Subscript pointing to which ETA
or waiting queue array
3. Upper limit of number of aircraft
in array before additional
separation applied
4. Lower limit of number of aircraft
in array before additional
separation removed
5. Separation (n mi) to be added
6. Pointer to switch indicating
whether additional separation
was previously applied
7. Pointer to next possible flow
control descriptor. If sign is
negative, both conditions must
be met to apply additional
separation. If positive, either
condition being met will use the
additional separation
Max. Scale Binary






















Packed Computer Word Diagram
ElementI Excess
Bits 18
Ill 2 1 3 1 41
3 6 6 6






table IPLIMAC (dimensioned 4 by 7) describes the packed
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack Routines
Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Length 3 6 6 6 9 6 6
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Scale 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
First
Sifst 39 33 27 21 12 6 0
Shif t I I II
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Flight Path (Leg) Description. NNPATH(i)
Describes which segments from ISKED are used for each path.
Dimension: 50





1. Number of segments for this path
2. Pointer to next optional vector
in NNPATH
3. Path number for this path
(not necessarily equal to "i"
and not necessarily unique)
4. Pointer to ISKED for first
segment this path
5. Pointer to ISKED for second
segment this path
6. Pointer to ISKED for third
segment this path















Packed Computer Word Diagram
Element| Excess I 1 2 I 3
Bits 15 3 7 7
Bits Used
excess)
1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1
7 7 7 7
Attribute
NNPATH.
table IPNPATH (dimensioned 4 by
Attribute Table for Pack/Unpack

























Length 3 7 7 7 7 7 7
Sign 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
First
Sifst 42 35 28 2114 7 0Shift147 1
Preceding page blank
APPENDIX G
Computer Core Storage Requirements for the Terminal Area Simulation
This appendix describes how core storage is allocated to the various
overlays, subroutines and data arrays. The data storage requirements are
variable and are a function of the particular data set with which the
program is dealing.


























Overlay 2,0 - shared core
TATPRNT
Overlay 3,0 - shared cord
TATREAD
System Supplied Subroutines
Overlay 4,0 - shared core
TATMAIN
System Supplied Routines
Overlay 4,1 - shared core
TATREST
System supplied routines























































.STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, Continued-,STORAGE REQUIREMENTS, Continued
Octal
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Detailed Logic Flow Charts
This appendix contains the detailed logical flow charts for the
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C RETURNS IN XRETIIN FlORTING FORM. DIVIDED by SCALE) THE 1








mC NOW NEEo MASK OF LENGTH NUMBER OF BITS -- OCHECK R MOR 
C GENERATION
C.... 
KWORD = LSHF T IKWOR.i SHF T 
j MRSK=2 IENGTH- ,I - - -...
IXRET:KWORO .AND MASKLXRETrIXRET
IXRET=XRET/SCRLL 
I E T URNt
~LERNl
IWORK=LSHFT( IWORK .LENGTH) 



















OG EN RLPL .(I
IL5 Lois,. L* PL ) ,INEG3 IL)
I~tt0NTEG638o), TI:BLEtO075). LOGICt2.7)




ILO ICR)i FSS 
WUIVRLENCE
(PENRFS(C o9) IPERFS4())). (LDISI(33). FSS(1)).








: MAJOR COMMON BLOCK CONTRINED IN RLL OVERLRYS AND PRIMARY SUBROUTIN




DGRTO. ITR, E D.
ENROTRA(2), Flri. G.
GLIDE(2)., HOLSEP. IRRPN.
RRRS. (RT(11). ) B 110).(A RB. (ART 'CNRR2(85).
[CHRPT 40 . ICNTRHlt ) . RHY7 l,RELT . ,3ODEN. SPEPS.[D DUTE(01. IHPATHE IHPRG2THS.INRV(10,),. IORTN(i55) , )P RTH(9),S]),
PRSKED o,7),. PCI-R(PT4.7). (PEN RI(4.9 ).OPCNTR2I .2)t I)P0RT)25) . IPER FR(3.7) .[PRS9, ). IPERFT)3), PTI ,t
F 1).
.0l/PITCR2
IPERAF q ,) PFTR/F(q3), PS2q6
[PtSG3)9,3). ,IPNPATH .7 , IPNOITE(, d ).
(POPL)(2 ), IPOPPA. · IP0PR( 2 ,(POPTN(9 ,S , IP5KEO).,8) (P 5PR(9.5)
0)8M0N/ER)ORZ/
)PTlRRF ( IRF2)9.S). ISDT5(I).SKOPI.. IS ED185). ISTARTR(21).
TRNG(o 2.2). ITRNO 102). ITRRF2102). 
MAXK, MF,
NRLTSKO. NCP. NDEPR.




PPMX( 3).· PPMY(3 ), REP) 2 )
RIO. RY3X X So.2 ). R KYY :9.2).RWYZ(2). SHOLDO, SPOST (5.2). 
5QXG 6). SOY(S). TRI (5).TR)Y)S). XR{2). XC(2) .XDILS)2). 50)5)T2). · FINRL)2).
XRPOS( 2), YR 2 ), YC)(2),
YRPOS( 2 ) **oV). 5) TYP 3O) IRRO
P [ETCOO 36). IPETC.2). IRCFPER(3)
PAGE 2
ISCE)LLNEOUS PRI* RRY-TO-PRN NARY RND PRINARY-TO-SEC0NOARY COMMON
oVTEN
NTE(0.).(1.).(2 .0)I(W0T 4 tNE s). (4.). (4.2t3). (4.3
OPTRi)L). 2) )II(EM)( (tRLiiq. OEERRLT)
.tTR3O S) OET lRLNs) ZO





I 'DIM. , TYPE FOR OVERLAYI.O)I
((ESIONIM[N1E0NMS6(20) , RLTR(2.2) , SEPP(2)
. . TABLE KNTEG LOGC EQIV. FOR OVERLRY(1,0)
-(VUIVRLENCE
()NTEG(12). lOUT) .11ITEG{ 9).IRRUN) (1NTEG(37).NTRRF)
.{INTEG(35), NFRRAM) INJEG 40).IT).(INTEG(3)J.NUMSC)
{INTEG(9(). NSCAN N(INEGqS). M(150)1))
.(TPaLE)O, R) .(TRBLER02). RLPHK()
.{0TRE(3).,LTA(I.1 A)) . TRBLEEMI 11 TEIPS)
.(TRBLE(12). VECERR) , ( TABLE)1'). OEEALT)
.)TA8LE)1S). OELSPD) A IARBLE1 ). DELT)
.( TRBLE(IS) OKCON) .) TRBLE(22). HBLDT)
.)TRRLEI23). PRSEP) . 2TRBLE[24). PRSEP)
25)TALE)25). PHIK) A{ TRBLE)25 * BETA)
.(TR8LE(37). RCON) ATRBLE)38 . SRSEP)
.)TRBLE)43), SEPP(l)) :(TRBLE(48). VECSD)
,)TABLE(53). CKROLL , TRBLE(5q). CKRC)
.)TA8LE155). CROLLL) .)TABLE)5S). CRC)
~ TRE5',FOELT .)(RBLE(S). ZCON)
· RL (59) , lICON)






CALL RER, , UT.).lOUT)
<CLL RERDOUTi20.1.NWT)
CALL REAOUT -2 .l.DU
FrC.'RT Ai *t Forfrm Nllollre Th Fm qT
< 3 -00 -NDEXI. --- .E...
IAI.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-~ IPG - -i - - - 'P.
ILDISO(INOEX) =.FRLSE.1
…'OOSOOOB~- 9 0<008 1=1.108B
,------------------ oa 
LDlSit I ) = .FRLSE.*








IC ... SET UP INPUT RNO OUTPUT TO REQUESTED EoUEPUIENTi















IC... INITIALIZE C NST ANTS m mm m m m.......... ....wm
CW.. READ AIRWAY DISPLAY CONSTANTS
EAo 5503. PPM.X PPitY
ERO DSDS. TRIX. TRIY
EARO 5506. SX. SOY
C-.... REAO IN CONTROL WNSTTSI
.NSPDW =
9EAD R DELT.NUMSC. NTYPE.NTRAF.NSKED.NVOR.NoF.NFIX,.NOME.NILS
NO£EPR.NARRA.NCP.MAXKNSEGMAX
C... DELT - TIME INCREMENT IN SECC.... NUMSC - NUMBER OF SCANS DESIRED FDR RUN
C.... NTYPE - NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE TYPES OF AIRCRAFTC.IW. NTRAF - TOTAL NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT IN TRAFFIC SAMPLEC.... NSKED - NUMBER OF AIR ROUTES
CI.WW RERO IN CORRECTION OR LIMIT CONSTANTS
ERD5001 , ALPHK.RK.PHIK,DKCONVECSO,DELRLT,DELSPD .RCON.
I(RLTRAIlJ].I=I.2I.J=I .21 
W... REAO IN ATTRIBUTE TABLES


















REAO 5000. IRRF T PAGE 6




~H.REno AN PAC THE CLULUNS OF PERFORARNCE TABLESJ
CREno PERFORMANCE RATESI[:~CHANER UEFNITSNF PEPRFRTF°MANCE DATA IF NECESSARY II
ISCRE=-DI= I
............... < DO '200 LPACK=I.7>
JREo 4OOO.IXWORK(II.I=I.NTYPE)I
CRAL L
~CRLL PRKUNI IIPERFRII.LPRCKI.XWORK.NTYPE.LENSTH,SCRLE /
IC-"WE RERO PERFOR~~~~~~~~~~~~~tRN~CEmm SPEEDSI
8(ALE=I.O~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ODO 4300 LFRCK=I .8>
IRERD 4OOO.(XWORKlI),I=l.NTYPEII
/ ~ ~ ~~ CALL \
\ CRLL PRKUNIIIPERFS II.LPRCKI.XWORKNTYPE.LENSTH.SCRL£ /
.................. 4300 1
LENDTI=I Sl
IC SCRL E =I.-OI
~7
[READ OOD0. IOiKRI I.I=i .NTYPE I
CALLCLL P KUNI (IPERFT. XWORK NTYPE LENbTH.SCALE)
C0
m m m





mmml [ [HEt( [ ]WHICH HEMISPHERE S CONTROLLER (N OF 0.0 IHEM=I.S OF o.o
IL ASSOCI RUTES WITH HEMISPHER E
[NROUTES= NERNR DEPR* UTER?
IRED 5215. [IAIEM([],[=I, NRWUTES )1
IC.... READ CONTROLLER ACTION ARRAYI
IRERD 5000. NCACTI
< DO 600D J= I.NCACT > P.9.
RED 5600. iXWORKIr. I=1.61. IYWORK III.I=1.2I
[IAORD=O
PAGE 8
\CALL PRKSPLIIONE.ISIX .IWORD. IPCNTR1.XWORKI/
ICNTRARIIJl IWORO IIIWORD = 0 
CALL
\CALL PRKSPL IIONE.ITWO.IWORD.IPCNTR2.YWORKI
IR7~ I[PS-[7 I ICNTRP2I JI= IWOROI
-~~~~~61 
IC...m RED CHECK POINT R PRRRY1
[READ 5000S. NCHKI
<00 BD1S0 J=l .NCHK>
READ 5605. IXWORK(III.6=I.11
I~WORD=O




ICm . REPO IN IDPTN ARRAY (OPTION RRRRYII
IREno 5~$
.................< DD 6200 J=!.NOPT>
REnD 5610. (XWORKI[)II=1. I= 1[IWORD=-O
CALLw\CALL PnSPL I IONENINE. IORD.IPOPTN.XWORK /
293
....................- - - CON
PAGE 7
PRGE 9
tCALL PRKSPL (IONE.ISEVEN. 110R0.IPNP TN ANORNI 
0 I~~~~~~~~~NNPRI l1J I =IlKORD 
6 _ n~~~~~~~~~~~~CNT INJE
CREl RERD IN SCHEOULES|
IREAD 5000. NSKEDI
< DD 690 J~l .NSNETI~~~ IRI IP0.10
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I~ ~ ~~~~~~rnr nu 
%F IFXORI, W
F 101X4OR0 )





CALL PRKSPL (IONE.II IWORO.IPSKEO.XWORK" )
AlFl I |P 1SKEO1tJ1 W ORO
[CONTINLIEd,
IC... RERD IN lSTRNCES FOR sCHEDtLESIlCmumm READ IN DISTNE FRSCH DLS
.................< DO 6600 J:!l.NTRRF.>
-~~~~~~~~~~~ - -~ - -Y~() T=- -"- - -- T - --
IREFtO 5030. fXWORK Il, 1=1."). YW :.RK( §1=
ICm... CONVERT OFFER TIt& IN SECONDS TO ' CR"
IITEMP = YtORK(6)/OELT +-SI
WORI(6 =TEMP )
IFU.WORDI= 0 TR
.CALL PRASPL( TONE, IFOUR LIORD], IPTRRFI ,XWORK I
CALL PPJ(SPL {(IONE. I NINE"~-.L WORD2.1IP TRAF2. WORK ) 
I RFI WO LWOR I
ITRF2J= L0WOR02
SB
JC.CR NPS INERD . AN PACK NAV SIETE O
00 1250 LPRC:1,5 
IKPACK= NN ViLPRCK II
D 02Y15 IPRCK=1.KPRCKRI P
Cmm. RERO NA VRIODE INFOI PRG
PRAGE 10
w
CLL PRSPLIONEI liOR.IPNSIE.XWORK 
<CALL PAKSPL( TONE. IF[J-OR,,,A~[[,[, [WORDINI£,WR)




IC.... READ CON ER STO ANTS
IREAD 5200 .HOLOT .TPS.PRSEP SASEP FPSEP, SEPPt I, I=1.2
IERO 5620.It WOR11II. I-I .1NSKEO DIISCRLE = 10.
<CRLL PRKUNItISDST.XWORKNSKEO.ITEN.SCRLE )
NRERO S0000.ORTEI
.......-- - 00 6500 J=- .NDRTE
NERA 5611B. {XWORK{I),.=1.S
CRLL PKSPLI ONE. ORD. PORTXWORK) /
-- -- IIDROOTE IJI- -ORD
................... _- N -_E5 0
294 C... RE M STER TRAFFIC SAMPLE. tNTRRF KR5 ON A HERDER CAROIIlC PACK INTO ITRAFI ANO ITRRqF21
En 205.1AARS7ERO 5205, IRRRS IRRRN. IDEPS, IOEPN
d7
IC.... REFAD SEDUENCI DISTRNCE CONSTRNTS
fRERD 5210,1XDISTil . RCPI .1=1.21
IF .... PrrK M-cen I -k~T-c
NRERO SSOO.'IYSGIJ.I I.-9)
IC... READ SEQUENCING RNGLES OF INTERS. OF FINAL BY EqSE LEGI
47
IRERD SSOO. ( ITRING I .J) .=I1.21 .J=I1,21]
C.... NERO TTART NG CONTROLLER ACTION SUBSCRIPT TO APPLY TC EARCHROT
Cm.... THESE SET-UP FOR NUMBER OF DEPARTURES 08 ARRIVALS B
IREADo 5000. NOT. R
ER 5000S . IST R I). I=i.NSTRR)
.. RERD IN NNPRTH pRRRYI
IRERD SDO, NPTHI
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00 6300 J=i .NPTH>
IR£RD -D'o° (XKO RK (11. ' 1_1.71
I Mg ~~~IIORO I
IIORO20. (XwQRK L=],4 )|
I
PAGE 135R  PREI
mm READ RLTOPT RRRY I.J.K WHERE I IS NUMBER OF ALTTUDES_
WlERE J IS TYPE OF RLTIT DESI
BF10.0 FORMAT WHERE K I IS PROP A/C
mmmRm R CAD WHERE K 2 Is5 JET R/C
Ctmm NOIE ORDER ON CRRDS
{RERD SOODDNRLTDP J JJ
<..DO b700 K=l ,2
<00 6700 1=1 NALTOP
REAO 5212.(RLTDPT(I.J.K).J=l.JJ)
_ _ ____________ b700 7
ICONT tNUJEI
ICm m m RERO ALTITUDE TO RASSOCIRTE WITH SCHEDULES
FRERO 5000. NRLTSKOl
(READ 5210.(RLTSKD(I ).1=1 .NRLTSKDII
ICmm-t READ SPEEO VARIATION ARRAY K=l FOR PROPS. K=2 FOR JETS]
R ERD A 500D NSPDSTDI
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
C DO bbO K=lw2)
RERD S5b20.C SPDSTD (I, K), .I=.NSPDSTO)I
IC... .READ PRTH NUMBSER FOR STD HOLD EMERG HOLD. RND POPUP I
READ 5000. IHPRTHD.IHPETHE.IPOPPRD
C---m REAO MISCELLRNEOUS CONSTANTSI
[RERD 5010, IPOPRI I),IPOPL(I ),1=1 ,211
READRO 5008 SCKROLL ECKRC CROLL CRC ZCON ,HCN IREAD 5200 DXDILS 
RER E 5200A GLIDOE PAGE 1.RERO 5008 ,CILSCGL[OE.XLOCRL
READ 5535.(IRWYX(I.J).RWYY(I.JI]1=1. I.RWYZIJ)IJ=1I2))
(READ 55i35,BETR)
{READ 5008.(XFINRLI I I = .21
IREAD 5535 .VECERR . OUND)
READ 5215.(IIRT(II.I=l.II)2
READ 5210. XA( II.YAI).l I .2I
RERD 5210I.XC I IYCI I.I=1.2
RERAD 5502. ENRDTR
RERAD 5802 RRRMNR. RRMXR
RERD 5503, SHOLDOD. EHOLOD. HOLOSEP
AD 5535 .1(RPOS(I) ·YRPOSII)·I=1.2)
1ER RD(5. (R O I 3. (=l.3) [SIG([ . 1=1.3). IRRG
CALE =10.0EEGTH=B
ERED 000. (XWORK( II I =.NTYPE)
CALL PRKUNIIIRCFPERAXWORK.NTYPE.LENGTH.SCRLEI
[READ SDDOJI
................... ~ ~ ~ < DO 57D 5 8 =5 I.J
ARED 5502,(XWORRIKI K=$.21!
RETU
WONRD: = D 
PRKSPL(IONE.ITWO.LWDRD.IPETC.XWORKI
IIETCOOR I I = L10RDI
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b77b -














mA. C(I BLOCONTAINED IN ALL OVERLAYS J PR UTIN
ILOGICR.L L~sS;. L31501
CLSN / OI R LToPTI3.7.2oRC. RtLDTS[LnIS. ISB.





ENRnTR 2). TNMi. G.
GLIDE(2). HOLOSEP. IRRN.[RRS . IRIRT(I) !1} BF( 1 ln,RCnKRP NT {I.i4 n ICNTRRI 85I. CNTRR2E(8S. 
ELT. IEPN IDEPS.
IDRORTE(OJ. ATE. IFITHS.
INRV "0.5), IDPTN(SS), IPAPRTHNq.51,[PARSEOnf.?I4 IPCHKPT(4,5). IPCNTRIIN.6).IPCNTRE .2 , IPRTT(SI). ITPERFR(3,7).
[PERS't.E(I IPERFT(3). IPETRI(4.g).
IPETRA2(i6, IPFTR(3), [PMSG2(4.6).
e[PMSG3I ,3. IPNPRATIH(4.7). IPNSITE(q. N.
IPOPL(21. IPOPPR, IPOPRIE2)
[PPTNt .st IPSKEDI .8). PTRSN.5)s













XRPOS[ E): YA(I2, YC(21,
YRPOS(2.) · RR O3I). SIG(31. IRRG
IEICOOR(36I. IPETCI,.23. IFCPER13l
d7r'?E R(.)











I a H= THE TIiE INTERVAL .N REAL TIME SECONDS/CYCLE
H=32./1024n.
ISTK=O



















lo a m TRBLE.INTEG. RND LOGIC EUIVRLENCE FOR SUBROUINE INIT
0gU VRLENCE ([NTEG(D71. KRETJI
O.UI[VRLENCE
(INTEG(iOl), ISCIL) .(INTEG(D4). ISCRNI
.INTEGDSi), INCCI .INTEG(II)i. 10)
.IGNTEG I2I, bl NTEGI[iN. IPLTAC(II)
.IINTEGIISI. IRINI INTEGI20), ISW1)
.[INTEG(23),. NTWOI t INTEG(2). IXYREC)
.(INTEG(30I o MRXACI . 3INTEGI33I. NCOM)
.INTEG{3Ni. NCONTRLI . INTEG(36. NFRFt)
·INTEG 3B), NTRR )
[1INTEG(45), ITKI
IINTEGINSI. 1511(1
W UIVRLENCE (1 3. IPT
. (INTEG(3S) IRXE UE)
7OUIVRLENCE
ITOL.E(13)1. CRTSCRL)
,IIABLEII B T DELY)i ITRBLE[20). FREOW
.TRIABLE(21. HI .ITRBLE(27J. XDWNCI
.IT)BLE(28),. YOWNC) .(TRBLE2S9). UPEROCI
· TRBSLE130n. VPERSCI ,TABLE{O4). SCLR)
(TRABLE(3IJ OELXI), (TRBLE(32i DELX2J5TRBSLE(33) DELX3). ITRBLEI 34, OELYIJ
· ITFOLE[35),. ELY2E
·ITARLEI4I). SCLEI .(TRBLE(4EI. SCLNJ
. TRSLE(6),. SOSCRLE .(ITRBLEI47I. VELCON)
. ITROLEtSs. XBOXJ. (TABLEISOI. YBeXJ
.BTALE(33;, RUDCP). (TFBLE(31. XSTP]
,ITRBLE(7I ). YSTP) .(TRBLE 51., VSTP)
UtJIVALENCE
(LOGIC( oIl., CRTINIT) .(LOGC( 01C J W RTTPEJ
.(LOGIC(I0). INTTRDI ,l.OGICIO93I. MSTYPI
:ILOGIClj0.: PERSPLTI l'O I1C(II). PLOTSW)
· LOGDIC(I), TCONOT)
* * DIM. * TYPE FOR INIT
IMENSION !PI'.-TC13)1










































PqGE 5 pqRc 7
r( 25)-IRXLM ICt .5-.RX O
IBF 26I =RXB T I.SLL]RX C
r1' 91/gX(='RX CH]
BF9 T8 RXFT tSL2=4RX46 
*[B[ xJ=4RXMNT IR.S ( *3 ] RX I
B 30)=LRXN RC$~1- RX
I8!3t )=U~RXRNW ROS( )=LRX 
IIBF{ 32)=4RXY i 4~ 1=q'B(4 RX
IBFL 3=LRXHDG 3LSL'7=RX
I BFI 3 =RX CL . =RXI BF 3SI -RXTCT SL l=RX
I BF 31 =YRX Dc LS =qRX





































CB L "St7=Y  RE
ILBFL 1=L4RXPSR
CBF SOt1=4RXT TLBFL U"8L=4RXWRCBF 7S33 Y=RXL.O
LOLL 82)=LRX.M.




















LOFL LO,5 J =RX3I..
LOF10L L8='LRX3R
RCLSL L L='RX O3
LSi 2L'LRX20























LSL 21 =IcqX C¥











V TLY MFL2.0)IIOVERLRY (t~F 2. PRO GRRM TTPNT I
IOMMN/OVRBLK/ NTRBLE.NfNTEG.NLOGI NAO NDRC. NLO[I.NLD[SO
ET ~~~~~~~~~~~VRHNG/K [ UFF15), |VRRUFiSI. (TYPE. VACN
EoUIVRLENCE INTEG2, IPL).(INTEG(3 .1.L)
O, ICAL LOIST. LOISO 














IARRS. IFIRT(I1i. IBF(IIOJ.{CHKPT(4O), 1CNTRAI(85, ICNT ARR2(85)
DELT. IDEPN. IDEPS.
IDROLUTEI IO). IRTTHE. IIHPRTHS.
INRV(IO.5). IOPTN" 5 . IPRPRTH(4.5).[PASKEOD1.,1, IPL-"HPT'R,6). IPCNTRI{4.6).
IPCNTR2(4.2). IPORT[I.S). IPERFR(3.7).[PERFSRI.8). IPERFT(3), IPETRI2(.Y).IPETR2)L.B). IPFTR(3). [PMSG2Iq.6).
IPMSG3Ii,3), IPNPATHII.T). IPNSITEI4.q).
IPOPL(2I . IPOPPR. IPOPR(2).
IPoPTN(.S). IPSKEDo).). IPTASIq.5)




NNRV(Gs. NNPRTH(SO). NUT (20),
NSPOW. OUT(261. P .
PPMX(3). PPMY($3. RCP(2).
RTD. RWYX(Y.2), RWYY(s.2).
RWYZ(2). SHOLDO. SPDSTD(,.2).SOX(6). SQY(6). TRIX{S}.
TRIY(S). XR{2). X C(2).
XDOILSI2). XOIST(2). XFINAL(2).XRPOS(2). YR(2). YC(2).




* * * MISCELLANEOUS PRIMARY-TO-RIMANRY AND PRIMRRY-TO-SECONOARY COMMON
*"Z"" (oso) (1.0) (2. I? (3.0). (4.0). (4,11. 49.2) 9
OPRIM. IIHEM(211, ITL. NFRAMF.
PITCH
.b
OMMON/TOES/ IONE.ITWO.ITHREE.IFOUR.IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.IEIGHT. ININE I
.ITEN
If * TABLE INTEG LOGIC EQIV. FOR OVERLRY(2.)
QJI VALENCE
IINTEGI12). IOUTI IINTEG(I). IRUNI
,EGSIO). IT) ,IINTEGSIl)4 NSCAN)
INTEG(6I). [ITAG) .(LOGIC(O71. WRTTPEI
. .f DI . t TYPE FOR OVERLAY(2.0)1
IOGCICRL WRTTPEI
r * * OIMENSION FOR OVERLRY(2.o)
IMEN$ ON
p VEL(3




1 *' SET WHITE LIGHTS TO INDICATE OVERLRY COMBINRT[ONS IN EXECUTION.
gg298 D 2 O)6)LO SO)63IG=LOIsO(B9)=LO[51I I=LOISO(52)=LOISD(83)=.F.
150C P62I )-TRUE .
C...' PRINT CONTROLl
PR
AI lG-.7 7 J






Al I PG .7
R12 PG .7
AS9 Pi.
PAGE S PAGE 
3R0 |PG0.7
ITE( F.Sg301 (NOUT II(. OUT(l). OUTIIt31. OUTIH-6). OUTII91).
* OUTI[+I2). 1=1.31
,NI2.~UT I JS G S. S. I Do7
LL! = NCP+2
TE(II ,S910o OUTl). IOUTITI,1=3,11]Iv~~A . (DR O
AIDR R //'T3--
~~~~~l IM ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CON INUE
IIN l ( RI|PG.3|
300 R
F.~ ~ ~ ~   ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~{_. RITE)MF.StS) (NDUT II. I1.101
(AllpG3)
R WR
IR(TE(6.EB9tO) 2O |RII IPIJ
IW R IT EIG.5952 1) NC P IkJTCaNT INX
11 ll ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 0 IRI2 PG3 I
|LW-JE( .5915° lOUTII).[ tPIYIP8 NC OINT'
830030 13 P00.2
ICON TI NUE I 1








WRITEI E.S920 IOUTI( [ .I:1 .0)
3003 I R9 |PG.7 
CaNTo IMJ
DIIWR[TEIIIF.532S1 {OUT( [)oki=[,OIl
F RITE6) .NO) [OUTE
lWRITEI 6.69251 lOUT( 1.I=1.10)1
3003 I R9 |PG.7|
299
PAGE 1
E TRRTMFL.3.OaJOVERLRY rn olPROGRRf TRTREAD I
O9MON/OVRBLK/ NTRBLE .NINTEG.NLOGICIDNpOCNDR.NLOIS .NLD[ SO.
I JEU.F151. IV HRSBUFI 5 KTY E. VRRHNGI
gUVARENCIE I NTG2 IFL).INTEGI 3.ISLI
G~ ~~~~~~~ 7
REALTIM, RO£CI 2 IOACI 6I.LD [S[IO8)1LDISOIS6).
APERUNHOLDNRESE.-NTERNTPRINT.NR AR
tIMON/TABLES/O[NTPEG BO]. TABLErO?5I. OGICI20O
I LOGICRL I OG[E
. . MAJOR CO'IMON BLOCK CONTAINED IN RL! OVERLAYS RND PRIMARY SUHROUTIN
;OiMON/i:AJORI/ARCLS(ISOl RLTOPT(3.7.2). RLTSKOI9S.
4RRMNR, ARRMXA R. SOUND.
CGLIDE. CILS. CRF20.







INAV(IO.5 · IOPTN(55). IPAPRTH(q.5).
IPRSKEOINq 7 IPCHK(PTIq.6). IPCNTRI(N.6).




IPOPLI2, 9 IP OPSoA. IPOPR12),
IPOPTNNSI. IPSKEDIN.BI, IPTRSf ,5)














.YRP~oSII RFID(31. S1GT31, IRRG
, IETCOOR3B6). IPETC(4.2). IACFPERi(3)
PAGE 2
|RIIP.2
RERO 5030. IXWORKII. I =.I. ) (YWoRKI. I=.SI
C m... CONVERT OFFER TIME IN SECONDS TO SCN
ITEM = YWORKI6)/DELr *.5
SO)
Cq, 
YWORi6 )= I To Y
.WOiOI- INORD2r 0
CI I L
< R XRSPI I IONE, . FOUR .LWORDI1. [PTRRF I ,XWORK ) >
<CRAI °FKSPL IIONE.'NINE.'WOND2PTR F2.YwRI)A >
ITAAFlIJI= I WONDII
'TRqN 2J: LWORO21
CA FN( IJKB~ I1
\0cd ioSp~~~~~ep 0 co . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~''
MISCELLANEOUS PRIMnRRY-TO-PRIMRRY RN PRIMRY-TO-SECONDRRY COMMON
. 0.0D. 11.01. 12.01. 13.01. IN. * 11.11. .21 11.3)
OMMON/MISC/
OPRIM. IIHr_121). ITL. NFRqRF.
PITCH
OMDMN/TOES/ IONr.I TWO. TIREE.I,O UR. IFTVE.ISIX.ISEVEN. Ik IGHT.ININr
lIThN
1 * TRB L NTLG LOGIC EDIV. FOR OVER' RY13.0I
:i IVRLcNCL
[N17 )NTG3 1 NTRRqF TRALE'l l). TLMPS I
.IATBLErI6. O: Tl .ILDG'CID7I. WRTTPEI
DIM + 'YPE FOR OVE A¥(3.oI
jLOGICAL WRTTPE
DIM*OENSONS AND EOUIVALENCES FOR nVERl AY3.0D
3IHENS[ONx11IFSS116, 1 . ERFS41 ). xOKIIA. NYWORKIDl
f~~~~~~~~~~Z   ~ 1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ii)'JIVRLcNCE
'7lY)RPEYTSIINIs 41 PENTSNII . IL01511331. FSSII))
u' S- WHITc IGHTS TO INDICRTE OVERLAY COMBINATIONS IN EXECUTIDN.
I01501611)=LD soI62k=LDISOI6qI=LDSO(BlI=LOISO(82I)--L DoISo3=F.
LDISOIB63)=.TRUE. 
.. NORNEAD ANDNTACK 'RRAT ANN OORRK INTO ITRATILPACK.,I|C~ NOW RERO RN PRC R RF WORK I-NTIO TRRFAPRCK,2,I
RED 5000. NTRAFI
ERD ASTER -RTIC AL, NTRAF WA A HEADER CAlk ... RERDK 19STER -R9FFIC SR'lPLL, IN RAF WAS 0Y R HE90ER Ca
RCK INTO TRRFI AND ITRRF2
<O D 6600 JI.NTRqF> . A 0.3
300
PRGE I
VERLRY TRRTMFL.4 , o)[
RGRRAM ATMAIN 
RloN/U LK/ NTRLE .NINTEG .NLO GIC .NAORDC NDRC .NLnISI .NLISO .I JKBUFFISI. IVUFtiS. RTYPE. VRRCHNG
LWLVRLENC t IN TEG .IPL .L(I NEGI3.1 IOGICAL LOIS). LDISO
REALTIM/ RDC[32) OACI6V),LDISI(108).LOISOIIS6).





MA gnJOR coMMoN BLOCR CONTAINE0 IN ALL OVERLAYS RND PRIMARY SUBROUTIN|
:OMMUN/MRJOR2/
IPTRAFI tI4.i. IPTRAF2(4 .S). ISDST(I171)










XDILS(2I , XDISTI2). XFINRL(2).
XRPOSI(21. YA21. YC(2,.




MISCELLANEOUS PRIMRRY-TO-PRIMRRY AND PRMARRY-TO--sECONoAY COMMON(... 0.0). .. O) (2,O). (3,.0). (.0). (4).11. (4.21. I4.3
MMo8CN/Msc/
DPRIM, IIHEMI21). ITL. NFRRMF.
c PITrCO-)Hs OE.It0.IHE FU FV 5X.IEE EIH NN
OMMON/TOES/ IONE.[TWO.ITHREE.IFOUR.IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.IEIGHT.ININE
* ITEN
* * * REAL-TnME MAIN commoN IN OVERLRYt4.0) NOD ALL SECONDARY OVERLAYS A
* PRIMARRY SUBROUTINES OF (4.01
-OMMON/RTMRINI/
ASKSPOD(35.111).RSPRCEIl 4 .),RSPRCE2(4,).31,RSPRCE3(4.S).
CETR. CONFLC T, DELHt35).
HOBEG(35). HOOWN, IA(2).
IRe, I"CTN"(35), IACTN2I3OI,IRCTN3t3S). ISKED3SI1) IATRSI(3S.2,.I CNGO.
[RTRAFI36,26). ICR, ICACT,
ICLRASS. ICMSGi 8. . ICMSG2(8.S),
[CMSG3I ,5), ICOMM(IO). 1D021.(DELRY'. IEhmNROTI2.201. IETRAS135.2).
IETRt36.lO). IETR23B.lO), IE360(160).
IFCMSGllG.251, IFCMSG2(8,25), IFCMSG3t8,25)1.(HOWN. I ROETR. IOEETA.[OPRTH. IPRSSAC. ISEQ.
ISEUJE13.16) ISOW. ITOQUE(2.20).











RSLX(2). RSLY(2). RSRX(2). RRY(2).
Rt X i(2). RiY(2). R2tX(2). R21Y(2),.
XNREF(41. YNREF(4)
47
)LOGICAL OPER. HOLO. RESET. TERMr
_I
aUI VALENCEILDIS 1171., OPER) .ILDISI(t8) HOLD) ,
(ILDOIS)I).RESET) .(LOISI120).TERM)
OGICA WRTTPE
UI VALENCE tLOGICt o7. WRTTPEI,






"*::SET RHITE LIGHTS TO INOICATE OVERLAY COMBINATIONS IN EXECUTION-
IS06)IJ=LOISO 62)=LDISO163)=LOD[SOI8I )LDISO(82)=LDL SO183)=I.F
1LLDIS[16 )=. RUE.
ST UP MODE CONTROL RETURNS TO THE PORI
+
$GG5000[ TO NOPER[
SSIGN 80002 TO NHL I
[RLLb
CIGN L0003 TO NR SETC
E RLL \
\R L RLosLnlol)/
wI v. ASSIGN STATMENTS MERE 
.... SET nt   URNS THE R ORA)
SSIGN 90001 TO NOPER
55 IGN 39001 TO NPR[NT























IRRRS IRRT(i1). IBFt110).ICHKPTtO41. ICNTRRI85). [CNTRA2(8s).
IDLELT. IDEPN. IDEPS.
IDROUTEIO. IHPRTHE. IHPRTHS.
,NRV t.6)5. IOPTN51. IPRPRTH(I.G).
IP[?, 4O[R,7). IPCHKPT(R.6). IPCNTRI(4.6).
[PL'NTR2(4,2), IPDRT(R,S). IPERFR(3.71.
[PERFS14,8). IPERFT(3). IPETR1I(.4).[PET rON,6) IPFTRI3), IPMISG2(4.61.
I PMSG3 ,31, IPNPARTH4.7 ). IPNSITE(4.4,.[POPLt2). IPOPPR. IPOPRt2).
IPOPTN¼.A). IPSKEFlNt.8). IPTRS 4.I)
IMENSION RTRRF(3 b.2 2)












1 'C0E USED TO PRINT Wh[LE IN RESET CR HO NOE.
I
PAGE 3
nVERLRY I TRRTMFL .4. )I
IPROGRRM T7TREST
OMIO9 VRBLK-'T-NTBLE,.NINTEG.NLOGIC NOAC.RC.NLOI NLOISO.) IOBUFFES). UFSVREUFI L). O T YPE. VRRCHNG
'OIVRLENCE (INTEG2)IlPL).(INT EG(3).ISL)JOG LDIS. LoISO
. OMMN / RERLTIM/ RODC(321).OARC(641.LDISIIO8LDISO1(SST.)
PER.MNHOLO.NRESET .NTERM .NPR NT.NIIRO
OMMDN/TRBLES/I [NTEG(B), TRSLEIO75). L. GICI20)
LOGICR LOGIC)
.. MAJOR COMMON BLOCK CONTAINED IN ALL OVERLAYS AND PRIMARY SLROUTIN
IOMDON/MPAIOR[I/
RCLSIS0), RLTOPT)3.7.2). ALTSKDIS).RRJNRA. RRARMXR. BOLlO.
CLIDE. CILSD CRA2D0
ERA3O. CR020. CR30.






INRAV E,).(, IOPTNI56). IPRPRTHi4.51.
IPARKEi4.7). IPCFI'PT4.6). IPCNTRI(4.61.
IPCNTR2 4.21. IPDRT(4.5). IPERFRI3.7).
IPRF 4.8). IPERFTI3). IPETRIt4.4).
[PETA2I4.S). IPFTR(3). IPM'G2(4.6).
IPDMS314.3). IPNPATN(4.71. IPNSITE(4.q).






















· . . MISCELLANEOUS PRIMARY-TO-PRIMARY AND PRIMRRY-TO-SECONDARY COMMON
. · ) 10.1O [1.0). (2,0). 13.0). 14 .0). 14.1). 14,2). 14.3)
MMIN/M
OPRIMC IIHEM(21). ITL. NFRRMF.
PITCH
OMMON/TOES/ IONE[ ITHO.ITHREE.IFDUR.IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.IE1IGHT .ININE I
.1 TEN
U . REAL-TIME MAIN COMMON IN OVERLAYI4.0) AND ALL SECONDRRY OVERLAYS R
PRIMARY SUBROUTINES OF (4.0)
:OMON/RTMR[NI/
FSKSPD( 35. 1 1) .RSPRCEI(4 .9) .RSPRCE2(4 .) .RSPRCE3(4 .).
CETA. CONFLCT. DELHI35).
HOBE635),. HDROWN. IR(2).
AC. [ ACTN1l35), IRCTN2(35).
IRCTN3135). IRSKEDO 35.11). IATRSI35.2).ICNGO.
IATRRF(35.26). ICA. ICRCT.
CLRTS. ICMSGI)8.5. [CM5G2E,8J, .
iC M3)B. CMISlI(10). 10(2).
DELAY. IENROT E 2.20. ETRS35.2) .
ET RI(3.10,). ETA236l I. E360)60).
IFCnGI(B.25). IFCMSG2I.25). IFCMDG3)8.25),









OTHYSETA. RESTOR(35). ROLL.TE35 ). TETRE. TETRL.
TETA0. TIME. VI.
V2 , XOWN, XPL(35).
YOiN. YPL(351). ZOWN






ITRL..EI07) XRELI. (TRSLE(D). YREL).
ITRE(LE 5). ZREL ). I TABLE lID) . PSIREL)
(U[VALENCE
(INTEG(OB). INC) (l.NTEG)0i)· (NUM)
.IINTEGI17), IR) INTEG)t). I[RUN)
. IINTEG21 ). ISW2) ·(INTEG(22). I)SW3)
,IINTEGI30). MRXAC)
.INTEG(64). IT) . INTEG(41). NSCRN)
.1INTEGSelB). IDIRG)
.:INTEG(7I). IBEG) .IR TEGI71I.IRTSPL(I.1))
· TABLE(Ill. TEMPS) ,(TRBLE 2Ei.BETA).(TRBLE[ AS.RVECT)
.ILOGIC(DO). INITRCI .(LOGICIIN4) TECONST)




I[LDOIS 133) FSS)II) 
1; SET [HITE LIGHTS TO INDICATE OVERLAY COMBINATIONS IN EXECUTION.I
LDI 518O2=LD0ISOI 3=.FRLSE.IO ISO(81I)=.TRUE. 








Comim INITIRLIZATION OF COUNTERS AND ZEROING OUT OF ARRAYSI
ICCNRR CO I






IEND) I ) =0
L 1 ~~~~~~~0 102 + .-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Cla II 4
I NRS~~~~~~~~PACE) )=OI
… 1
- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - -O-T-I
T: DIM. + TYPE FOR OVERLAY,).,I
IMENSIEON IRTSPIM.)). I
FOGICRL INITRO . TCONST
U U TRABLE INTEG LOGIC EOIV. FOR OVERL:YItM1))
T1
CIT -CAN COUNTERS
NSCRN - NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT I SCAN
INUIM -HHICH9 AIACRFRFT ENTERS THE PRTTERN NEXT FROM MRSTER TRRF








O 71220 ? =l.IXRC>
00 71225 J=1 .26
… _______ <00 71300 1=1.10>




r < ~~~~~~~00 7132.  1=1.3>
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
| < ~~~~~~00 7132  J=l.IS>
llSEOUEI * =0l
< 00 71330 1=1.3>
- 71~~~~~~~~~~~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7?1330 =
ETAI 11:0
i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.
00 71400 1=1.64', DO 7 .1o 1=1.3S>
OtISI=- .110




TEMPS=BETAMPTR/2 .PR[NI=COS5( TEIIPS l/S8 N(TEIIPS 








EL = O.[REt = 0.










OVERLRY I TRATMFL .4n.21
PROGRRM TATHOLD
FOTMONOVRBLN/ NTABLE.NINTEG, NLOGIC.NAC.NDARC.NLDISIANLOISO,
° IJ.UFFI5)...R IVRRABUFI( IC TYPE. VRRCHNG
___ - __ 
47
EUULVHLENCE [) (INTEG t3).,5L,LOGICAL LOISI. LDISO
OMOR / RERLTIM/ RDC32) .ORC)6q4) ,LDISI I108) .,LDOISOI IS6).



















{PCNTR2 14.2L IPDRT[4.S). IPERFR(3,?).
IPERFSI, 4S). IPERFT(3), IPETRII44q)
[PETA2(4.B), IPFTRI3., IPMSG24.6).


















YRPOS(2). RRBI3), S0G13i, IRRG
IETCOOR(3S). IPETC(i4.2). IRCFPER(3)
47 PAGE 2
-UIVRLENCE)INTEG[01), iSCRALI ,)INTEG)IBl), IRON)
.IU1NTEG[20), ISTiiS ,INTEGI23) NTO
.INTEG7O). I BEG) ,INTEG71 .IRTSPLI.ll))
JEOUIVRLENCE (INTEGI131. IOPT)I
DUIVALENCE
YINTEGIOS), INCC). {INTEG125). IDREL).
ITABLEI07). XREL), ITRBLE08IOB). YREL).
ITRBLE .091, ZREL). (TRBLE10O). PSIREL)
OUI VALENCE . . . .
YTREALEII). TEMPS) ,ITRBLE (131. SCAL(
.ITABLE[20), FREQ) .ITRBLE)46}, SOSCALE]
ILOGICIoi CATINITI (LOGICE101. PERSPLTI




RRlX(8), RIX8). RRIYI(8. AIYIB] RR2X(3). A2X(3).
RR2Y(3). R2Y(3), RR3X(8). R3X(8). RR3Y[), A3Y(8),.
RRqX[)). RAXIT ). R7YI(I). ASYI(q). RBXIIO). QX)10).
RRG Y(104). SYIG), RRBX[I). ABX OI . ARSY(4), RBTIq).
AR7XI8). ART )I. TR7Y18), A7YI8) ARBX(3). ABXT3).
RRBY(3), RBYI3)., DRiXI). 01)7). XYDR ]Y?). DY(7).
0R2X6), D2XT6). DR2Y(6). D2Y(6)), OA3T)) 03x(B).
OR3Y)8), D3YIB), DRqXI1O), D4Xi)), DR4Y0) , DGY)IG).
DRSX8 1, OXTaB). ORSYI8). OSYIB). DRBXITO). 06X )10),
DARY1IO). DBYI10),




GNY(T ) GSX(q) G.Y[ 0 )




pIMENSION DUI VALENCE ~1
X L15). Y(OIS )
ITELGHTS TO INDICTE VERLY COMNATIONS IN EXECUTION.m" m: SET WHITE LIGHTS TO INDICATE OVERLAY COMBINATIONS IN EXECUTION.I
M* ISCELLRNEOUS PRIMARY-TO-PRIMRRY RND PRIMRRY-TO-SECONDRRY COMMON
: OO)I (00 , 10). (2,0). (3.0 1. (4,0). 4,1). (4,2). 14.31




REAL-TIME MAIN COMMON IN OVERLY(4.01 AND ALL SECONDARY OVERLAYS R
I *: * PRIMARY SUBROUTINES OF 14.01
TIHAR. OTHETR. OTHOR.
HOT ETA. RESTORI35), ROLL.
TIf[S). TETAE, METAL.
TETAD, TIME, VI,




|='=' DIM. + TYPE FOR DVERLAY)4.2)
I51MENSION IRTSPL4 I
LOGICRL CATINIT , PERSPLT , PLTSW
47
DISO(81 )=LDISO(B3)= .FALSE. I




r - - - -- - - - < D0 50 =-,15-
YE I 11=0.R j
TLE) I) : AXIB
TILE 21 qRXJUL


































IRTRRF(35.26). ICR, ICRCT.[CLASS. ICMSGI(SS). ICMSG2IB,5),

















* * THESE DRTR SHOULO BE USED ONLY IN HOLD.I.E. OVERLAVY(q211
- ** THESE CONSTANTS DEFINE RUNWlRYS - SLoSR.I AND 21. 
RWSLX(2)I 0.3484RWSLXI) =0.3 S RWSLYII) = -0.25
RW3LX(2) 0.38 $ RW9LYI2) 140RW8RX(II) -0-38 RWSRYII) -0*48RWSRXt2) -0.33 RWSRY(2) = 0.84
RWISX(I) 0.71 $ RWISYII) -0.14
RWISX12) -0.55 t RWISYI2) 0.5l
211 0.865 RW21YII) =0.0
RW21X 21 -0.33 $ RW21Y[2] 0.03
:'* * NORTH AND SOUTH ILS GATE GEOMETRY FOLLOWS
4?
GTNXI))=-6.)0 C GTNX(2)=-S.98 $ GTNX131=-5.S8
GTNX 4:=-6.1O $ GTNYIII=O. O GTNYI21=O.)0
GTNY13)=O.3S $ GTNYl4=O.4S S GTSXII)=-5.94q
GTSX121=-S.80 GTSX131-5.80 $ GTSX(I:=-5.94
GTSYIII=-0.71 $ GTSY12)=-O.62 $ GTSY(31=-O.32
GTSY :I=-0.26






















































RRSY()SI=-10.O $ RRSY(61=-16.05 $ RRSY(7)=-17.7
RRSY(8)=-1.S $ ARSYtI)=-24.55 1 RRSY(101O=-25.1
RRXI11-=15. 55 SRSX(21=-i. 55 RR6X I=1S.SRRSX(O)=17.IS $ AR6YI1I=-17.7 8AR6Y2)=-20.O
RRSY(31=-30.O RR6YI(I=-35. RR7X(II)=-2.5
RR7X(21=-3.3 $ RR7X(31=-5.6 5 RR7X(q)=-12.5
R7X(S)=-IS.6 6 AR7S)=-1.( S RR7X(7)=-1S.35
AR7X(S)=-20.7 5$ R7Y()=-3.2 8RR7Y(2)=-7.4q
R7Y13)-100 R7(1=IO. -q.7 RR7YISI=- IS-1.385AR7Y(6)=-20.O $ AR7Y[71=-30.O 8R7Y181=-3`I
RR8XM5-1-6 8 R8X(21=-17.7S 8 RR8Xt31=-28.25
AR8YtII=-18.35 5 RRY(2)1=-20. O RR8Y(31=-28.15
1 BEGIN THE DEPARTURE ROUTES I
W
PAGE 6
R1IttJ= .7 $ URIX{217.5 $ -RI131=I
RI8 0 )41=I.S 6 0R1 1=20.0 1 8R X{6 =30.0
0RIX0 ):38.8 8 DRIY=I)=O.4 $ 0R1Y(21=O,45
8R0Y3)=.0 $ 8 RY14 =O.0 $ DRiY(51:3.0 50RiY[S)=7. 15 4 R1Y17)=10.3)R2TI=DR2XI(2)=DR2X 3)=DR2X{4)=DR2X(SI=OR2X(6)=2.8
0820I11=-9.D 1R2Y121=-7.O $ 0R2Y31= -IO.D$R2Y(4)=-20.0 14 R2Y [ 8)=-30.0 8 02Y161= 39.8
0R3X011=4.7 $ 4083X121=7.0 $ 0R3X(31=6.0
0R3X04 =4.85 0R3X315)=3.0 $ DR3X3G61=1.1
0R3X[7)=-2.5 14 083X 81=-6-.0 $ 3R3Y I l=0.0R3Y12)=4.3 $ 083Y 13=7 14 D83Y041=10.0
DR3YSS=15.D 14 083Y : =20.0 $ 0R3Y[71=30.0IR3Y(81:3S.X $ DR4XI =7.O $ 08YX121=3.8
IR4X(3 --O.S S 0404)=-2.5 I I4 XSI=0-7.0
084X { 51=- IO .O 1 8 0 7 = l S 1 8 8 8 = 2 840{51=-3D. 14 OR4XIIOI=-I5.5 4 84 1 1ORXI)=-33.3 $ MR~ I8)=-23
t~Y[~I~  ~~=7.8 $ ORYS =. $ RY(4I=7.B
~4YIS)=?.S ~ =7 $ DRRYI8=7. RY(). 8t~YIS)~~ ~~=1.6 D 6[5=IS $ DR(I) =-2.5
RSTII)=2.8 * DR5XI21=6.4 S 1R6XI31=lO.O
R5X)= 3 8R0.O 8 0R5X61=27.2
DRS0I2)=-3.G5 8R0850131y3.IBX[=04.00850151-I .86 14 OR5VI6Y( 2 ) O 14 085Y1=-2.52yisi~ ~ RBI6=-I, es 6RY(7l:-0.32R5Y8):-0.7 8 0R6X1122.S $ 0RX1(2=0.8
860131=-I .1 14 0860141-5.8 8 0R6X(05)-10.01
0RGX(S)=-14.3 R6X181-28.70RSX{S)=-30.O 8 ORTXO=-2B11-4.
~RY{2)=-7.0O 4=1.DRS (G)=-I7  14 08Y(3)=-IO.O $ ORSY(4):-IO.OJDRS0ISI=-IO.ORY14R )1=-IO. $ 0RBY(7)=-6.70R8Y(8)-I.7 $OR6Y[,)-I.8 8 ORBYIO :-2.3










* * THIS SECTlON TRRNSLRTES THE VICTOR RlRWRY ORIGIN OF COORD(NR
FROM1 THE CENTER OF THE CRT SCREEN TO THE LOWER LEFT-HRND CORW
- - - - - - - - - - - 00 DO 3232 1=1.2 I
RSLXTI I = RWSLX(I I * SCRL
8580L1 RHORTII SCALRSRX( II RWhRX( I I SCRL
R3RY(I) RHSRYII) scRm
RI5X[51 RWISXTI) SCRALRIS(I [ W RISY I I SCRL
R2IX( I) RW2IX( I * SCRL
R21Y(0I RW2IVI[) SCRL
- - - - - - - - - - - - 3231I[
-00................~ < DO 32322 1=1.3
R2XI I )=A5R2X IXI'SCRL5RO.D
R2YA 1 IRR2Y I I-SCRL SO0.
RSI I )RRSTX( I )I-SCRL500.
RY IRRBY(I ISCAL+50O.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 23224
L ................... L 
--0~~~~~.23CN
................... < D0032323 1=1 ,Y>
RAXI I )=RR4XI I[ LSCRL500.
R401 I )=ARRYI I )·SCAL+BOO.
R6X5 1 )=RR6X( I ISERCL5OD.
RY( I )=ARRY( [. )=EL+500.GNXI I l)=GTNX( I I)SCRL.O0.
GNY( I )=GTNY I [)SCRL500.
GSXI( I =GTSXI I ISCRL500.




00D 32324 1=1 .6






PS .  02Y[ I l=DR2Y I ISCtLs500|
.CONT. INUE~
< I0 1=RIXI [ISAL+00.7
323
<00 32326 1=1,8)
IX5I I=RRIXt( I [SCRL+SO0.
RIYII)=RRIY(I)[SCRL+SOO.Al 51I IAA1I I ISCAL.500.
3YI I l=RR3Yt I 1SCRLSOO.
R7iYI i=RR7Yt ItSCAL+O.?Y(I=7RY(I)=SCRL+500.
A3Xl I )=AR3X[t[ 11 iSRtL+.YX I l=DR3XYI I )ISCAL+SOO.351il=DRSUIYIMSCRL+500.
323
..............- --CONT NUE 
< DO 32327 1=1.10>
ASXt I )=RRSX( I SCRLtOO.
SYI l=RRSY6I 1 ISCRLSOO.
XI I )=DR4XI I.SCRL+OO.
DY[ 1=DR4YIIlSCRL$SOO.
06X1 l=DR6XI IlSCRLtSO-
06YI l=DRSY[ I SCRL$OO.
..-..... 323C
COAT I NUE 
CRLL









| -11 eG - -o - - - - - qO>
tCONT INUE




CALL FIGURE( I. R9LY. RALX. S0.. SO0. O-.. 1.1 
CARLL
XCALL FIGURE(I A. RSY. ASRX, S00.. 500.. 0.. 1,.)
< tCALL FIGURE(. R15Y. RISX, SOO ., 100., O.1 l.
/ C~~~RLL 
CALL FIGUREt I. R21Y, R15X, 500-. SOO. O.. 1. )
< CRL VETOR~ 3 NX, GNY t 
CRLL 
CLL VECTORSI3.GSX, GSY)
[. . . . . . . . . VICTOR AIRWRY DISPLRY . . . .












































IGO TO 1100 200. 300. o00 ISCRL 
C!S PG .27
Dl63PG .3q_
I . 10 Nit DISPLAY)
IX II - 2.010 $1 TI I 0.30
XI 21 - 8.00 Y {i 21 0.25X( 31 -10.-00 $ YI 31 0. 20
00 .- 102 3 ---- 3 lG l7
308
PAGE 17
8B3 jP . XI = 600.l - soo- t C-XIII
ViI Y*l =00. t CMVIII1
CRLL
<CALL VECTse 2. x8. YVI>
I~ : - 2.00 $ Y1) = 
- 0.37IXI 21 : - 6.00 YV 21 - 0 .q9-1
- - - -- I 1--10.00 - -I-3- - 0.-
- - -. - Y- 3- = - - -0
III = 500. t C-X( I
\CALL VECTOASI 2. X. VI 
- - * NORTHERN ARRIVAL ROUTES|
:X II -0.0 $ VI 11 6.00
XI 2= - 7.60 s YI 21 6.0
-I 31 - - A VI 31 6 .0
XI 71 4.60 $ YV 71= 6.00
X t( -7 ) : o0 y2 6 t oD
00D 105 1=1.15>
{XIII = 50O.t C.X IjI1
................ ~ Il15
3 II) = 500 . C YI3
I( ¥1 2!5 Y)~[:RLL
X( )1 00 ~ ) 60=XI t = 6.00sx( 21 - 2.10 y  2 s.00
X( 71 5.00 Y(67) .001
X( 31 - 6.60 YV 31 6.00.
X( 91 B-65 Y( ) 80
I8). 0011 1$1.15 … 86P-.18IX(9) d7,2 > ----- |B6 : P IB
L ~~~~~~PAGE 18
VI = 9.00.M COV 11
XI 21O -: 780 A I 2 Y(0 - 6.00
X- 31 = - 5.00 6 VI 31 = - 6.00
Xl 9 l = - 2.80 $ VI 41Z = - 6.00oXI 81 0 .00 8 VI SI - 8.00X 6 2.50 S I 6 = - 6.00
XI 71 8 .00 s VI 71 - 6.00
XI 81 6.00 s VI 81 - 6.00
x IRLL VE8 TO SV( 9 X, Y) .
X(I10 = 10.00 S YVIO =- 9.66
06 101011
X(2)~ ~~~ : -510$y2: Sl
- - -- - - - - - - 3- - - - - - -
IX(I i 500. C.X(I)I
- _ _ II MI = 500.. C.Y(II 
CR-L
CALL VECTORS) B. x, VI
Xl 1: - 8.60 $ VI II -6.0
X( I 21 = 5.0 I 100050
00120 >1=11
Y(2I 50..0011I
_…_VI-I-I- - - - {-)- - -S.0 0 E Y{) = V0 0 1
\CALL VECTORSI I . X. V I/
XlI) = - 2.60 sYV I= - 6.00{
XI 26 - 2.60 YVS) 6 -10.001
< 00 125 ,=,,5>- - 8- |PG.-
PAGE 19
.......... -- … XII 00$
VII) = 00.. C-Y I]
CRLL VECTORS( I . X. YI /
NORTHERN DEPARTURE ROUTES
XXI 21 3.70 $ 21 0.40
X 31= 6.20 $ vY 31 = o.o4X| s' 8-.60 I $ YI 41 0. 5
X 51 10t.00 $ YI 51 O.q5
- 00 156 1=1.15>
XI-} = 00.. C-Xt[I
5
- - _ - -- - - -I - 5 00. C.Y t I
CRLL \CRLL VECTORSi 8. X . I
XI I 8.50 = e I I 0.45
2] ] X. Y( 
XN 21 ) 10-00 Y yI 2 1.301
- -Z- -- -- -- -- - - - -<OOlS 160 1=1 .15>
X(I[I S=00.. C-XIII
VI Y[ : 500.. C-Y(I )
< CRLL >
CALL VECTORSI i. V. /I
XI I 8. 11 VI I 0.45XI 21 8.8 $g VI 21i = 2.1
RI 31 = .25 S VI 31 = .110
.R 8=.60 Y( V =41 6.10
XI 1 = 8.3s $ Y(I 5 8.00
XI 6= 7.00 .$ Y6; 10.00
-(X(0065 11,>
----- 2--- - 50......
VY(II) = 500.+ CVY( II
,CRdLL 
CALL VECT S 5. X. YI
. SOUTHERN DEPARTURE ROUTES
'I II = 3.70 $ YV II 0 = .
RI 21 8 .00 $$ VI 21) - 0.85]
X3 -1 8.10 Y3 -- - 10 -XI 4] : 7.65 Y VI41) - 4.00{
XI SI: 7.20 $YVISI) - 6.00{XI61 = 6 .70 - - 61 -- 8. 
XI 7] = 6.25 8 VI 71=-1000
900170 1=1,15 3
XIII = 50.. C 5XII
VI = 50. V77 I
CROD
I IX([X 01 = 3.50 6 ux V l 31
L--___________ 41_ 4.758 VI41 71
[ Y ( SI ) 6.40 $ mVI SI ) 8I 0
(21) S.00 YI 71 =I
I(1) 2.50 
XI SI = s 0.00 8 V 1 =
IX101 = - .508VIO 
x- -- -------- 11 = -- - - - - - 8 0V-6
x8112 = - 7.80 $0 V111 - B 60
C.O
- - - - : - - - - - - - - -i - 9- 
IX131 = -10.00 s V71=- 9. 556
| 9~~~~~~~00 175 1=1,155
XI I = 00.C I
'-I Yr 8 1 - S
[cL ~~Rs L >CALL V S |2I 8 .00 |I






* *. 20 N111 DISPLAY
0) iI =-2.00 $T I UiX(2) -11.0 YI 2) = 0.1
X) 3 -20-.00 $ Y 31 = .0.0
- - - -- - - 00 202 1=1.1
' x(o. F (i0 * 500. t C.0II
. Y( I ) = 600. + C.Y( [ } 1
CLL VECTORS 2. X. YI
:: 1]: 200 :~Y( ,: 07- -I- ( = - 2.00 - Yr I- - - 0.37
L VE
\CRLL 0 Y!TOS 2. X. 00 
SXI 2] -11.000 * j 3I 1 6:0.6x3I 3] -20.00 $ Y3) 1 - 0.70
00o203 t1,1.16
5 0. ) C Y 500. C I 
CALL
CALL VECTORS] 2. 0. VI
I'''NORTHERN ARRIVAL ROUTES I
x5 1] -2 .60 I Y I I) 6. 00
XS 2] -16.00 2 8 2) 6.00
XI 3) = -10.00 YI3) a6.00
9) 4 = -5.00 Y(4) 6.00
XI SI = 0.00 S ( VI) 6.001
0() 6] 4.60 Y( VI 6), 600101(7] 7.20 Y(VI7) 9,3001
XI(8) 3 .75 81I8) 2I.O00
SI(3) =12.30 $ VI 18.00X(10)= 15.30 Y (I0= 18.00
X 11) 10.60 M$ VII) 20.00
8)8 i P ----
< DO 205 I=.16> 
(xI = 000.+ C.X( S_
- -- D I A
I Mt I t - ..0 CRy(I I j 
CL ECALL\CALL VECTORS] 10. X. Yl 
Sxr I : 10.30 s YVI 1 .8- 00XI 2) 1=7.30 Y Y 21 - 20.00
- - 81- -PG.22
PRGE 22
.................. <0o 210 =1.1>
IX)l1 = 500.+ C.X(I)
, ................. I. ) -100.' C-V] :I
CRLL_ 
<CALL VECTORS] I. X. YV
TI5 2) - 5.10 S Yr 2) 6 3.0XI 3) -10 .00 s YI 3) 112,O i i , 113o9x5 4) -- -17.40 o8 Yr 4) 1 3.301
X i = -18.70 $ YI S 15.00
x5 6) -20.00G $ Y 6) 1 6.80
, - ~~~~~~< DO 220 [:1,161
, i~~~~~~II(I = 500.' C.X([)
VYII) = 500., CVY(I] I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 22( =S0.tCY 
CALL VECTORS) 5. X. Y) 
5)(2) *-12.30 Y(VI2) 9 .60
0)3)1 -17.40 $ YI 3) *13.90
00 220 1=1.15~
, ~l~~~~~~XII = 500-* CmX(I]l
310VII*00'CVI
CALVECTORS] 2. 5,.V
V -17.4 o VII, .0
2] -17.40 y2 13-- 0
X( 3 -18.70 $Y 3) 15.00) t -20.00 Y( 4) 1 4.801
,- -... ...........- .... -:-,- 0< 0225 1z.1)>
X(I) = 500.* C.X()I)
226
.............. __(___1 = 50. CY~) 
/ CALL C
CALL VECTORSt 3, X. YI /
-. * SOUTHERN ARRIVAL ROUTES]
X 11 = -20.00 Y [ 11 = - 6.00
X( 21 0 -0.o $ Yr 2) - 6.00
X( 3 1 = -10.00 Y( 3) - 6.00
X( 4) -6.00 Yq 4) - - 00
X() ) 0.00 Y (5B) - 0.00
X6) 6 5.00 $ Y(6) '- 6.00
X) 6.30 0 Y(7 - 6.00
VI 8] 10.00$ 8] - .60
X() 12.00$ VC) -12.000(10] :40 $$Y1) -14i 14-0 0 ( YI) -14L0
\Xi CL) 16.600$ 11.) -1.-40IX512) I20.00 $ v 12) -19.20
0 0 230 1.=I.)'
', IX[ I ~~~YT] = 500 oC. ; I I
-.. - - - - - - - - - - - -c-(7
CALL 
.CRLL VECTORS(t1. X. Y)
I Is.60o $ Y) 1 -17.40
X( 231 - ,2.q8$ Yj 23, -5 30
x 2) - 7 $ -Y - 0 -2)-2
- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - 0230 1=1.1
1) 00.' C.SXil
Y(I) = 500.+ C.XY(I] 
CRLL '
CALL VECToRS( 1. X., Y)
X) 1 - 6.60 S YI 1) - 6.00
X( 2) - .60 S Y 2) -11.01
X 3) -12.40 $ Yl 3) -15.30
X( 4 -13.'70$ S I) 4 -16.80
X(5 -14.7s $ Y( 5) -20.00
i - ~ ~ ~~ ~ <00 250 1:I1.1_ 
IX() = 500.+ C-X(I]
CAL
..................~Y 1 Y}l = 50 1.t C=Y(] ) 
CRLL VECTORS 4. X. Y)
xI .- . NORHERN VE PRR 
]2] - 3.60 $V21 -12.00SI3) -12.40 $ VI 3) =-15.30
, -................ <0 240 1=1.15>
0)))I = 000.. CmXII)]
L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~VI 60..C...........
CALL VECTORS) 2. X, Y)
SI 2] -11.30 $Y (2) -11.6016) 3] -12.10 $$V Y3]) -10.30|
XI 4) -13.70 Y(VI41 -16.80/
6) 0 -17.80 $ Yr(SI -20.00J
-00 D 200 1=1.15>
0))]1 600.+ C.X()1]





X( 16=02.00 $ Y( 1 = 035
X' 31- 6.00 3 V 2) 0.40
X 61 20.00 S Y( 6) 0.65
1 14<00 25 1=1 .15
L(l) = BOo.. C"XMI11
__ - - - _ - __-- __--- __-- 255 d7
VIY(II = 500.. CY[) I
Xt 6 8. 0 * YI I= 0.45o
XI 2= 12.00 S VI 2) = 2.40Xi 3) =15.00 I Y 3) = .201
XI 41 = 17.60 $ Yt 4) = 5.70
X ] ( 20.00 5 6.50
..................0< 00 260 1=1.15>
X{lI 5:00.. C.X(tI
I Y(I) : 600.+ C-Y(I1
V IL 500.. C.VI1I
<CALL CRLL
\CALL VECTORS)I I ) V.
XI4) I 17.60 $ YVII = 5.70
5X ] 2 20.00 $ YV 21 = 5.70
<DO 265 1=1.15l
XI) = 500.. CX{IIl
265
. I I = 500. CY(I I
CRLL 
+
CALL VECTORS) -. X. VI
X I a 6.60 S Yt It 0.45
X. 2) = 0.10 Vt 2)= 3.00
XI 3) = .60 S VY 3) 6.10
XI 4 1 7.00 $ YI 4 10.00
XI 5) 6.00 4 VY 5) = 13.00
XI 6= 2.25 $ YV 61 17.00
XI 7= 0.20 $ YI 71 = 20.00
270
l[YI) = 500.+ CXY() IT
/- CRLL
CALL VECTORS) 6. X. YI
1"**SOUTHERN OEPRRTURE ROUTES]
Xi 1 = 3.70 YVI II 0.0
XI 2 6.00 $ YV 2) = - 0.85
Xi 3 = 8.10 $ YI 3} - .S0
XI 41 7.20 $ YI 4) - 6.00XI 51 6.40 $ Y( 6) - .50
XI 6) 5.30 $ I 6) -14.00X) 71 4.10 $ Y( 7) -10.30
XI 81 4.00 $YVI 81 -20.00
-... - - -- -- - ---- < - -- 00275 1=1.15>
XI) = 500.- C.XIII
275
- -- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - = sq.+c-YI,.............. . 2 YI I TO : 00- C=Y 2II 0 
CRLL
CRLL VECTORS( 7. X. Y)
) 1)= 4.10 S VI II = -0.301
XI 2] = 4.60 $ YV 2) -20.001
-~~~~~~~~~<00 280 1=l.lS>
XI I 50 S.0.. c~)-x 1
X~:7280 Y()- .0
XI 61 : 0Y(6' - lV.00
\CR1 VECTORS) 1. X Y/
XI t= I.00 oo V It I = o
XI 2) 3.00 $ Yt 21 - 4 2 51
Xi 3] .40O YVi 3 - 8.00
XI 4) 6.4 VI4) - 0.50
X) 01) -16.00 * V } =1 - S.60
X(10) -20.00 Y(V10 = - 9.60
< 00 285 1=1.15>
XIII) 600.- C.X(}I)
285 d7
Y( IY ( 5=0 CmY[I) I
g CRLL >




r. . . 30 NM) 01PLRYJ
d7
X Il, - 2.o00 o YV I) 0.30X 2 -13.50 Yt 2) = 0.15
XX 3 = -25.00 $ Y( 3) 0.00
< 00 302 I=1.1S
I'~~~ I l~~X(I) = 500. + C-Xt(II
L - -_-_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 02 ) VII I 500. *. f CVII
CRLL
CRLL VECTORS 2. X. Y) /
Xi II - 2.00 $ YV ii - 0.37
X 21 -13.50 Yt 2) - 0.66
X 3) =-25.00 Y 3) = - 0.75
< °O 303 1=1.15> - C7P.28
PAGE 26
PAGE 28
[iIC;7iPGIi71 XIII = 500. + CrXIII)
I YII = 500. CY } I
/ CRLL \
CLL VECTORS( 2 .X Yl
1- . . NORTHERN ARRIVAL ROUTES
X(I 1 -23.00 Y(I 1) 6.00
X( 2) -18.40 $ 2) 6.00
X( 3) -12.00 S y 3) 6.00
Xl 4l - 5.00 $ i ) 6.00
X( 51 0.00 $ VS 6.00X( 6)= 4.60 S Y( 6 6.00
X( 7) 8.0 YV 7) 11.00
X( 8) = 12.00 Y 8) 14.665
X 9) 15.30 6 V0) 18.60
XMID0) 16.70 $ YMO) 25-00
XMi) 17-80 $ VIII) 30.00
I
~7
-00< 0 305 [=1.1>
C-x( I) I:5o+c~([
................I) 50.. C306 1
t Y I 5 = 00. C.Y I ) I
CRLL
CRLL VECTORS( 10. X. YV 
St It1 16.30 $ VII 18.8
xt 2) 20.00 YI 2) 22.00
X( 3) 24.00 YI3) 24.0
X( 4) 28.40 YV 4) 28.20
XI) 500.. E....t
r - - - - - - - - - - -< D 0 310 >
II( I) 0.= EO0- CX( I ----------------- I 310 d7 1
CRLL 




Xi = - S.10 S Y I) 6.00
Xl2= - 6.10 $ Y 2) 9.50Xi 3= -17.40 Y[ 3 1 3.90
Xl 4 -18.70 Y 41 16.001
Xi 61 -24.00 Y( 5) 22.50
X -28.20 $ Y 6) 26.40
- - - -- - 00 315 1=1.15>
X(I} = SO0.+ CX111[
315 J
~ -................ 1EI I) = 500. C-Y{I} I
CRLL
CR1LL VECTORS( S. X. Yl
x(2] I -12.08=II 6.001) 2 =-12.30 $ Y 2) 9.60
XI 31_ -17.40 $ Y 3) 13.9 g0
................< - DO 320 I=1.15>
X III = 5oo, + Cx IIl
III 2500.+ CYI}]I
CRLL
\CALL VECTORS( 2. X. Yl 
11 -17.40* vI 65.00X 2 -17.40 $ 2 1392 - MO$~Y( 2) 13.go)1I: 32 -18.70 Y($ 31 16.0031 Y( I3.380XI 41 -30.00 41 
…r < D 00 325 1='1.15
X(I] 500 o.. C.X(Il
325 7
I MI 500 .. C.Y(I) I
[RLL
CALL VECTORS( 3. X. Y)
. . . SOUTHERN RRIVAL ROUTES
Xi 11 = -23 00 Y I II - 6.00X2 2) -18.00 8 YY 2) = - 6.00
Xi 31 -12 80 $ Y 3) 6 .00XI 41 - 6.40 YI 41 - 6.00
XI 56 0.00 $ Y{ 6I 6 .00
Xi 61 6.90$ Y{ 1 - 6.00
XI 72 11.80 $ Y 7 -11.75
XI 8) 16.60 $ Y( 8) -17.40
X( 9] 23.30 $ Y( 9) -20.80X 10= 30.00 $ Y(IO) -24.10
,- -- -- --- -d7 ---- 
-00 330 I=1.15>
XIII = 500.. CsX(I)I
- -.-.....-..-..-..-....- 330 ,
MI = 500., C.Y(11 I
<CALL VECTORS( 9. X. Y)I
Ix I 16.8o0 $ I 2 = -17.40
Xi 2) 16.80 * YV 21 -24.70X( 31 17.00 $ Y( 3) -30.00
< oD 335 1=1 .1>
I(1) = 500.. C-X(I[I
CRLL \CLL VECTOR( 2. x. YI
iX 1 =- 5.50 $ Y( 1) = - 6.00
XI 22 -1 5.50 I Y2 21 -11 40XI{31 * -12.40$ 3) -15.30
XI 41 = -13.70 S VI 4) = -IS.80
X} SI=-18.00 $ Y[ ) =-30.00
r- -.-.-- - - - -.- ______ d7 -=-->
<00 340 .1.1...
---- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -f1]qS~tCY 
I Y(I} 500.. C.Y(I) I
CQLL
CLL VECTORSt . X. Y
312
XI I2{ - 9.60 V 1) - 6.00X I2 = - 9.60 $ Yl 21 = -2.00OX 3 -12.40 $ V 3) -15.30
' - - ...............7 _0<D0 345 '1.1->:
- -,Tr= so- E . X, 1'1
L .............X... S0.. C3XII
I12] = 500., C.YV11
. R Y)c CRLL…
CALVCTRI2.X I 6
XI 11 = -11.90 $ VI 11 = - 6.00X, 2) = -11.SO $Y( 21 = -11.50Xi 3) -12.90 YI 3) -15.30
XI 4) -13.70 $ 4} -16.80
X( S -20.00 1 -21.70
X( 61 =-28.40 YT 1 -28.20
<° 30 1=1,18
< CA XLL I
CLL VECTORS 5. X. Y I
F NORTHERN DEPARTURE ROUTES)
XII 2.00 $ VI II * 0.3S
XI 21 _ 8.5 $ Y0 21) = 0.IS
X 3= 16.00 Y( 31 = 0.60
X 1q) 23.00 S Y( 4) = 0.70
XI SI 30.00 $ Y S) = 0.85
PAGE 30
-- - - ------- -il d7<"0 355 1=1.15>
X IlI = 500.+ C-XIII 
'- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - y 35-5S . CY I
.IV = $00.. C-YIII
CRLL \
CLL VECTORS 4. X, Y
d7
21 14.00 * i Y2) 3.60
Xt 3 _ 17.60 Y$ 3) 5.70X q = 24.00 $ V 41 = 5 70X 61 30.00 $ YV S 1 5.70
r -< 00 3 1=1 .15>
P~~~~~~x (xtoo7. c-xFl
- -....------------ I . .... 00... 3 8 0
IYIII = 500.. C-YI)I
CRLL VECTORSI 4. X. Y
IXI 11 17.50 $ Y( 1) 5.701
X 2) 24.00 6YV 2) = 8.00
X 3) 30.00 SYI 3) 1 0.20
r- -- -- -- --------- - d7
< 00 365 1=I.,)>
I ~~~~~~~~~III[ _ 600., C.XIIII
ViII) = SO1. C'X( I ){
I3 7
<CALL VECTORSI2. X. Yl>
Xi 1) * 80 II, 04
XI 21 - 9.60 8 I2) 6.10
X( 31 5.60 6$ Y 31 22.00X( 41 1.50 YV 41 I 8.00
XA 5) - 3.25 $ Y(5 ) 25.00X 6 - 6.70 Y( 6) - 30.00
r- ..................
<00 370 I=1.15>
,{l = 500.. C.XiI)
- - - - - -- - II = 500. Cy I
CRLL<CALL VECIORS 5. X, YV I
XI 1) 0.10 1 20.20
XI 2) * 0.10 $ VI 2) _ 26.00




- - -- - - - DO- 375 1=1.16>
{XI O .+mX([) I
37B7{X(I) 5=00.' C.XIII
VIYII 6 00.' C~VI1I
CRLL
CALL VECTORS 2. X. 
L- * SOUTHERN OEPRRTURE ROUTES}
X(I ) 3.70 Y. I ) = 0.40
XI 2) = 8.10 Y Y 2 = - 1.0XI 31 7.20 $ YI 3) = - 6.00
X( 41 6.40 $ Yi 4) - .0 SO
X( 5) 5.30 $ YI 61 -14.00X( 61 4.10 V 6) -18.30
X( 7) 3.25 $ YI 7) -25.00
X( 8) 2.655 $ Y(T 8) -30.00
< D0 380 I=l.lS>
1X( 1 500.' CiXI)H
VXIII 600O.' C-Xt)Il
................. - 3 8 0 
I Y( I I = 500-+ CmY( I ) I
CRL
CRLL VECTR . .
XI II 4.10 $ TII -18.300X) 21 7. 08 T 2) = -25.00
3) 10 4- 0 YT 3) = -30.00
....... 300 386 i:1.1>
IXI ) = 500.t C.X(I l
Y I I = 600.' C.Y¥ I )I
CRLL \
CRLL VECTORS( 2. X. YI 
6) II 1.00 $ TI I 1.10
XI 2) 3.60 $ Y( 2) - 6.00
XI31 6.40 $ YI 3) - .56
XI 4R :1.00 $ T 4I 8.5
X( 5 8.00 $$ Y( SI -. 56
X 61 -15.00 TI 6) 9- 60
XI 71 -22.50 $ Y() = 9-.60
X( 81 -30.00 $ YI 8) .60
................ <00 380 1=1,15>
XII) = 500.' CuX(I)
300~






40 = * NRDI DISPLRY
J~
A) 2 - 3.UU 4 Y I 1 U.3UXI 21 = -13.0 g Y(2) 0.1
XI 3) -26.0 $ TI(31= 0.0
.............. < DDO2 t4l~lS000 [=1.156
{X I  = 500. + CX()II
.............. J Yi1) : 500. +CwY()1I
CRLL 
CALL VECTOR~S 2.. XY
X{ II = - 2.00 $ ( TI1 =- 0-37[
X( 21] -13.6 $ VI 2)1 0.56X 3 -25.0 S Y 3) 0- .75
< DO 403 1=1 .1> 018 P35
XII) = soo00. + CX"II)
1010 I PG. 3q - - - - - - - - - - >03 
I YIt) = 500. * CY{I II
CRLL\CRLL VECTORSI 2. X . YI
I. . . NORTHERN ARRIVRL ROUTES
X( =-23.00 S YI 1= 6.00
2) =-14.00 S Y 2 6.00
X(3) - 6.00 $ Y¥ 3) 6.00
X( 4) 4.60 S Y 4) 6 .0I) 61 10.00 Y() I 12.30
0) 61 15.30 $ I 6) 18.60
X(I 781 22.30 $ Y( 7) 23.680
XI 8) 428.40 $ Y{ 8) 28.20
- - - - - - - - - < DO qOS 1=1.15>
, IX~~~~~~~(() :500.' CX(IIII Y[XM = 500.- Cmy([
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IMI{t = SOO0. C *Y ( l 
CRLL
CALL VECTORS) 7. X. Y)
I II 15.30 $ Y 1) 1850
XI 2) 17.00 YT 2) 26.60Ix 31_ 16.80 $ Y 3) 35 .20
X(I) = 500.' C.XI)l
I Y = 500.- CY(I) I
CRLL 
\CRLL VECTORS) 2. X. TI 
Xl) II =-6.10 S I Y( 6.0
XI 121 - 6.10 SYI 21 8.650
XI 3) -17. 40 $ Y 3 13 80
X( 41 -18.70 $1 65:00
XI5 -28.20 $ Y( 5) 28.40
< DO q15 =1.15 - - - - - T.
x{ = 500. C-X(II)l
-pEl. P. 3 | _ __ __ _ q PAGE 36
IY(I) = 00.. CmY(I) I
CRLL
CRLL VECTORS) 4. X. Y)I
IXI 1I -12.30 $ YT II = 6.00
XI 2) -12.30 *YI 21 8.6oXl 31 -17.40 $ YT 3) 13. 0
-- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - < 00 420 1=1.15>
(XlI) = S00., C·X(II
L _.................. _ O J7420
- - - 6 =00.' CmY(EI)
CRLL 
CR1L VECTORS) 2. X. Yl
IXI 1 -17.40 $ TI =1 6.00
X(21 -17.40 T2) 13801
X) 3) -18.70 $ Y( 3) 16.00
XI 4) -37.80 Y$ ( 4) 13.00
-(4 71.50 8
< DO 425 1=1.15>
,|~ { I~XlI)I = 500-. C.X(II}
L__ ................. q25 V~
Y(I = 500.+ C-Y( ]I
/ CRLL \
CRLL VECTORS) 3. x ¥I
|- * * SOUTHERN RRRIVAL ROUTES6
xI I = -23.00 S Y II = - 6.00
XT 2 = -12.80 YT 2 = - 6.00
X( 3) = - 3.00 Y( 3) - 6.00X( 4) = 6.90 Y I ) = - 6.00
X( 65) 1200 YT 65) -12.00X( 6 16 60 Yt 6) - -17.40
X( 7) = 23.30 $YT 7) -20.80
X( 8)-= 31.30 * 8) -24.80
±
< 0o 430 1=1.1> 1
XIX) = O0.' C-X([l 
PRGE 35
PAGE 37
-EH -PG 36 - - - - - Do I3
Y( I ) = SOO.* C-Yt( ) }
E4P.~ El W
CALL VECTORSt 7. X. Y)
XI 1 16.60 $ Y I) -17.40
2] 16.90 YI 2) 27.00
Xt 31 17.20 $ Y( 31 -36.00
436 11,1
<CtLL VECORSI2. 6. V) 
;~~~~~~
I)) _ - 5.60 iI 1) - 6.0
X] 21 .60 Y 2) = 1.40
XI 5) -19.SO $ YV 5) -34.80
-- - _ - - - - - - - -s -0 -Y -I 
]X I] = 500. CMX i] I
V 1f) 500., C.V(II
, - - - - - - - - - - yt - - - -o. - -X IM4 5 , ). I j
CQLL
CALL VECTORS] 4. X. Y)
X1 1) - 9.60 $T Yt) - 6.0O
Xt 2) - 3.60 YVI 2j -12.00
X( 3] -12.:40 $Y 31 -16.30
- - - - - - - - - - - - - < 00 1=1. 15>
, [XiI) SOO.+ CmXIl{
{X( I) = 500.+ c-x(I I
I
. --------- IMI IX=Soo ......... c-Y(F0..... 
CR11 VECTORS 2. .X Y)I
X( 2) = -11.30 e Y( 2) = -11.603 -12.0 l ) -15.30
X(3: :1 4 9 0: 1,jI 6 0, 3
X4) -1.70 $ YI34 -16.a0
t5) 6 -28.40 Y _ 6) = -28 20
___-00 ~ ~ < DO 450 1=1.15
, {~~~~~~~X(I) = 500.+ C-X(Il{
u .......... . XII=..... S. CXI7
CRLL \
TM ¥(1 500.+ C-¥(TI I
CRLL VECTORSi , X. Y) 
1. NORTHERN DEPARTURE ROUTES
XI 1I 2.00 $YTI 1) .3
Xl 2) 6.0  Y( 2) 0.6
X( 3) 126. g Yt 31 0.60
X( 4) = 26.00 $Y ) = 0.80
Xi 6) = 0.00 $ Y6) 51 1.00
004 55 1=1.15>
)X(1) = 500.. C-X(I)l
- - - -- -s,554. - - - - - IVii) 5= 00.. C-YII I
CRLL VECTORS( S. 5. V)
d7~~~~~~~~~0
I] 1] 6.6 NOTHR DEV R OU0.46
XI2] 14.00 YlV 21 3.60Xi) 3 8 6 $ ( ) 3 5
Xt 34 _ 2.00 8 YV 34) 6 70
X( s) 32.00 e YI 5) 6: 70
X( 61 : 39.60 $ Y[ 6) = 570
-, - --- --  - < DO 460 1=1.15>
X() : = 500.. C. X(I
' 3-~~1-4 { YI 1 600. C(I)
CRLLCALL VECTORS . X. Y) >
x) 2) 24.00 $ ¥] 2})= 6.00{
X) 3] 31.00 $ Y( 3) 10.6-SS
5) 4) 38.00 $ YI 1 : 13.10
r---------- -.6o -- -= -. _
, x{YF3 - soq.- c.xl)
LL'
YI 3 l= 0.~ -
CALL VECTORS 3. X. )
X( 1] 6.60 Y(I1] 04
51 2] .60 4 ' )Y 2) 6.10
Xt 61 8 .00 t 6i 32.00
X( 7] -12.20 $ v( 7) 38.10
CALL VECTORS) 6. X. Y)
|X! 1)] 0.)0 S YlT) =] 20o.10
5)t 3) * 0.1 8 Yt 3) * *).O
r00~<D 475 1=11{V(I) = 500.. Cmy)!< CAL L 1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lT] iSO ~ 
CALL VECTORS) 2. X. Y/
PRSE 38 PAG 36 
- - SOUTHERN OEPARTURE ROUTESp
X( 1) = 3.70 YT 1)
i
0.40
X( 2) = 8.10 6 Y 2) 1930
X) 3] 6.40 8Yi 3] 9 50
5]4] 4.10 4 I4] -13.30
XI6] 3.)O 4 V SI* 26.00
X( 61 2 20 S Yl 6) -32.00X 71) 1.20 Y( 7) -O .00
<00 460 1=1.15>
[X) = 500.- C, XIl)
" ................ [ Y(I 6q5 00.* C=YV)I]]
<CALL VECTORS( 6X. ,Y
XI I 4o.10 8VI 1) -1 .3012) - 6.05 Y 2), -. 2605)3( 1160 _ I i 6, 3 -32.00
] CR4] 4.60 VECR 4) -Y37 20/
r-~ ~ ~ ~ ~~X ................... ~9 55
-~  ~ ~~~x -s - -7:8 - -l - s -- - -- 60
{XIl)] 500.+ CRXII){
C -- S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-(I 
L~~~~~X .................. ' 9B6
---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00 ts4 = .5
Y( I ) = 500.- C- I( 
CRLL
CRLL VECTORS( 6. X. Y) /
] 1) 1.00 4 ! V1) 1
X)(2] - 68.405 2) -36.00XI 3] 00 Y3) 35
XI4) 13.:000 8 VI 4 - 60
X1 6] -23.00 4V 5) - 60
Xi 6) -1.30 V6) -360
XI7) 9 -33.00 V]7Y ] - 3.60
00 490 1=1.16
5]][) = So0.- CTX)1]
I Y( I) = 500.+ C-TY(I 
CALL
CL VECT-ORS) 6. X, .I
PASE
PRGE AL
PRGE 41 PRGE 43
'II -.30.°O ' I I1) - 3.-0
2 L/xA3! -40.00 $ Yi 3! 0.0o
0043C I .-S- | F2 IPG. 2 -
......... -< oo -s -[- - - - - -> {X{[) 500.' C-X(I! ON EU
II! = 500.+ CmY([I I
/ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ dIF! .NOT .FSS! 1!
'0PG.11 , 172 ,0
i . . THE RB3VE CRLLS RRE TO PLOT THE VICTOR RIRWRYS.{D
IRRDR=FLORT 10uCRLS CRLF <>
RROI = R 4/4 · CALL VARO IS!LWORD)
RRD2:RR q/2. 1
RRD3=RRD I .3 .{
CRLL













............. 00 ' 71100 INo=1.6
ISQX( INDISOX( INSOD ISOSCRLEI
T ' +~~~~
71100 Y
............... - - b- -- QY( [ND)=SQYI INO )·SQSCRLE I
00 | F2 |PG.Y3|
:ILL





SUBROUTINE MR APE ITAPE) 
THIS ROJTINE REWINDS THE CAT FILE AEFICES 10 [TAPE
C..m NO FILE POSITIONING 15 DONE TO ITRPE SO SoIMT DAT CARN
. BE ACCLULATEO.THIS IS A NON REAL TIME CLL.THE CAT
Cmmm MUlST BE NOT BUSY BY EITHER CALLING ENDPLOT OR LOOPING














( SURUTINs; DRSHCIRtRC ) 
IDMENr [21. Y(21I
I3I/TH
)--RPCOS IFLOAT[I-ImTHNI(2 ]~mC0S( FLOAT ImTH [
I( I=R4BINI L IA-I)I-I'mNI2 FL T I II
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OMMON / REALTIM/ Cm321.Ci.LOSI(I .LOISOISb.I
PER.MNHOLD.NRESET NTERM.NPRINT .NREAO
OMMON/TABLES/
INTEG(BD0, TRBLE(O7) . LOGICI2DI
LOGICAL LOGICI








GL IDE . HOLDOEP. IRRRN.
IR RS. IRRTIII). IBF(IOI,.
ICHKRPT(O), I CNTRRA IB5). ICNTRR2iBS).
BELT. IDEPN. IDEPS.
DROUTEIIO). HPATHE. I[PATHS.














NNAVIS). NNPATH(SO). NOJTI22) .
NSPDW. OUT(261) . Pi.,
PPMX(3I. PPMY(31. RCP[2).
RTD, RWYX(q.2). RWYY(,.2).





YRPOSI2). RRAD(I3). SIG(3). IRRG
IETCOORI36). IPETCI4.2I. IRCFPERI3)
4,7
::: MISCELLANEOUS PRIMRAY-TO--PRIMRRY qNDPRMARYRI-TO-SECONqARY COMMON
WWWWW 0.). 11,0, 12.01 101. (40 1.1 (421. 14.31J
fOMM-ON/M I SC?
DPRIM. IIHEM(2I1). IlL. NFRAMF.
PITCH
OMMON/TOES/ IONE, ITWO.ITHREE.IFOUR.IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.IEIGHT.ININE I1.I TEN
4,
PAGE 2
RERAL-TIME MAIN COlMON IN OVERLAYI(q.O) AND ALL SECONDARY OVERLRYS R
... 
OMMNTMAINI/RSKSPO( 31 . RASPACE (4,.1 .ASP ACE2( .5 ).ASPACE3( 4.9),
CETA , CONFLCT. DELHI35).
HDBEG(351. AHOOWN. [ 12 )
[AC. IACTN1 3. [RCTN(351.
IRCTN3 I351. ARSKED(35.11). IATRSI35.2).ICNGO.[RTRAF(35.26),. (CA. CACT,
[CLASS. IC, G ). ICMSG2(B.I5.
iCMSG3(BS), ICOMIO. 15(21,5)
IDOELAY. IENROT2.2D). IETAS(35.2).[ETAI(3SD.1). IETA2 10). I[E36BD ).












T[3S) , TETAE. TETAL,
TETAO. TIME3 VF
V2M XOWN. XPL(35 )
TOWN. Y PL(3SI. ZOWN
A SLX(2). R SLYI2), RSRXIS1 RRY,1YOWN. ~~~~~~~~RSRY(2),






EQUIVALENCE IATR .RF. I .1)
d7
* . DIM. TYPE FOR OVERLRYIA.3)
47
DIMENSION I[TSPLI4:1I
LOGICAt-O CRTINIT , INITRO . PERSPLT . PLOTSW
1 . .TRBLE INTEG LOGIC EOIV. FOR OVERLRY(,3)
QUIVALENCE I(INTEGIODS). NI. (INTEGIOb. NFMSGDO.F (INTEGIIBI. ICNTF)
.QUIVRLENCE
(INTE{GIBd7 INCI , (INTEG(O1. INC)
.IINTEGIIII. 101 .(INTEG(I2). lOUT)
. (INTEGS23), NTWO) ,1 NTEGI27). KKKI
. INTEG(331. NCOM) .1 NTEG 341. NCONTRL)
.1 NTEGI36). NFRRM) ,INTEG[381. NTRAKI
,INTEG(3SI. NUMSC) IINTEGI(O4. IT)
. (INTEGIq)I, NSCRN) .(INTEG(qS. 1STKT
.IINTEGI6?7. ISTOP) .(INTEG(701. IBEG)
·INTEGIt7).1IRTSPL(I.I)) ,TRBLE(II). TEMPS)
,(T. BLE2S.), UPERSC) .(TABLE(30). VPERSCI
,(TA LE( 7;: VELCON) .(TABLE(53). CKROLL)
:(TABLE) IS. CKRC) .(ITRBLE(SS1). CROLL)
·I[ABLE(56), CRC) .(TRBLE(57). FOELT)
.(TRABLEIS). ZCON) ,[TRBLEIS9). HOCON)
· TABLEI731. XSTPI ,ITABLE(7q). YSTP)
iTABLE(7S). VSTP) ILOGICI)OI. CATINITI
ILOGICiOS). INITRO) .ILOGIC(IO). PERSPLT)
·ILoGIC(I). PLOTSW)





QgUFI VALENCEILD 1331. FSS(III. t INAVISI.) I X ILSII) 








F AL4 -IR.INC D I
TP
20
[N CONTD INERRMl I
1CmM AEW EGINNING A NEW $CR]
C~  £
SIC=O~ IHNCNFRi 111









[CNGO = I 
NCOM= NTRARK10
DI01SO1021 = LDISO( 105) = LDISO( 1081 = LDISO(321= LODSO(3I:- .r.,
F / IF(MIODt. 5
<.EQ. 0) 
LOIS(1031= LDISDIIO71 LDISOI331 LDISO(3S1 TRUE
r;~ ~ ~~~~~~E2 .0. 
TI L- S




.- - - - - - - - - - - 7
II - - - - - - - - --r 
mpV | | -(N






r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I
I - -- - - - - - - -
r'-- - .








_p ~~~~~~ JN ~~~~~~~ P~~lLTCHS=SIN(PITCH.DTR)
COA Tt NUL
- - - -- - - - - - - -0 290 J= .
F iF) [NC.GT.NCGN. PX=RWYX(J.IHEMJ-XOWN









' - -- - -- - -- -- - -- --- 2a1 WI
[VPERSJ )=-DPRIMGPZP/FPR5S I
ffi ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~.. . ... ]L ......[NCUZ. DISPLRY PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF RUNWRY.
CONT INUj
ORC20i) UPERS(MODINCI UPERSC
2. PA,8 ,8 ] RC(21] = VPERS[TMOINC) -VPERSC2RC(20 =RRXMRlAX IMNI[ORCO(20.I.). I.
6 |R8PG. 0 ORC(t21J =RItRX1I(RMINl(ORC(2I 1,.)-l.-
2325
CONTINUE
F,.-'fit I LILS=i PPRO 12
PAGE 1O
T T





DTCTl o C(I h VELTCRLL UPKSPLONE ITWOXLKLS).IPNSITETEPR 
IDCI )=RTCL.CRC
AHOWNz FDELT'32.2/ VELFTNSIN(ROLL.GTR) mRTD+OWN "-O OW
zR0WN=RRODfHDOWN36O. ,360.) -XOWNHOOWNR=HDOWN.DTR -YOWT 




XC[22)=-R IAIR(MINtIXOWN.XSTP. .25). -. 25) E PS.Eg23h =RMAX tARM INI(YO.NYSTP· .25). -. 25)
VEL.3600.- OO.) VSTP
C2)=RMRAXIAMINII V..50). 0.)
IHEM3II PONI I 
'11111O11X]D IACN C= INC )+ R
2930; 319
|,qTIo. 12 {












/ I REALTIMI/ ROC(32·OAC(6N·LDISIB108).LOISO(1361).
ER ·NHIOLO ·NE EsT.NT RM .NPR INT .NR m 1
iOMMON/TRBLES/
INITEG(80), T7LEIO 1. LOGIC(217
1 LOGICAL LOGIC1
:: MAJOR COMMON 8.LOCK CONTRINEO IN ALL OVERLAYS AND PRIMARY SROUTIN
NON
PAGE 2
EOMMEN/TOES/ IDNE .TWO.ITHREE.IFOUR.6IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.TEIGHTT.IN1NE 11TEN 
4,
:IVJIVRLCNCE( IN ~.tE(81, INC) .I INTE( t2) (OUT II& ( : R] :1.[INTEG[20) ISW)
.IINTEII), 11W2) .(INTEG22). ISW43)
.(INTESI Ot. IT) IINTF6(4I. NSCRN
.([NTEG 46). [$TKI .[INTE&1463, MSG(I);
.lINTEGi6. IDOELET) .(INT£.TCO], IBEGI)
·ITABLEIDII. AN) ·ITaLEoSI ALP-a)
·ITABLEIII). TERPSi .ITABI 2J VECERR)
·TARTBLE(III. DELALT" ."TABL?.(16, DELSPDI
.ITFBLE(I6I. DELT) .(TRBLE 19). DKCON)
.·TABLE[2S). PHIK) .(TABLE'37). RCON)
. ITBLE[40. SCLRAi .(TABLE I41. SCLEE
.ITABLE(Y2). SCLN) .I(TABLEI(4). RVECT)
.ITABLEINBI. VECSDI .(TABLEI6O). POPUP(it)
11 TRGBLE3S. RADOCP)
Ol N IMENSION ANO EQUIVALENCES FOR TRRCKRC
OMENSION IPERFRI(3)QUIVALENCE (IPERFR I.t). IPERFRI(It)
UIMNSION ITEMPRAI0)
)IMENSION TEMPRI 10).
RTRRF(35.26). IATRRFI(35). ATRRF2(35). RTRAF3(35).
ATRRF8(36i. ATRRFS35). ATRARF6(35)i. IRTRAF7135).
IATRAFB(351. IATRAF9135). IRTRFIO{35I. IRTRFtIt3SI.
IATRF12{351· IATRFIB{3S). IRTRFI?{35· ATRFIBS351.
ATRF19(I35I. RTRF20(35).
CPCODRD{2), FSS(i6). IVORIID0.IRDF{IOI. IFIX(iD). IOME!10). IXILSIO)i.
IPERFR2(3). IPERFR3(3). IPERFR'(3). IPERFRS(3)i.
IPERFR6I3). IPERFR7(3).
IPERFStINi. IPERFS2[Y). IPERFS3(Y). IPERFS6(Y).




INNRVI3I. NFIXI. IINAVII.I·. IVOR(M)I.
INRV;I.2. I , IROFI. I(NRVI.3'. IFIXI)l).
IINRV [I.N). IOMEI)). IINRVII.S). IXILS[II).
I [PERFRII.2). IPERFR2I)I. I[PERFR[I.31. IPERFR3[t)I.IIPERFR(I. ). IPERFR[I IJ. l IPERFRi.S)[ IPERFRSIIIt.
IIPERFRI.6). IPERFRGI ([PERFRI .71. [PERFRAIl)).
I IPEREFS 1.11. IPERFSI(I)). I PERFS i.2 1. IPERFS2(I)).1IPERFS 1.31. IPERFS3t 1). (IPERFS 1.61. IPERFS6(tI).
iiPOPUP[i]. POPLiPtil]
A7
N N * CONTINUATION OF EQUIVALENCES FOR TRACKAC
N N REAL-TIME MAIN COMMON IN OVERLRY(4I01 AND ALL SECDNOMRY OVERLAYS A












IHOWN. IOBETA. IO[ETA.[OPATH. IPASSAC. is[G.












R9LX21. RSLY(2). RgRX[2). RORY(2). 
RISX(2). RISY(2). R21X12). R21Y(2).
XNREF(4). YNREF.4)
N:N: DIM. TYPE FOR TRRCKAC
PN20) POPUP 131)
TY8UF116)
1 N N TiBLE INTEG LOGIC EOlV. OR T:I CKAC
~GUIVRLENCE [INTEG(OS). N)I
- 11N1EG113). IOPT l.
I ITABLEI 7 1 . XREL).
J ABLE£ 3O). ZREL).
IINTEG(2S). IDRELi.
ITRBL£EOB) . ¥REL).
1T81 Fl 101. PSIRILI
47
-QU I VALENCE
ISITE(l). CPX). ISITE(2), CPY).ISITEI3). S). ITMSGAII(t). XDENT).
TMSGR(2)1. XMSGL). (TMSGR(3). XLTTI,ITMSG(A4) · XCLERR). (TSKEDII.) XHOGE}·(TSKED(2). XINFOII. ITSED()·. XINFO2).(TSKED . W ·XALT ) · [TSKED( G). ·XMODECR ].
ITSKEOD(S)6 XINF03j. [ TSKED(7). XINFO I
LOGICRL FSS
IMENSION
IRTRF2i 35)I IATRF22(35). IRTRF23t35). IATRF24135),
IATRF2S[3G)I IOPTIONIS), OPTION(9)
QUIVALENCE
IATRRF(1.21). IATRF2II)), (IRTRAF(I.22), IATRF22(I))













I CHKPT Ii. ICNTRAI[8). ICNTRAtIBb).
IDELT. IDEPN. IDEPS.[ORDUTEIIO). IHPATIE. IHPATHS.



















YRPOS(21. RROD(3. SIG13i. IRRG
IETCOOR(36). IPETC([.2). IRACFPER(3)I
IATRAFII.I). IRATRAFtIIt). (RTRRFIt.2). RTRAF2(I)).
IATRRFI.31. ARTRAF3[I)]. (RTRAFII.t ). ATRAF(1t)).(RTRRF t.5). ATRRFS )) (RATRRFIt I.6). RTRRFS t)).
IIATRAF(1.71. IAITRAF7(1). [IATRAFI1.61. IATRRFBII)i.
IIATRRF(I.). IATRF3 . IRTRRF3Iti: 5. IRTRFIOIII.
IIATRAF(l.11). IATRFII[I)). (IRTRAF(I.12). IATRF1I2I)).[IATRRFI .16). IATRF16II)). IIATRAFII.17). IRTRFI7?I)).( IRTRRFI.18). RTRFiBI )). (IRTRAF I.t11. RTRAFI t1)).[IATRRF(I. 1.1 ATRFI9i11)). (IRTRAF(I1.20). RTRF20Di)].
(CPCOOROII). XCP). (CPCOORD(2). YCP).(LD151(331. FSSIll)
PAGE q
I Inln1rt'FIbJ2 IUI. K{l]JJ1
OUIVRALENCE
IRESTORIOt1. TETRI. (RESTOR(02). NUMPATH).
IRESTORI031. OLT)I. IRESTORIONI. ARLTI.
IRESTORIOSI. ETRSEPt. IRESTORiO6i). FVEL).
IRESTORIOTI. DOSPO, IRESTORIO0). TX).IRES70RI09}. TOTO). (RESTOR(ID). NSEGM).(RESTORtIt). DSTI). IRESTORI121. OST2).
IRESTORIi3). OST3i. (RESTOR(IIN. ISUBCK[.[RESTORIB). ISUBOPI. IRESTORII6I. ICACgT2.
iRESTOR?17). STEMP). iRESTOR(181. ISU14N.
3RESTORi139). ISUBO. IRESTORI20)I. SEP).
IRESTOR(21). XLA)· IRESTOR(22). XLB).[RESTORi23). IASPCON).
(RESTORI2'4). IOALT· IOIPTI01N[I)· OPTIIN(1)).
IRESTORI25). D1P0 ). (RESTOR[26). IVECT).
IRESTORA27). IVECOPI. IRESTOR(2B). IOVERG2).
IRESTOR!29). IALTOPI. IRESTOR(30). ISPOOPI.
IRESTOR[31). ISAOP). IRESTOR(32]. IEHOPI
,RESTOR133). 0SPO)







CR L PRKSPLI IONE.INN .ITRRF2(021. IPTRRF2r 2pR )L
.1I1TOOUEI IH I=o102
A-6 IPG.6 I rIC- PLACE POP-UP IN RCTIVE TRAFFIC
N5CRN=L~- 
=NSCAN
IPOPUP I I=POPUP(I )I
I pOPUP( 8N )=POPP (K8)
.................. [DO I025 K=l .8~
__TRRF [ NSCRN .K I-JPOP3PKINHOLOP NSCRN lJ=
INSCRN)=0.
OLDR I NSCRN I =80.
XPLI N$CRN J=RTRRF2!NSCRN)









I RTRRFI( NSCRN I= PPUP( 9NOER
IRTRFIO NSCRN = IT
IRTRFI I I NSCARN 2
IATRFI2INSCRNkIIIEM'
< 0D 1075 K=(3.15> P8
FEB IPG.7 I IRTRRF(NSCRN.KI)=S31 PRSE
ICONT SNUIE 
IATRF 17(NSCRN 0
RTAF S NSCAN ) -RTRRF2( NSCRN I
TRF201 NsCRN)=TRAFS I NGCAN'ARF2 (  ~AFINCN
010. .8  
[RTRRFINSCRN.KhO
RTRF221 NSCRNI )
TRRF NSCRN.251 -POPUPI 131
rCmw. GIVE POPUP RN INITIRL FLIGHT SEGMENT




rTEYPR(5 2 ) =RTRRFF65 NS5CRN I 
(TE~NPA[5 }=TEPPpR(61 I
FEXtPA[ 7 )=TEPIFR( ) -
CLL PRKSPL( IONE. ISEVEN . IRASE(NSCRNl AS RE.TEPA ) 
ISKSPOINSCRN. J=PPUPI( ) I




5m,, INITIARLIZE IETAS RNO IRTRS
PRAGE 6
322
.____ --- -- -- -- - - -!
PRGE P
< D 10 i K=1.2>
LETRSI(NSCRN .K1=1O
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ICnw LOCATE A/C IN ETA RRAYI
_ _ 1825 7
<.00 1830 J=l.JTEMP i
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I O TO NGO (1660.1675J1
P~~~~ ~B Pb67 .14 
%LVDE TEI R/C FROlt ETRTM R 'RYR ENDO PRESENt PRTH
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AT ENDl OF THE FUTURE PATHI - -RE P16PAGE 16
COA3T IE
DCnn DELETE A/C FROlM THE ACTIVE TRRFFIC SR11PLEI
F FJJIRC.SE.L
eex
00184 .J.. - 13P....
< 00 I1E,5 J=JJL> ) ~ |J|b
-
- - - - - - - - - -
00 1825 K= .26>
i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~iK
L ........... _ ________iB5 l




















iGO TO NbO (1660.1675) 1
PAGE 17 PAGE 20PR6E 17
IPG.l6 I RSKSPO{JJJ.K R=J SPO J.KI
00 D 5IRO K~t., I=1.T(NILMS"KED( JJJK } (RIEIJ ,K ]{
- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -IE057bOO =OO 
.............. 'I IIRTRAS L JJ =IlATRRRS J(KN)I )
LIPG- L6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r - - - - - - - - -K IT<L9 =T.L
IOL L ]=OLDR(N)I
,t~~~~~~ I, [X~~~~~~~~~PG.~)L IL I)= XPLI N) 
IiETAS JJj.KJ:IET/S: J.KI [L L-}=YPLIN)
'T (LJ)L--SE K (JN)
LL-NNR(N)
NFIN L =LLL
w fl r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_- 0 ISS K=.2>
lER(L.K-Es(K)
....IS R..............0 1O 'INHOLOPIL=I'FOLO(NI) J
I AITJJ.J.KI=[AT JJ] AIl
F Ft FSS(I)O
NT.FSSt2.0.
SS 13'-~--I ) ..OR.-: ... ......... <: 0030 F._JtLLL)
< / |lC4 I.......... TEWORRRILY STORE INFO ON R(RCRRFT Nl
COT
:PG - - DISM57)~~~~~~~ LDISG(3711 (l~ICED L.J X -R ASTF I N N.J
61~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~R PAG. 18.11 
CONTI P 1 I GP4ILJ: FI.SKSPIN, .JI
SCNA=L-I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~00 1555 K=1.2
PAGE 18
SW I~h~iJ .I....
(Ce|mae IS A R S 7 CO IT DEIEA GIVE COCKPIT INRITIAL CONOITIONS a S
'OFNIT.FSSII.OR..F
NOT.FSSI3) .OR.W
ICwn TEMPORARILY STORE INFO ON~ AIRCRAFT NJ
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RTRF16(35). IRTRF17I35). RTRF[8(35). RTRF19(I35).ATAR0[35), IPERFRD(3). IPERFR7(3).
iPERFSHtN) IPERFS2t4). IPERFsstq). IPERFS6B[).
IPERFSt?(q). IPERFSB). TEMPR t10).SE{UE(3.16). ISACI31. IIDEE3).[SCLR5(3)1 TARR(31 SVEL[3). RR20(3).
RR30(3). RB20(3). RB33(3). TCP(3).
TOFF(3). TOlN(3), TGRTE(31. RNG[3)
EWUIVRLENCE (DL( I ).[SELE .15 )1
* * RERL-T[ME MAIN CMMDoN IN OVERLAYtq.O) RND ALL SECONDRRY OVERLAYS R
*: PRIMARY SUBROUTINES OF (.O0)
d,
LOMMDN/RTMAIN2/




RSLXI2). RSLYt2i, RSRX32). RSRYI2).
R1X2). RX2IiYTI RRtIX2). R21X2) R21YI2)./NREF(I). YNREF[A)
SPECIAL COMMON FOR CNTRLMRC
! K"MON/RTMPtNW/1
RLTLIM. DALI DLYT.
HOLOTIM . HTL2 YT'.
I RCT T. ICNT. ICONTRL.| DENT, IDVERS. IETT.IHEM. ILEG. IT
[R CLR. IS. ITE P:| EIT:MP O). ITMPS. ITRYDVG.
IT1 Y ELDs.YS .TTYSPO.







TM~r 6[R. TMSGr-O-3(1 R mM12)
IDEST,.
.IUIVRLENCE
I IR AIFt.I T. R ARF)1.1)) )IRTRRF([.H). IRTRAFIt[)I ,
I RTRRFI12)· RTRR FO{t)). [ RTR  FI .31. RTRAF3 t)).
AIRTRAFI,) .I TRRFt III). ( IRRFIt.S). RTRRFB(1)E)
AT RRFII.6). RT ARR B(II). [RTRARF(I.71. IATRRF? tII).
IRTRRF1.8). IRTRRFB()). (ITRRAF) 1. , ). RTRRFSI)
I TEA AFII.1). IRTRFII{I)). IRTARF)I.121. IRTRF12[111.
I .1 AIRF)D.)61. I I[1  )1) iRTR RFI[.171. IRTRF1tEI)).
IAR RF1(.[8). AIRFIBtIII. [ R TRRF)E.IS). RTRF19(i)).
ITARA 11.20). ATREOD(II).PERSI,), ER B)))). 6 RPERFA)1.7). IPERFR721)),
PRF BI[.5) IPER S511)). lIPEA )1.F6). IPERF I8(I)).PF,), I WPERSI)). lIP 5)1.8), IPERFSDIt)),
II'SOAI). IDER4TI. (TMSR A) XMSGL).
ITMGRI3E, XL3 [ T I GIRI { XCLERRI.
EI.V). TAP R(EU(.). 8VEL[)).
i CONTINURTION OF CNTLRC EOUiVRLENCES
UIVRLENCE 
IStEtlE.B6) · R20(t)). t SEOUEtl .7). RR3DIt)).[SEU 11.81. 118201111· (5SEUE)I.S). R3O II).
I)BEO.JE11.10). ICY)))), (5EgUE)1.tt). TOFFlt).
ISEtE 1.12). TONNRi)I. ISEUEEI.13) TGATE(li))..
S5EEI~lA). AND()))
[HENSODN
IAR 2 1)35). A2 IRTRF2335. IRTRF2A(3B).
P ERF 235. IPEFR3 3). IPERFR[3). IPERFR5i3).I[Or)TIDNI3I. OPTNION[).
FETA PS3)1. IP RFS3 TRF26(35)
& 1NSION IPEFRA13)
UVRLENCE IP ERFRt I. IPERFRI 1)
FrMJIVrI Furr 
lEA RRF1.211 · RATRF2II1)). IAIRARF1I.22). ERTRF22I1)).
m A 11RF.231), IATRF23(I)). AIATRRF{I.2I. ,AIRTRFA2 N)
m I TSGA6). XETR). (TM5GR2(1). XMINFO I.
m IT11'0G 2), XMINFO2). ITMSGR2I3). XMINF03).
mISEOUE[I.[)B.FETA)))). IPERFS)[) . . IPERF`3)1)).
IP F ERFRA(t)I. I [PEFF[1.3. [PERFR3)).


















YRPOSi(21. RRD(3). S.G3). IRRG
. ETCODOR36). IPETC[4.2). IRCFPER(3)
.OMMON/RTMRINI/
RSKSPO 35.1 t).ASPRCEIt(.S).RSPRCE2(q .S).RSPACE3(q.S1.
CETR. CONFLCT. ELH3i.
0BEG(35). M ER(2).[RC. IRCTNIt 35). RCTN2(35).
IRCTN3E35). IRSKEDI35.IIt. IATAD(35.2).ICNGO.
IRTRRF 35.261. ICRA. ICRCT.ICLRASS. CMSDIIB.5). ICMS62(8.51.
CMSG3[8.S). ICOMMHIDO). 1012).IDELAY. IENROT(2.20). IETAS(35.21.
IE A[(36.10). IETR2136.10). IE360(60).
IFC511(8.25). IFCPMS2(8.25). IFCMSG3[8.25).
IH · [ OBETA. IOEETA.IORATI. [PASSR C, ISEo.
[SETOUE[t3 .186) t U~ NF.[TRY 316. 1ITOQUJE[2.20).CL. IKNTP.
L. LEMGOI). NASPRCE(q).
NCtIG( 10). NEMO. NRER361.
NFMSG(1). NH3ODDP)35). MR(35).NSEo . OLDRE35_
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S1OOnSENSON 555t 161
GIEVAL NCE ILOSSSI33). FSSt1)
0 TO 18000 21t22. 21710. 2t05. 2 . 26960.im 26100













<CRLL UPKSLI-IONE,.1 ..[T A EXT .IPTRRfI.XO£NT)>
SDENT-XOENTI
CRLL UPKSPLt SONE. IONE . ITRRF2t INEXT I. IPTRRF .OSPo I >
OspDe:o~0S/3so .I
S7
CRLL UPKSPL(I THREEI.,FOI CL2( [NEXT .ISPTRRF2.TEMPRI >
IICLASB:EUR A1l)
ITYPE:TEAPR(21 1
IGJ IG I . I
IvR~T" tXmsGtl
NI RFt NLL XT PTRFTEP
_TMNIITI~F (INEXTI.PRF.ElR 




CALL. UPKRSP (FOLR .1 (FOU .T STRI N SNXT1. IPTRRFI .ORLT(I 
F F(IOEST.EO.2TRG)-S
TO - D IR3 IPG.8|
5
_l .L




.:::: IF THIS R/C IS n DEPRTURE. R RUNWRY CHECK MUST HE DONE BEFORE IICs THE GENERRL CONFLICT CHRECK  . .. 
=FRFIME COUR T N RNE - TG CRtCONICRTION FRHlE$
I IIA: I SRNDNEXN3R THE RRRRY OF R/C THRT NEED CONTROLLER RCTION
I11)
. UNFPCK HTOjRL DISTANCE BEING CHECKED RND CONTROLLER RESPONSIBLE
I...w
fl7
CRLL UPSPLI IRJN .ITW. CNT R-2 (ICRCTI.IPCNTR2.T R HI
1DTPR12)
I_.".. COMPUTED GO TO BRSED ON IYPE C'HECK NEE[]EUI
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EUVRENC- 
(RHSROI. TTETA). (RESTOR(02. NUM'ATHI).( RES 'O(7). SLT). (REESTDR1O ). RALT).
IRESTOR(9). TE). 1T0). 1 STEI).(A S OREB II. OTR). IT I( MGM).
IASOIIS). I *ROR [102 C CTGM.
A (RESTO(RI 17 ST. (RESTORIISt e IS T1).
I 5RsT0R(), $T3). (1PRESTRt20(1. SEP).
ISESTORIS). XLII] * (RESTOR(122. XLBI.(RESTORI2?). (rEPC0. (ETRt) SO)
( RESTOR(O2) 6OALT. PT3 ON ITjlI.
I IsIoRIOs). VESCD. IC(RESTRt2). S ECT)I.
(IRESOR(23) V P. REST 128 ). RDv .IRESTD AT6i DPI (RESTDR1S(261, [VEC),I
( RESITR(31t. V-OP). (RESTuR1(321. IEHOVR
( EST* OR(3R .SPOResT , IPIO






IR9 1PG.B.C.,6 .S .6 ci.. R/C [S RLREROY IN RCTVE TRFF
I NI.)IRC=RTt[[}
(ACiTyil"TRF1RCI 
ONS RRR t7i RHCI 
ILIELT 6 CRFtIRLTL[M = ~rtRF26 %RC
_______ T If)IYPCL.EQ.6. FID9 P8I.37 4 - ORITPC.E.)
)13000.200*- .6
, BEGUENCING






FCW- UNPRCK PINTER TO OPT ON A7RRY
CRLL \
CRLL UPKSPL FIVE. lFIVE. [CNTRRt ICRCT J .IPCNTR tTEMnP 
NlSU.=TE"PIPS 
/ C~~~~~ItEOP\
CALL UPKSPL lN .N .NPR 1(VECT 1.lPNPRTH.TE 1
INHC--dSGM ~
I C 
RNS E G MTE1PS I
11NNCH=NSEGI,31
CALL
CLL UPKSPL( IFOUR. IC.NNP-TH( IVECT ). IPNPRT .TEnR
WOENNAt (AIC1
--- A---G. - - -- - - - - -
< - 12025 J=t.NSEGn>
IXTEIIP=T iR T J I1
<CLL UPKS (ION .II .1 5 EOt lIP1.IPSRK I .TEMP) >
lITE P=TPR3SJ
IJOE=JOEt 
- - 7 DO 1200 K=1 J21
00 1005 1~.
MTEiPR(KI = IPERFS(K.(TErPIP
CRLL UPKUN[(ICLRSS.I x.JT EPR.t..T'IP, 













]ITENPS= ENPRA % ) I
F FI ITEAPS.EO.I
TO
_I El., I IS........
12125 T
L rN~~~~lT~~R MF.43D) IDI NT.NTEMIP.IRT.ICPI
12018lS EITEMPR3! 91 =RLT~KD( ITTEMP11
C CRCALL PARIN A>
CRCALL RE Y f
50
TO |R6 |P5.113.nL nrrs u,.n.l~ant4a.xorutu lnncJrutl irnt.Itnpr3 /
IATRFCItISRCE R I 2






ICunm DELETE FIRST R/C IN AUE ND MOVE ALL OTHERS DOWN
00D 12050 J--2.3~
< 00 t2060 K=1.16
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- 12050 C
SUE(J2J.K EIJ.KIISE=2
PRAGE 14
IC r AVNFOONR/ IN SEQUENCING QJEUE ARRAYSETA AT FINAL SE[ZJErNC.[N POINT
12150 ~JIrCPI ISEal-rEMNPAI 211 




IC WHICI HEMISPHERE I
IISIEI ISEOJ=IHENI





IC.wow LOCATE ETA AT fINRL SEQENCING POINI
IC TURN RATE ND RRDIUS OF CURVRTURE
CALL ULIPKUN I CLASS. .IPFTR .IO. .TMPS I 
RC=TE'/TEMPSRTTOI
> mm COMPUTE DISTANCE FROM INNER FIX TO EARLIEST TURN OFF TINEI
IC*.lw UpNLPAMC CONlTRULLER n~ 1 &iln u .,~, rU loU v CK rln A M nlU clp DW
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PK. SCK HPTE FPR )
CALL UPKSL IIONE .ITKO . CH TISUBCR1. IPCHKPT .TEAPR)>
ISUYO=TEAPR121
1TM=~R SU30 I
--- -- - 2O .I -
DO 12125 J=t.MTEMP
CALL UPKAPLI ION.ITHREET .1SUeBO.,JI.ETRI.TEPRI >
~X=CIHERC/IIR [ =ATRR3 ( I
TOP [ = TR RF2[ [IE:
TOP OF NET PAG
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ITEI4PR3[X s I=TEPIPR3{ ? )REMPI316 ( =TDPR3(811
- -- - -- -- 1120754
BOTTOM OF PRECEDING PEBOTTOM OFr PRECEDING PAGE
PAGE 17
PAGE




ElEP = SVEL (ITEMPI
1 = DLCI F TP) EI
12230OPG22
I.m. LOOK AT R/C IN F DHT OF PRACEDING R/C
12166 ?
{JTEAP= ISEGI1-1 I







PI~'E 22 m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~g-.RlT~fiOFF= TRRR(ITEMP]+RITEHP1 R3'
[ TEiN =-T (
-~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ri * --. 'A6
F [O IITGOE ·EIFG
< ! Ri - i~~~~~~~~~~1 1+.32 
{ iTLP IS
|i Ri R (I.-SVEL(ITEll J/SVEL(J EIIP)) A 1R1.X018T( tHISA
125
SIb ) I- .TE -'VF ]
{TI lE -BEX} : TEIIGRT -S- VE~TEP 
F ~Icl~.4
NSED.NG Ii{EO )D(1
IP_ T IOTEiPI 
RI76+ PRGE 2
JO EN=11(1 Q 





















< o~'s U-+ ,, T. P_
X T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Nir - - - -l ~ ~ ............. DC 126CC J-S=J,-NFMSGT>
[IETA'2t ISR. JJMI I)=IETR2(ISR.JJ) ,1(JNNSTJ
…001280 J:F.[FMSGT-
..................127EC2 (IFCI~G3f ICONTR.,P Jt)= FCMSG3I ICONTR. JJJI ETRI [( ..IoJf'1R )=[6TRI(ISR.JJ8 I
F 25 F 4----J.-GT.152(CITR.ITECFISG(1CTRJJ 
T~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IICNTF~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Fc tCNT-tl I
00 12760 JJ=-J.ITEMP 1'6
-- - -- -- -- - - -- 00D 12500 JS=JNF-MS0-T
12fSH.!I[FCMSGl (ICITRJ l .JJTTI
J~= N5G-JS.J
IC<PRKSP.(CCNE .IX.·IFCSG2(ICCONT R .JJ·IPSG2TGR)>
- - - -- - - - - - -FFE -- -6"M -- EL - INFMrCM 63, CON TR. J =NMSItI 
jRNG~~~ET--RHIC NGEISH.J.J~~~~~~~~~~ T~~C' IIPG.33I
I~CC4OLEE~~~T R 1CiOE~~NT I DT.l5
(itSGL2=M>SG(61 \ ~~~~~~~~~CRLL PRKSFL IFIVE.IFIVE.tFCMSG2( ICCNTR.JI IMG.IYE
FiTR W s -CTosFFECSEOMC11C E
F\ _~11O ( F TRY .
T S
ETGL -EHNGI CSEKtIT C
RNG2-RNL i
1T2. C CC) CI7|FG.
CI -Ti 012S70 TOII
GF T=
MLE = RNCIECI











•CLPI-1RTRF21JI]PSE3C TIR E2J) PRGE 36
EMRI 1 )-'-!.
, II~~~~~~~~~~TEMPFI2= ~TEMS"PL I
'~~~~~~~~ E- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 00~12350 KK=1.2>




, \ ~~~CR1.1 PRKSF(IS IX. SVE .[R2(EDtJ . IC1.PII .IPfSK 0.1 'R I/
,-------------------+ 
C LL PFKSPL(ITWO.ITWO.[IRS1] IJ.CLPII.IPRSKED.RNGLEI>
< CRLL, R1SP'L [IFG.36
|TE'Rt21 =ISU0N|









: .COMPUTE VECTOR ro ETR POINT  P OPUPU
S 6 w- UNFRCK SUBSCRI T OF CAHECK D FORN
cL
< CRLL WPKSPtt IFOUR. £FIV£ .cTRt ICRCT 1. IPCNTRI .TEXPO ) >
IStUtgCt=TTftPR(t I { 
1ISUeO=EPR dEM
I~S~ oTRF(R) PF
IOSPD=RTRFF( IRC ) 
_I
ICueo UNPACK BSUSCRI$T OF ETA HERDED FIORI
IC-.m.UNPACK CtORDINRTES Of ETS HERDED fORD
CALL UPKSPLt [ONE. ITRO. ECOR( IS1UNI . IPFE .T- MPllR





ICwiw CRLCULATE 0E I RED HERING RHR N CHRNGE IN HERDONG TANG)I
·
PA Vl2A 88EH (C)
F )
TOP |DIO IPG.3SI












IC.. DISTRNCE ON STRR GHT PRTH TO ETR PONT
I
ICew COHPUTE Rt10t It OF TIME IN TLRNl
IITT=(TNG; iTDI/3.+I.I
ICk- FlLL IN pOPUP F TliC UNPR T PONTR THIS YPER/C
CHL
CAL UPKSPLt FO.UR, IFIVE.NN RTH( ITEtPI . IPNPRTH.TE'PRI >
E1t2I=RLPHR
< CRLL PflSPL t Tt40 -. TIR EM
.
ISEGt, . IPStEO. TEtPRT) >
PAGE t
J~t6 l PG. -|
lot? IPG. 2 1
RI7 P.11




< CRLL PRKSPt IEIGHT. IEIl .ISEOD( ISEGt I .IPSEDEO.TEPI >
4,




T. J I -l' ET
~Pf3 JT llP i JJ = IPt2jE|PR(C IJ~qPRCE JT'~ lJ=J EPR
| DtS I PG . 6 1[ - ~1VFx .. ~REMI)Vf
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FPRGE 46
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PRGE 46
--- I"-. -- -----
INITiALIZRT ON OF RECOPUTE VECTOR TO ETR POINT
. IPG ] YI IC CIIPUITRIION F H VECTOR HERDINO RT 130001
ON00 4K
CALL OPK.SPL(ITWO.IO.ICNO IICRCT1.IPCNT .TO103
C.... FILL IN VECTOR SCHEDULEFOR THIS TYPE R/C
IuW NRCK POINTER TO NNPRT '
/ CR~~~l 
CRLL .PKSPLI ITHREE.ITHREE.IOTNI ISUBOPI.IPOPTN.TETP/
I ,T
CAIL UP U Ot [IP~~THITEM PI I 11.
lISTEKPI
CRLL 
CALL FRKSPL( ITWO,ITWO.[1EU( 01 .IPSRE-DLPIRAI
LAT 2I1ACI 0I RC= NNRIYFC)-IRTRF221(RC){[RTT 22 _IRC) = 0
-t0 0 0 0 .
~I L I
L . . . . . .
PFSGE Y7
~~FI~G~~~~~~~~EEPEE 5FFSE q5
ENOR {S7£20 r~u IE~~r PC.ItOX
TO
<CBLL WT21i.1BY.IXIJ >
£E7C--- S- I ICooau SET TIUNE
<:I FLL LN£ 11FI
)Caumo GNqK ETA OF LRST
r ..................
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BOTTOM
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{ CON NUE I
Ncr =o I
NCK NFO ON HE TO FZND DVRGE ROUTE
< -RLL UPKSPLt (i, EVE - ,'E( IDVERG) ·I .PORT..h'PR) >
'RS.U~4'AIXSAL SctPORA YJ
-'ITRt S I
I][.u. UNPRCK RLL ff DESCRIPTOR RRRRY I





;C... UNPRCK RLOF OPtION RRRRYI
lITEXP=IOT ON(I I
W
\CLL UPKSPLI IONE.ININE.IOPTN( ISUO IPOP . TI
PRGE 78
.....O< DO 2142S Kl)
-.................. _ - - _ _ 2142 b P









k!mmm INITIRLIZE POSSIELE NEU ET R RT OLO CHECK POINT TO PRESENT TIMECm... OFRRRIV AT OLO CHECK PO NT
ET-T: TAo I
D.. CIC POINT RND WHICH NOHUST E RHERO OF THIS R/C TROH TISs.. OI NTo I






Cw H TE 0IBCO T IS;PF HEED[ FOR BEG CHECK POINT, IT E IGNE
p0 Cwm R/C MRS BEEN RSS AGNEm R PRTH BEYOND TH N LET T POCEE
218-26 l'G.8
e6-62m F R /C H :s NOT RECEIVED ANY OThAE PATH INFO.. PLACE iT IN EI£RGENCY
IKlo IPG. Ga l 
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< O 217 tl.NFt.GT>-- --- .
< CRLL UPKSPLtIONE.IONEIF WHCNTR
ETY
CL UPKPL IFOUR ISIX. IFCMSG2( IWHCNTR .N I. [?11BG2. TErtP I








IFCMBG[I~ WHCNT:lN : [CHG2 HCN7R.MIIFC11SGtt IWtiHCNTR, I FCtSG ItHCNTRM
M NFtSG t W1 CNTR"--I




\CRLL. UPKSF IONE. IONE .INR I t(IRCTPT 1.lIPCNTRt . TMP I 
IRCTN3[ tl I)=IRCTPTI
C SRVE ETRs F R/C THRT WILL NOT BE RELOKED RT BY CONTR OLLER
[L2 IP - -83 8, - - - ,7
IERt ( I Bi. JLLI =C [1A1 ( 8iBO.K ) 
RL3 IPG.LL-I"T-821'S-8-5
21
G IO NTR )MM
SI
TINT J)=LL









\ WlRT2.8( 1 I
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<E~~~~~~~~~~~ 5
JLt6 IPG.R 8I .
I =NSCRN.i 0
< CRLL UPKStPL IT¢ [ ,.FOa.FR It INEXTJ .IPTRRF . TlPI >
IIRTRfFltINS CRN =XDIENTI
i . . ........ W D QO O0 K=2.4>
'l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:TE(PR(KKJ I
RTRFt(NSCANITEtf( )
gRF20( NSCRN ,TE.PF= ( 3 !
L%!NSCRN, 0.TENP(2
<RLUPKSPI_( ,01E oIN INE. T F2( 'NEXT ). PTRIl:2.TE11P Rl 
0
|FlTTRHF RiNSCRN) f /
T£24500 1, /---.
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........ T R. =TMPR(K I
PfGE 6
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..4160
TRRIF(SCRN K, =.SS I
IZRTIRI'/INSCfN R I
,~~~~~~~~1 ~~ BO 2q2 K=J1_ O
IIETFIS( NSCRN K J =0i·-----------
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BOTTOM OF PRECEDING PRGE 
: 04DOO _ I I
< CRLL PKSPLIONESIX.MSG2tCNTRL.J.PtSG2.TSGRNCALPA94SPL[I1ONE. [S[X. IFCMSG2?. ICONTRL..J L. PNSG2 .TM._GA] 7
CALL
/CARLL PRP IONI.THA .IFCMSG3[ICONTRL.JI IPMSG3.TMSGR'2 
[FN F 1NJ ET35500. TYBUF] IT , [NT RL. J. f TYPCL. NFMGI[CONRL[. [,NCXDENT: oXITYP, ITT XLTT. XOSGL. XCLRR. XETR . TGTR 2 
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PAGE tt7
PRGE I
0i~a V~h~bS'E'T N ONP N N CMLOGIC.R- LolSh LO[SOl
I NTEG 8)1 TFRBLE(07/S) LOGIC(20)
iLOGICAL LOGICJ
* * MAJOR COnnON BLOCK CONTAINED IN ALL OVERLRYS AND PRIMARY sJROUT`IN
JMMON/MAJORJ /R, ·
CLS)SII MLTPCT(3.7.2. RLTSKD(S).
ARRMNA. R ,ARXA , B.IND.
CGLIDE CILS. CRA20.
CRCAR30 · CRB20 , CR830.
DGR D. CIA. EHOLDD.
ENROTA(2). FTN,. G.
GLIDE(2). HOLOSEP. ARRRN,.




[NAIV(10.6). IOPT N(55). 1PRPRRTH(4L.1.
I PR.SI(EDt4.'/) IP-CHKPT(.61. IPCNITRI(4.61.
IPCNTR2(4'.2). IPDRTI ')5). IPERFR{3.7).
IPERFS( t 4B) IPERFT(S) IPETRI ( 3' . ) .
IPETR MM.). IP .1SG2·E4T.6).| PMSG3[4.3)· IPNPATH)4.7). IPNSITE{').'))
IPOPL( 2). IPOPPR. IPOPR(2).




ITRNG(2.2). ITRRFI(t02), ITRRF2( 102 .
NAXN. MF,
NRLTSKO. NCP, ND PR.
NNAV(SIS NNBATg(5O). NUT(20).








YRPOS(2). RAO(3). SIG(33. IRRG
IETCOORf36), IPETC(I) .2). IRCFPER{3)
.ITENOMN/TOES/ IONE[ .TOTHREE.IFOUR.IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.IEIGHT.ININE 
PAGE 2
I ,SOR(). TETA) (R ESTOR(O2). NUIPATH).
IRESTOR(03). DALT). (R STOR(, ). ARLT).
{RESTOR(05). ETSEP). (RESTORt6). JFVEL.)
R STOR(0D7). OSPD). (R STORO08). TX).IA STDR(OS9. OTs0. 1 RE TOR, I. NSEG)1.
TR ORttII3. OSTI. ,R TrR(12). OST2C,
R STOR(13). s ST31. IRESTOR ) ISUSII,CR STORAIS). ISUBOP. )RERTOR)16). ICCT2.
IR BTOR IS M .IS ETOR(2O . SEPI".
,R STOD, 17). , ,EBSTOR, El).. :(R STORA2I,. XLI. , STOR 22). _LBI.
CR STOR[23). ERAPCON).
CRESTORI:I). IDALT. IOPTIN(Il). OPTIONi)J.
tR STDRI26). IDSPD). )RESTOR)26). IVECT).(R ETOR[27). IVECOPI. RESTIR(28). IDVERG2).
[RE(A OR I2 . IRLTOP). [RESTDRS 30). ISPDOP).
tR sTOR31), ISHOP). {RESTOR(32), [EHOPI(R TORT33) 1 OsPo)




E TA COMPUTATION WILL BSE FOR POINT AT SEPARRRION DISTNCE FROCR HECK POINT
C. IS THERE A COMMON PATH CALCULATION
Tr ___ _ F 
( |R2 |~MOPG.')|
PAGE q
C .... COCMON PATH CRLCULATIONI
YTS-.
I. . REAL-TINE MAIN COMMION IN OVERLRY)').O) AND ALL SECONDARY OVERLASA








IRCTN3(35). IRSKED)3E.11). IATAS(35.21.ICNGO.IRTRRF(35.2B). ICR. ICACT.




IHOWN. IO ETA. IOEETAR
IOPRTH. IPAS AC. Is E.ISEU2Ei3.1S). 15W. ITOaUE[2.20).
ITRY, I HICH. KNTP.




GTHRA, QTHETR. OTHDR,IOTHSETA). REOTOR(35). ROLL'
T(35). TETRE. ETL
j ,5TAl XOWN, k3)
VY2. YPL( 315. Z(3bN
J ,RSLX(2), RSt.Y[23, RgRX(2), RSRV(2),
' RISX(2). RIBY(2). R2IX(2). R'21Y(2),
J NEF(41, YNREF(41
~olmtoN.ei/ Vl. VE. D. RCCEL. TVIJ
IMENSION
IOPTION[S). OPTION[S). IP3 RF52(4). IPERFs3[~)
UJI VRLENCE
tIPEARFSt.2). IPERFS2(l)). (IPERFS) .3). IPERFs3(I))
.T.
h
RO = {V2/V)-I .)XLA
GD










.. m. COMPUTE TIME FOR REMRINfNG DISTANCEI
PAGE 7





|RiI IPG. = 1 Eso I
Alt~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~2
VEONT INUE I
TASEP-T-EL-ETRtCETT ETROt ETRPTIt TX2
|RI7|~~17PG.IO|
|I21PG-.8 1 IC CRLCILARTION OF ETAR AT CHEC POINI
I 
rx: = __LETA + TX2I
ITETR = STMEP t ETAPT2 t XJ
ITETR = STEP t ETRPTI t TXO
Crma tqINL VELOCITY GT INITIAL VELOCITY IEmlmmm 'COMPUTE LATEST ~ETF
pTETRL=STEMP+ETRPT t TX I
JC....a COMI'PUTE RLI TER
ITETAE:BTEMP+ETRIPT1eTX
I TX3 = ( TLTT)/(OP/LP 1
|RI4 IPGIS D 
ISTHE FINRL VELOCITY G T INITIRL VE LOCITYI
{Cmmm CCrf~UTEtCEsY RLEST ~NTIRf E
ITX3 X= T L T /O












¢ MAJOR COMON BLOCK CONTAINED IN ALL OVERLAYS AND PRIAR;Y SUBROUTIN
;OMnON/MRJORU/





IRRRS , IRRT(iII. IBF[1101.
IR/KPTIO 40, IC 1TRAIiAS), ICNTRA2(BS).
itDELT, IDE. iDEPS.
IDROUTEtO). ,iPATHE · [ PATHS.
INAVI O.S) . IOPTNSS)R. IPRPRTH(1.5).
IPRSKED1.7 ). IPKPT .I6. [PCNTRI'4.6).











RTD. RWYX(4.2). RWYYt4 .2).




YRPOS(2). RRD(3N). IG(30) IARS
. IETCOOR365). IPETCQ4.2). IRCFPER(3)
r~-Tnql T~ IT IT. T-1 IPT. I- 1~. 1~r .x- 
JNE.TO.UITHREE.IFCUR.IFIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN1 .IE NINE 
I ~~~~~~PAGE 2
* * REAL-TInE MAIN COnnON IN OVERLAY!'&.0) AND ALL SECONDARY OVERLAYS APRIMARY SUBROUTINES OF (14.0)
OMMCON/RTMRA NI/
ASKsPD( 35 .11 ) .RASPACE4I .· .ASPACE2(14. S) .ASPACE3(14 . .
CETR. CONFLCT . DEL.' SsJ.BG)(36). HIOWN. IR(2).[RCE, IRACTN3 ( S). [ARCTN2(36).
IRCTN313SI. IASKED[35Ol.), IRTRS(3S.2).ICNGO.
IRTRRF)35.265;). ICA. ICRCT.
ICLRSS. ICMSGIB.S6) . ICMSG2B.,S).
ICMSG'3(B.S. ICOMM(I101. 1DE21.
bDELAY, 8 E5 NOT I2.201) IETAS(3) ,2) 
[ETRAI36,1O). IETAT236.10]. IE36OB60).
tFCMSSGI8b.25i. IFCMSG2[B.2s). IFCMSG31b8,25).
IHOWN. OBETA. tIGEETA.IOPATH . IPRSSAC· ISEQ,
tSEOUEi3.16). ISW4. tITOgUE(2.20).
ITRY. IHI[CH. KNTP,.L. LEMG(5S. NRSPACE(4I.
NCMSG[O) . NEMG. NETA)(361.






TETRO. TIME . V I.
V2. XOWN . XPL36 ) .
YOWN. YFL()361 701WN
RSLX(2. LY2. RY12 RsRX(2). RNRY(2).
RtSX(2), RISY(2). RR2X(2). R21Y{2).
XNREF(4). YNREF(t) I
IMENSION
iOPTIONIS), OPTIONIs)I TEAPA10] !
47
EOUIVALENC E (INTEb141). NSCRN)"
'gUIVALENCE
(RESTOR(OiJ). TETA). (RESTORo021. NUMPATH),
tRESTOR(031. OALT). (RESTORO04). PALT).IRESTOR(OS). ETASEPI. (REsTOR(06). FVELI.RESTOR(07). OSPD). I(RESTOR(OB I. TXJ.
iRESTOR(O9). TOTO). (RESTOR101. NSEGMI.(RESTOR()I J. OSTI). (RESTOR(12J, DST2).(RESTORt(13). OT3). )RESTORI'1), ISUCKI
IRESTOR(IIS). ISUBOP). RESTOR[[6). ICRCT2).(RESTOR(I17). STEMP)I. (RESTOR(I),. SISUN).
IRESTORtIS). ISUBO). (RESTOR(20). SEP).
tRESTOR(21). XLA). (RESTOR(22). XLB).(RESTORt23). IASPCON).(RESTOR(24). IORLT. IOPTION(I). OPTION(I)).
tRESTOR(2S). IOSPD). (RESTOR(26). IVECT).
IRESTOR(27). IXECOP). IRESTOR(28)1 IDVERG2),(RESTORI23o. I[LTOP). IRESTOR[30 . ISPOOP).(RESTOR131). [SHOP). (RESTOR(321. IEHOP)
· IRESTORt33). DSPD)
* RESTORI341). TX3). (RESTOR135). INDSPODI
liPRS57C 0 
LET A/C NEEDING CLEARRANCEBCLE THIS A/C. TETA=TIME OFI ARRIVALJ
LOCATE HOW MARNY /C ARE IN ETR ARRAY AT WHICH CONFLICT CHECK









2 C:-- LET THE LAST A/C IN THE ARRAY WE CALLED OTHER R/C




CRLL UPKSPLIT W.ITHREE .IETR IISUBN.IWHICH).IPETAI.TEMPAR) >
C7
T ... WILL THIS N/C ARRIVE RT CHECK POINT BEFORE OTHER
THETA =TEMPAt) I( )
F I . .
loTHVEL=TEMP~t 21
500 A~~|S |P0.7|
emi THIS A/C WILL ARRIVE BEFORE OTHER]FCmnn UNPACK PATH INFO FOR OTHER A/C 
<I CF:SUIEX RLL
CALL UPKSPLI IONE.ISIX .IETa2( ISUEN.IWH[CH .IPETR2
TI
d7~ ~~7





CTHSETR = TENPA 6
5,- Is THIS R/C ON THE SAnE ROUT  AS OTHER A/C
\F~F~-I . F





p R13 P0.0 
*ts BORTH RA/C ON TH SAllE ROI E





. 1 P .
380
PRGE b
A [7 |P6.6 
PRGE 8



















RERL-TIME MRIN COMMON IN OVERLAYI41 ARND RLL SECONDARY OVERLAYS F
W . . PRIMARRY SUBROUTINES OF 1(4.0)
4,
:OMMON/RTMAINI/
ASKSPO(I 35 .11.RSPRCEI( .SI.RSPRCE2I 4 .9B.RSPRCE3( 4 .95)
CETRA. CONFLCT, OELHI351.





ICMSG3(8.5). ICOMMIiD·. 1012).(DELAY. IENROT(2.20). IETAS[35.21.
IETRII3S.I1). IETR2(35,10). IE3BO(60).
FCMSGlB8.25 B IFCMSG2(8.25)1. IFCMSG318251.
IHOGN. IOBETR. IOEETR.
IOPrITH IPRSSRC. ISEQ.












RSLX(2). RSLY(2). R9RXI2). RSRYI2I.
RISX(2). RISYI21. R2IX(21, R21Y{ 2·.
XNREFI I. YNTREF( ) d
0 U[VALENCE tiNTEGlt4). NSCRN] I
IMENSION
P IOPTiONt91. pTION( S) E 110
poep ~ E COpR0
es% a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
382
ARC TRYING TO FIND SLOT TO MERGE INTO CALLED THIS R
m LET LAST R/C IN ETA ARRAY BE CALLED OTHER R/C
ITEST I U 1
WHICH = NETRIISU8N1iRA IPG. S I
CRLL UPKSPLIITWO IPFTRI.nTH£TRT >
&IC-mw IS[U TE LHIAET POSStBLE ETA FOR THIS R/C GE ETA OF OTHER R/C RTCa... CHECK POINT








BCTTn CTF PRECECING PAE 100A? P .
BOTTOM OF PRECEDING PAGE
PAGE 4
K C A L U R P I D E . S X TC R
<£CRLL UPKSPI _ ICNE·ISIX. IETR2t[ tr8N
lOBETA =EIPRAI IICEETR = TE2PRt11




T IF ISU80-NE. EA FT .I SUBN -NE -EEA
ORNUMPATH.N AS D.
HI 80.35B TP -
<z U 1IE. CRLL\CRLL UPKSPLI IONE.IO[NE.IETRI t tURN IPETRI.TENP /
CA~ ~ ~ DS LL.SA
rI- ~ - -< ----- ---- DO 85 M Nsc.RN
I _ _ _ _ 1
T o
RB AS -[ 0.-
.L- - -- - - - - - - 85 ~
''RESTORIO1., TETRI. IRESTOR(021. NUIMPATHI.(RESTOR(OI. ORLT . (RESTOR(IO). RRLT).[RESTORosI51 ETRSEPI. (RESTORIOI. FVEL1.
IRESTORIOI7. OSPO). IRESTORIOB). TX).
IRESTOR(IOS. TOTO). (RESTORItOI. NSEGMI).[RESTOR(Il1. OSTI). (RESTOR(12). OST2),
IRESTORt13). OST3). (RESTORtl41. ISLOCK).IRESTORIS)I. ISULEP). IRESTOR(16). ICRCT21.
ESR 1). STEMP., RESTORIIBI, ISLUNI.
I{ TR .ISB IRESTOR12C1, SEP).
IRESTO 21) XI- (RESTORI22). XLBI.IRESTOR[23I IRASPCON).
RESTORI2I), IDALT. IOPTIONIl). OPTIONIl)).
RESTRIG25). IOSPO). (RESTOR(261. IVECTI.
RESTOR[27I. IVECOPI. (RESTOR(28·). OVERG2).
iRESTOR[2S. IRLTOP). IRESTORI30I. ISPOOP),
IRESTORI31). ISHOPI. tRESTORI321. IEHOP)
A IRESTOR 33). OSPD)
IRESTOR[3?I. TX3). (RESTORI35I. INOSPO)










GLIOEI·21 HLDASEP · IRRRN.
iARRS· iRRTt)I. IBF(1101.
iCHKPTIDO). ICNTRAII8.5) ICNTRRB(85).
IELT. IDEPN. IOEPS.IDROUTEI10). IN HATHS.
INRVI OS)· IOPTNISS1. IPRPATH(4,S.,[PAGKED{R,7), IPC'RPTIIGI, IPCNTRI?.B6).
IPCNTR2I.421) IPORTIIS)I IPERFR(3.71.
IPERFSILBi IPE FTI[I. [PETRII .?).
IPETR2I4,6) IPFTRR) 7. IPMSG2{?.6BI
IP'S 43II.3). IPNPRTHI·.7). IPNSITE(4.,i.




MRXK. MF.NRLTSKO, NCP.H0 PR.
NNRAVS). NNPRTH{O0}·








YRPOS(2). RRO(31. sIG(I3. IARG
IETCOOR(3B). IPETCI4.2). IRCFPERI3)
( SLBO~TINE SPOCNTR)
pOGICRL LOISI . LOISCI
/RERLT["/ ROC(321,RC(6l4[LOISI( 1, LOIS0(i16),
PERN. NHOL ,NRESET .NTERtM .NPRINT. NRERO
•.OMMOIIN/TABLES/
[NTEGt8015 TLE{0756)· LOGICI20)






F / IF RBS(SRRLT-OTH A).LT.2000. ).OR'
(0LT.GT.OTHOR+ IO.I.RNO.(RA





IC..w. IS THE TIME RT SEPNRRTION POINT FOR OTHER R/C bT ERREST ET
p ,~
400m [B THE FUT URIN |PG .11 I
ICE IS THE FUTURE SPEED or THE INITIRL SPEEDI
IRYETR = TETREI











IC... COMPOTE TIME TO CHRNGE SPEED RELRTIVE TO BEGINNING OF PRTHI
MTi ITEP-"T/RYrETAr/tosP/OSPO--1. J
T3 -- TX/aSP








ICm... IS THERE A CONFLICT W[TH THE R/C RHEROI
(4 D |17 |PG.IO|
R16I
PFIGE 10







[gu~~~~~~~~~~1 IL VATHNI.E RI 1 P. (T.RESTO( .F  NUMPATH)
([iRESTORI), AALT)1
, ('REST R(05I. £IBS~P'. (REB OR(OS'.15FVEL.
IREsR, , 031 , ,0101[RESTORIO * N 1. TX,
IRE R{~i, TOI) i,~ (ROBTOR(t). 03)NM.
IRES RI) lIt S I.51 (RS 16.iCTI(RESTORII I I REB 1(121. SUCITg .
I ES RI)?) T~l (ROB~((~I UBUN).
(RESTOI [SI 151)81. (R T XLB) .~E1
(RB~ I 16PTIDNII.OTIN))(RE ST OR[3), 21 OSta,. (REBOIR(26t. IVECTJI.
IRESTOR) 271. IVEC~OP . IREBTOR(IS)I. IOVERT).
(REOTORIOSI. IALT, (. (R~'EBRII P
,E ~,l31. 'P:s
1RE5TOR13)1. ISA3. [RESTOR(35). INDSPO)
SUBEOUTINE C.EEIETRPTIERTPT2I )
LOGIC LOS LDISOI
DtEP /RALT]RoR 32i , A( .!ISfI(O8) ,LOISO( Ig6),
K. M-K~~qht t.TNT'EG f ' O)RN T NiC
connDN/rRt ES/ d7'L C
[ NTEG(S«O), TABL.E(0"/5 li LOG[CiEQ}
i LtGICR LoGICI
HAnRDR COttrN EtDCK CONTAINED [N RLL OVERLRYS RND PRInRY SUSRWTIN|
IMON/MAJOR /
ACLS(5 ,. ATLT(3T.7,21., USKO(Si.
ARRIMNR', ARRRXA. bRID
CGLIGE. C ILS. CR2
CR '. CR20. R30OG O. DMR.D
ENROTA(21. FTNG.
GLIOE(21). HLDSEP, [IRRN
[ARAS. [ART(I 1l}. rnrF[1201.[CHKPTtYD1. ICNTRAI(85(. ICNT5RA21[5.
IDELT. ] DEON, [GOPS.
IRUTE(lO). IHPATHE. IHPTHS.
[NRV() B.510 . OPTN) 5. T IPR' H4.S
IPASKED(4.?]. ! PCl'O'PT(4.6I. [PCNTRI(Y.6l1.
PCNT2(4q.2) 4PORT(, ,S IPERFR3.'71.
[PERFSCIt.8[. IPERFT(3). PETIAI L.1.
?TRRF(' 4.El. PFTRF3). ISDG 24.61.
PTRF.4(2 . IPTRRF8102)eS. sTRF21 21.fTR0P., W e nEDenT). !STRAAT (21 i.1A(22. I TRAF1 ([D02). ITRAF2(1021I.
NRTSKO. NCP. NDEPR
NNAV[). ·NATH(50) . T(20).
NSPDW, ' TI261. PI .
PPMX (3 . PPY(3l . RCP[2. 
RTD . RFYX, 2) t.2),
R(YZ21). SHOLD. SPSTDO(W.2}.
SOX[6I. T0Y(6) , IRIX{5).
TRIY(5). XA)2). XC(2).
XOIL(2). XDIST(2)1 . XFINAL(2).
XRPOS[2 ). YRA(2 2). YC ( 2).
YREPDOS(t),. tRAE( 2. I ESIG(3), [IARG
·IlETCOORI36). [ PETC(4.S] . [ACFPER(3i
PARE 2
8ct1OMN/B]/ VI. VF. 0. ACCEL. TVII
-7~V-VII~l -
U
IC-.. R/C DESIRES TO ACCELERATE)
CALL





•ORL~ IJLL< CHLL UPKUNI"ICLABB.IEIGHT.IPERFR'7.-I..RCCELJ I
GO-TO DrR9_______
PAGE 4
OMMON/TOES/ IONE.ITWO.ITHREE.IF tUR.FIVE.ISIX.ISEVEN.IEIGHT.ININE F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ITE
i: :. REAL-TIME IpN C lcN IN OVERLARYYD. RAND RLL SECONDARY OVERLAYS R|
* RMAYSBGJ[E F 40 
3IROt4RNIR~h [ N tl
RSKSPOI 35.11 ).RSPFICE (9.).ASPACE2( 4.S1.ASPACE3(.9)* .
CETA CDNFLCT DELH[35s .
HoBG3) HG , A(2li,
IRCTN [35. IA SKE[35. lI. R .2.ICNGO.[ACRF 35 .A6T. I 3. [ICTR 361.
[CL5.S. 51 ICEYBSGI[6.Sl. ICMSG2(8.S1
[[.5). I 1O). I0(2!
1DELRY. IENROT[ 2.20). IET355S3.21.[ETAI(SB.IOi. [ETR2(36.IO1. IE300(60).
IFC sGIB.25). [IFCiSG2(8.251. IFCMSG3(8.251
HSEQUE l6. [TA, tOET92.2
(TRY. IWHI1CH, KNTP.
L. LEA G(S). NRSPRCE [).
NCHSGF 10[. N JA(561.




V2. R5!..X(2 . APiX(2),S RgRY(2i..
/ R1IX2. RYPL2). X2N . Y2
RI 2 ~~~~~~~~~2Y(2).
XI F'( )). Y N FR(~()
PIMENDIONt). ODPTI0Nt(. PERFR613). IPERFR7(3)
RUL VPENCE ERFR ) [[PiERF([61 [P0 6 I1I. ([PERFRI,.71. [PERFR IP )
- o~ u e d To my gep ia b - CO P Y.
IAJP. 3 .. m. C HANGE UNITS OFATE FROM KTS/IJN TO NM/SEC/SEC
IACCEL = PA:CEL/3600 ./60.1
TA =VF-V/A
C.--. COMPUTE DISTANCE AND TIME REQUIRED T0 CHANGE SPEED






--.- SPEfD CHANGE WILL NOT BE COMPLETE BEFORE END OF DISTNCE TO TRAVELI
IDO d7
V = SW[(VlVI[+.-IgVI C.lLU)(TITI = (-V[TVII1/RCCELI
TET9 - FTAPTI
..I.r... = tLni 385
200 Whi&L 385
4o dF40
ETRPTto 0 /HF 
lTAPT2V= ETFR'TI2= 0l








IMENS ION ATRRF{35.26). IRTRRFI{3S). ATRRF2{3S). ATRRF3{35).





FA. . . . .. W
R sUBROUTiNE CR TOSPL )LOGICAL OIS· R L0R301








CGELITE I .CLS. CRP20.CRR30 · CR820. CRB30.
OGRTO. OTR. EHOLOO.
ENROTA(o2). IPTNE. ITS .
GLIDE[E)· HOLDSEP. IRRRN.[ARAS . IRRT(11). [BF{110)·[CHKPT(40)· ICNTRRl[85)· ICNTRA2{SS).
[aDELT· IOEPN· [DEPS,
IDAOUTE(IB). IHPRTHE. [I'b~THS.
INRV(l0.5). IOPTN(SS). [PRPATH(I.S).[PASKEO{4.7). IPCIHKPT4.·6). IPCNTRI(4.6).
IPCNTR2(4.2). IPDRTti.S). IPERFR(3.71.IPERFS(4.B). IPERFTI3). IPETAII,.4).[PETR2(4.6). IPFTR(3). IPMrSG2(4.6).[PMSG3(4.31, IPNPATH(4.·1. IPNSITE(4.·).






NALTSKO . NCP. NDEPR.
NNRVS). NNPARTH(SO)J. NOUT[20).
NSPOW. 0UT(26). Pi.
PPMX(3]. PPMY(3). RCP{28.RID. RWYX(4.2). RWYY(4.2).




YRPOS(2). RAO(31. SiG(). IRRG
. IETCOOR(36). IPETC(4.2). ARCFPERI3)G]
! | ' 1 ~~PAGE 2
d,
FOMOnN/TOES/ IONE. ITWO. ITHREE.IFOUR.IFIVE.ISIX. ISEVEN.IEIGHT.ININE
,.ITEN
4,
REAL-TIME MAIN COMMON IN OVERLAY(4.0) RNO ALL SECONDARY OVERLAYS A




HOBEG(3S). 1OGWN. [ A[2).
IRC. IRCTNI[ 3S)· IRCTN2(35).IRCTN3(35). IASKE O(35.I . IRTAS(35.2)ICNGO.
IRTRRF(35.26). IC R CACT.
ICLARSST. ICMSGi[ . I CMSG2B.S.
ICMSG31B.S). COMM (Dl. 10(2).(DELAY. IENROT( 2.20 ETRS{352).
b5ES 6g 10topi). NE360(6).
IETAIt3.10). IETA23·IT RE3660·[FCMSG1G8.25. IFCISG (B.25. IFCMSG3(8·251.
HOWN. IOBETRA IDEETA.IOPATH. IPASSAC. ISED.
ISEQUE{3.16). IP). ITOQUE(2.201.[TRY. IWHICH. KNTP.
L. LEMGSi. NRSPARCER).NCMSG(IO). NEM RN NET R 36).




T135,. TETAE. TET RL.TETAO. TIME. VI.
V2, XOWN. XPL[35).
YDWN. YPL(35). ZOWN5RX. (2). · R9 Y(2· R3RX(2). RBRY(2)·| R15X(2)· RISY(21. R21X(2). R21Y12).XNREFN(4, YNREF(4)
•OIMMN/XFRM/
XX. TV. SIAR. COAR
I ' TABLE. INTEG. NO LOD[C EQIV. FOR CATOSPL
(UVALENCE INEI3.lF)
(TABLECTI. GREI. (TALEIOBI. YRELI.
(]NTEG08). INC) .·[NTEG(OS·. INCCI
.(NEG2I. (KK) ·INTEG(2B1· · T 1.
·(INTEG(23;. K22 .(INTEG(34). NCONTRL)
·INTEG[HD4, ITI .[NTEG 4l). NSCAN)
·(INTEG(4S). [STK)
· ABLEI]3). CRTSCRL)
·TABLE[1). DELXI). ITABLE(32). DELX2)
· [TABLE(33). DELX3). (TABLE(3). DELY1)
· (TA.BLE{3S). DELY?)
· {ABLEI(SI. X80X}. ITABLEIS0). YBDX~
QU [ VRLENCE
IRTRAF[I.1). IRTRRFIt.1)). ([ATRRFt·I.1. IATRRFIl1)),(ATRRF(I.2). RTRAF2(1)). (ATRRF( ·l3. ATRAF3I{)j,(RTRAF(I.4). ATRRF4(11). (ATRAF( I.S. ATRAFS(I).
RAIAF(ISI. ATRRF6[ I). (IRTRAF{I.7). IRTRAF?(1)).
I IATRRF[I.I)dl. IATRFIB( l) ).L01511S(33). FSS(1l). (IOSPMSG{)I. DSPMSG(l))
IOPMSGI). ISPM4). IIDSPMSG(6). IDSPM6) .(I OSPMSS7 ) . IoSPM ) .{ IS PMSG( B ) OSPnB )
.m · · · BEGIN CRT DISPLAY HERE . . . . . . . ..




38:6 DIMENSIONS AND EQUIVALENCES FOR CRTWSL
















CR L CTC OE{l).IBF{31*. N ..YS+ 2.)
<CRLL CATCOOE( 2.1 FI).272..YS 2.1 >
CLL CRCOO 2.[BF(I).320..YS+ 2. >
CLL CRTCODE( 2.18F(83).36O..YS+ 2.)









w EIERGENCY HOLD MESSAGE . . .I
>~~~~~~ *. .1 .
CALL CATCODE(2. BF)8 .O. YS.12 .
<CALL CRTCOO(E2.)BF143).BO..YS,12.) >
388









COL, ENCOEIRCDSIOM1B011. 3. 52.. YS1E2.1 
~E~'TOR TO ILS INTERCEP  M ESAGE 14
Fa\
·I CALL CFRTCOOFEII.8tO3.8.YS+IE.1 I
\P CR OOE l .IBF(  ) ·128..YS+ 12. />









C2 = 2,.XC Ax CR" coR









( SUBROUTINE XFORMIX. Y. PSI )F
3110MEN/TRI3LES/
N [ TEGIBO). T BLE C75. 
110N/XFRM/
GUIVRLENCE
I TRGLE( 0). XREL. (iTRBLECOS. YREL). I )TRBLE(). ZRE1.L) (TARBLEII0). PSIREL).
t1o-E3). CRTCR ) 
51 = SINIPSIRELI









PAGE I PRAGE 3
ROGtRt TRAFGOtNPT TPES=NPU. ,UTt PLHI IRI =RANONIKRRGN)=M.1
TI = 36D ..RBS(RLDOGI RIO/DP
RC 1 RP T I
RERVSIOFPRE CINGT
F IFtM -EQ. 13
DIMENSION ITYP ) 0VO0SV 2O (2 NR1203 32203,
IO( ).YO(14) .P,(1, 1) .K RD33 .Z34 .2) U * L( 2 (3 L q,.2).
3114 3.0(201 N OS I 4
T
C d7 (c spSERTIotME CALCULATED) LESS T THE MARXIMUM TIME ALLOWED BETWEEN
WETIOTOHS
C INPUT PARAMETERS
N UMB~ER OF ROUTES
imi rTYPE O6/CKR' TOA PSrLE TIME OPS3REO IN MINUTES - [CONVERT)
KOP' VERRGE NUMBER OF OPERRTIONS PER HOUR
KTM' MRXIMUN T M ETWEEN R R S
KARG' SR LL O V0 INTEGER FOIrF'NDNt NUMBER SUBROUTINE I M
RAPD RRDIUS RIVALS
303 I- A/C CLRSS
C ITYPE II) PROP OR JET 
VO 1[ ' MEAN SPEE
SVW 3). SPEED SVIRATION
C SZ(lb RLTItTUE STRNiRRD DEVIATION
'{ LATERR L SRANOARD DVRION
C HOGt I ) HERDING SIRkRROOEIRTO N 30C 'A)XLR11 MAXIMUM LATERAL DEVIATION
RTIJI= ROUTE NUMBER
50(J). INITIAL X-CEORDINRTE
C Yo(JI, INITIRL Y-COORDINATE
ITA = TA + T1I
PSI{J).' INTIRL HERDING
KRD5J): ARNIVRL OR 9EPRRTURE ON POP-UP: 1, ARRIVAL, 2' DEPRRTURE
3' POP-UP SELECT ROUTE [J}
Z[J)' NOMINAL ALTITUDE
LUPIJ: NIUMBER OF LEVELS RBOVE ZIJI
LONIJI: NUMBER OF LEVELS BELOW ZIJlI
C 33Ktl PROBUAILITY OF OCCURRENCE FOR ROUTES I = RRNDNtKRRGIC CIK) PRDBRBILITY OF OCCURRENCE FOR R/C
RERD SDOO .JM.IM.K.KOP.KTM. KPROG.RRD I
RERD SODS.(ITYPE I l.VOl I.SV( 11.SZI I .SPStI· HDG/ S Il.RXLRT(I ,
[=..IM)




ERD 502D.3CK .R IM,1
TO = 57.2567755131
|RI IPG- IQ I IDTR= 1. / RTD I
S RI
DP= OPM Km





PRINT HERDER LINES ON PRGE I
R SNT K2 . KR
|C CRLCULRTE OFFER .NE




11.. TO 175. 1 , 300 KAPJ G.
JR, P~G-
JBI PG .1 
SIR = IPIJJmDTR
S 1. / TANIPSIRI
Xi T = 0J) - YO(JI-S - D/SINtPSIRJ
= -I.




2 = tXINT I SINODRISISSDRTf(I.. .2IRFRD..2 - XINT..2)) /[ .1+S-.2)
IY2 = tX2 - XINTJ / S|
C DEVIATE HERDING
3172 4r CRLL I
CRLL GRUSSIHHDGII., KRR /
IFINI' = P51(JJ HI
GD
I IPG.S I DEPPARTURE HEROINb AND INITIRL COORDINATES DO NO CHRNGE
I- 1*1- PS -I --
c SPEED DEVITION
PRGE S





( SUBROUTINE GRUSSiRA.S.I[RRi )
I T5~
BOTTOM OF PRECEDING PRGE









1 ( A4 |PG.2 |
8I212 .2 ,5 
IONTIIiNUI
N A T I I * O O ~ w R T I I / 5 . 0 .5…--- ------ - --- 00 3240 11.JM
-...............- - - - - -o-,-
i I = 100-.NRT( I I/  + O-bl
<.DO 340 ~I=tl.It1 >
RINT 5070. NTl). I=l . jRI)
RINfT 5080. NRC(II. I-=lIM
ERO 5000. KM,. KOP. THt. KFRG6






N = N b76460752303423487 +11
IKAR = MOO(N. 21'7R8364) 1














PROGRRNRLYS( INPUT . UTPUIT,. TPES1Il
1~ · MRIN.RT~APE, STAtRR}L DMMON/MLKI I
1"* * MAIN. RTRPEI
OMON/BLK2/





I . . MRIN. OUTPTII
OIOMMON/SLK4/
DELT. IKNT(II
A MIN. RTRPE. OUTPTI. ORDER
OClMMN/BLK5/ 7











* * MARIN. ORDUPI
OMMION/BLKI I/f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IOIR
I* * MAIN. OUTSTY
OMMON/BLK12/
IHERDBi 1 0 IR,.
KHEARD(31), NCfOT
A RTRPE. ST9R. MRIN. ORDUP. FILTR
OMMON/BLK13/
I NCRRFT
F. . . ST4RR. MRIN. ORDOUP. FILTIR
OMON/BLK 1 9/
. WORKISO.SO 
1 SRA. MAIN. FILT9R|
OMMOIN/BLK I /
I VCISO. 50, 21
1m * * MRIN. DUTSTY. OUTPUTi
FOJMON/BLKIB
IRUN. ISTFART. ISTOP




P IIRTR(SO.SJ. IEVENT(500. RELR(SO.SOJ
•JIVRLENCE
IDATA. IDATAI. [ RELR, NO'K
ETAPE = .FALSE.
ITAPE = SU= 16.1/6076.1
]- ................. < ob 3 Z=].SOD>
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ d
IIEVENTI 11 01i~ ~  ~ ~~~~~~~i
] , UKNTII =,01
................ -'M=-- '- ,- ,
- - - - -_ - - - - - - - - - - - - 009-J1B
II
-r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ I=lSOO>
= = - = = -= = - - = - - - - 4 -
2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~F . . REP RUWA -IEETIJK =HW COORiN
... .................00 < DO 5 1 =I .50>
I ~ ~ ~  ~ ~~ ~~<DO S .J=1u.So>




* * * READ RUNWRY TOUCHDOWN CDORDINRTES)
jERO 5000. (XRWYIII. YRWY(IJ. 1=1.2)I
R RE.R DESIRED RUN NO.. FIRST RNO LRST SCRNS DESIREDO
2
PAGE q
ERED SO1D. IRUN. ISTRT. IS PA
m NK - INDICATES THE LBST POSTION FOR WHICH HISTOGRAMS ARE TO
mum BE COMPUTED - FIVE POSITIONS ARE COMPUTED EACH TIME THEREFORE
*mwn FOR EXAMPLE. IF NK10 IRE HISTOGRAMS FOR RELATIVE RANGE WILL
C.. BE F OR THE TH THROUGH THE IOTH CLOSEST AIRCRRFT PAIRS
_Cw, NCPtI - THE NUMB ER OF CRTEGORY BOUNDRR ES IONE LESS THRN THE
C NUMBER OF CATEGORIES) IN THE PERCENT-TIME H STOGRAM
READ SOIO.NK,NCPM1l
ICE HERD - ARRAY CONTRININ THE NAME OF THE DEFINING PARMMETER
IREBD SSDD.KHERDI
FC-m=· BDP - QRRRY Df CRTEGDRY BDUNORRIESI
IRERD SSIO.(5O I])1I1.NCPMI-J
IC.... IHERD - RRRRY CONTRINING NRME OF FILTERING PRRRA ETER
IRERD 500.(IHERD I ) .
· IPARM - IDENTIFIES HE DEFINING PRRAMETE
Ic::: =1 FOR RELARTIVE RNGE
_. u.m =2 FOR TRU
_=3 FOR MODIFIED TRU
,7jNKM4=NR-
..0 D1 00 1=1.,So,
IC-"-m ITRKB1 - AIRCRRFT NUMBERS ON LRST SCAN1
ITR)_NNO( 1 .0--
J... INITALIZE HISTOGRM




|RS-iP NTI -- E-
IC...NTK8 -NLMEROFRICRFT N RS SRN
E 7!
C-. IDIL INIRE H IDO ITRNG TO BE DONE
=2 FOR ELONFIT1F E
--3 FO iLOSN VELOCITY (VC)
= 4FDR CCLOGIN RCCELERRT lON (yCDOT)
:SE CO ER O ( VCDOT/VC )
IC =6FRNIKl VELOCITY (VN)
IC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
C OXFDFC~~~~~~~ ~~~RIE~TGEOB O83PLS 5HENEODRGTMOST
FOR PG.T6PL9 F ILIERD 5516. IG IT . NDFIL .FILRI
~:~~~~~~~~~x
'C....ED SECOND, ETC.
[CRRTE PTHE I T 11
CILLR
·X . . BEG INPOUTID 
|R7~~ IP.S .9P.1 .1 12F
:ITRKNO(I )
IF THIS R/C HRS RPPEARED BEFORE. IEVENT(K) WILL BE GT 0
I FIIEV +
SET DEPRRTURE (1) OR RRRIVAL (2) INDICRTOR
J= IDRTRA(I.8)
1 . PLRCE INDICATOR IN IEVENT
lIEVENT(KI = J
1 . . T8UP R/C COLNTER BY TYPE (RRRIVRL OR OEPRRTURE)I
ITERP =KNTtJ+It
IKNT tJ : IIT I
. .PLRCE R/C ID IN NEVENTI
EVENT(ITEMP. 1. J) = K
xb LL ~l NJY~ii NNVN
1 . PLRCE R/C ENTRY SCRN IN NEVEN I
INEVENTIITEMP 2. Jl = ITI
· ..PLRCE OUEUE ENTRY SCRN (OFFER SCRN) IN NEVENT
x 
]RII I'2PG......




. . . CONTINUE RERDING TRPE UNTIL DESIRE RUN IS FOUND
1. . . CORRECT RUNI
.J,
COREC R N
. . CHECK FOR R/CI
< DF 200 I=I.NCRRFT> . . - RItIPG-7
F P A S R/E I Ai
TO RI6 PG.9
230 M=1 .NOEL - - - - - IR P.S
{ID = I ELi[lT
0 DO 210 K=Il.2>
--
0 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -
210 I=1.SOO
II"
- - - = - -= - - 219
''--.---S-r-_-_----------~---------210
F NEVENTII 1 .
K) .EG. |PGST




)BO1PG. 10 . 10_ ....
PRGE 10
--- - 820 PG.11 I









In . a MIN. RTRPE. STRRI
OMMON/BLK2/




I . . MAIN. ST'RR. RTRPEI
OMMON/BLK3/f ITRK(I50). NK. NTRKBI
·MRIN. RTRP' OUTPTI. ORDEORI
aMMON/BLKS/f NEVENT(S 0.0.2)
. . RTRPE. MHRIN, FILT4R
OMMON/BLK/
. 7
1. RTAPE. STqRR. nRIN. RORDP. FILT4RI
OMMION/BLKI 3/fNCRAPT
IENSION IOATRISO.5). 0UT(26). NOUTIXO)J
EUVAPLENCE (DATA, IDATAI)
PAGE 15
BOTTOM OF PRiECEDING PRGE
IITTP =IT I
ACRFT = NRCI
G.m I I D N--1
<CLL RECIN(ITRPE. 2. NWl, OUT. (. 26. I)
|R3 TPG. | 0.? 0 _
.... SAVE INFO FOR NEXT SCN I
NTRKBI=NCRRFT 




|R2~ IPG.I 1 ,17,18.1B.II1 1 
CALL RECIN(ITRPE. 1. NHD, IT. NSCRN. IRIWNTP. IOUT)
PAGE 14










I FEOF. TPI F
I 3 IR .I
rI .... .. ... 0..
R9INf25. I TTP
ITRPE -. TRUE. I
CONT lN-EI
F F EITQ.




M SOE T FFC NRR





IOTR[ NRCq OU jT(13.)/
PCGE 18
ATRKNOICNR) = UT(14)
 RTR( .I) = OUT t2)1






I. . . AY/ DELETION
d7
* * Zl
PRTAINCRC) - OUTti) 5./6O76.11
IOATA)NRC.7)? = WT(13)1
DL = NOE LI




1  RRVLO PRTUEINIRTR
IRTlNRCEL) = OUTi)))
Q |~~~R2 |P0.14 
3 
ION T I NUEi
00




IRIIpGS . 15 1
RIO 1
Ri .6PG.i 
(, |R~~~2 |P0.14 
ID
















( SVROUTINE ST4RR I
I- *1RIN. TRPE. ST4RRI
1. . HR[IN. ST4RR. RTRPEI
NK, NTRKBI
- .STP RR N. RI  O T4
NCRTPO . NCPIII.
1 . . RTRPE. ST4RR. MRIN. OROUP. FILT4RI
FTFL13/
1 mmw STARR. MRIN. FILT 4R
LK1/
. SR. 2RIN FL4RI
LKIS/O. SO. 21
I





IRIIS ... . .....














































iR~nzRMM vIw I }
PAGE 21
I ES~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
------ - - - - - - - - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- - - - - -
PRAGE 25
125
BOTTOM OF PRECEDING PRGE
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I - - - - - -...... < -00 100 1=1.5>
~. . .......... W
IAlOOI I )=IHISTPI , I . I
20
I- - - - - - - - - - - _-____ < 2s - >
IRDDI I ]--KCOUNT ( I I
I-----.--....... < .00250 -=1.5-
SIP
VCTRIfI)=X/TOTC.lOO. 
----------------- ~  ~  ~ UISC=< DO 250 P-I S >
=UI9EsIrJltOTC 100 
rUMSC=ITsop-ISTART.I
VRINT 5005. NUMSC, ITR RT. I STRI. I7P'FRINT 5005. NCTOTI
d7
PRIN R 5007T. IHERO.HI). 1=1.081
1
t SUBROUTINE OUTSTM )







IHEI(tI. 1, 0, IR.
KHERIO[M.31. NCTOT
I M . RIN. oUTST,. OTPUlT
IOttMN/BLK18/F IRUNI ISTRRT, ISTOP
. . MAIRN. FILT4R. oUJTSTr
FOlM ONPR~L1KI S/IPARW19
I~ENSION IRDOt5).PCT(s).CUEIs . IYIYIIS
[JDO 50 1=I+.S
C.NT IcoElT -- '
------- - - - - - 50-
- - -- - - - - - - - -7
MINT 5 00. IYIYIII. :1, IR NT 50.o (I ,BOPt lTIHIsTP .I ).PCTI I) .ClIME( [I .1,=I .
- - - - -- - - - - < O 300 ICRT=2.NCPMI>
, ~CRTAT=ICRT+IRI





=1 E~sOX rr oCIUMEI I ):X/TOTClOO0.
. - - - - - - -R- - - - - - - - - - - - 275C
CON r INUE I
' I~~~~~~~~ICATMI=ICAT-II
lINT 5010.BDP(ICRTM1IBO P(ICRT) .( IHISTP ICRAT, I ) .PCT I ) .CUME I ).
u=1.S)





= ...D( IIX, - I DT ,-I.1 I ) -CU1EII)=X/TOTC-IOO-



























fNEX =ITP N 10UO UEX
- H F NUDEX-l 
|85 |P G.34| 120.2t.2
20
ITEST = RSSI ZEEI) - ZEEJX) )I
100 | B20 |PG.33 
n * * RTRPE, MRIN, FILT4RI
I ORTR(50,81d] 
I * * MARIN FILT4RI
CO~nON/BL~lO/ I
F lLFPRCIt. INDFIL|
w * * RTRPE, 8TqRR, MRIN, ORULP, FILTCRI
OMMON/CBRLK1 3/I NCRRFT
t * * ST9RR, MAIN. OROUP, FILT4RI
COI)11ON/SL.Kl 4/ d
I INORK{ t08 sb.s) 
1m * * STARR. MRIN. FILT4RI
GoMMN/BLKIS/I VCISO. 50. 21
I · · ST4RR. OROUP, FILT4RI
F0MMOIN/I& 160/{ IR0n:(50
1 · * ST t4 RR . FILTYRI
COHM1ON/J3_K I '7/I NCRF M .I I8( 50 1
1. . . MRIN. FkLT4R. OUTST1 I
FOMM'ON/BLKIS/F IPPRM 
IMNIN ZEE(50). TE,'P(50)lEQUIVRLENCE (AORTR{i4). ZEEfl PRGE 30
CONTi{L E 
< 00 20O :I.NCRRFT> .S4.1
r- - 00 12 -I -NCRHI--




















{ SUBROUTINE OUTPTI )




NBIN. XBEG XINC INC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
W~f I MANJ RTAPEL UTPTI
•OMMON/SLKS/NEVENTa 0o.q.2 1
. . * MRIN. OUTPTI
OMMON/BLK4/
OELT. IKNTII
I . MTIN. OUTSTY. ouTPTI
LOMMON/BLKIB/ X
L IRUN. ISTRMT. ISTOP I
DIMENSION . . ..
* HOG{BRl.] TITLEIBI5. TBEQ6soo). TBAEIROE I.D00(SOO). TBD010), TAIR(50IsD. TOTTl500.
1011500. ID2(5001). 10D3(S0). HIST{IOI
; ERO C ASSIFICRTION HERDINGS (DEPARTURES. ARRIVALS. ETC.)
READ 5000. HOG -














TA M = TR·ELT/SO-
TT = NY - N3/
TTM = TT,,,ELT/0e_ -J
F IF TINA Q 1
·m* PRINT A/C INFORTR
7
REA 50001 .TITLE RAD 5010. IMON, I. AY. IYR
I* * N IS THE NUMBER OF CELLS OR 8INS FOR NIsToGRRMs
J IS A HISTOGRAM TITLE COUNTER
rtn
* K=l FOR OEPARTURES. 2 FOR ARRIVALS PAGE 3
00 1000 =1.I |PG. 
* IKNT CONTAINS THE TOTAL N MBER OF OEPRRTURES RNO ARRIVRLS
INRC = I KNTItKI
iPRINT 5020. I  . IRY. IYR,. IRUN
IPRINT 5030, IHOG{l).K). 1=1.81
. 0.
1~-- *! * 11RN2 RRE COUNTERS FOR NUMBER nF R/C IN HISTOGRAMS I
-01no 0.
TAREI I O .1 I = o=0
- _ - ~N - - - -- - --< S lIbOO-
TB• I)= o.
iTDTTX  I =n
1103[ I I)
.................. ~d-~l o3 ~1}---o
* D·ETERMNE UHIC A/C AREI TO BE INCLUOED IN HISTOGRR MS
< 0O 300 Il=.NAC>- -S -P.s2 
*- A /C 10l
I1 : NEVENTII.I.KI.
- · ACTURL ENTRY SCAN
2 = NEVENTI12,KI
1. * SCHEOULED ENTRY SCAN
1,
: * : oETERMINE IF A/C IS TO BE CONSIOEREO FOR TlE BETWEEN SUCCESSIVE
* OELETIONS HISTOGRRM
F F(-N.LT.ISTR-I>=
4. T .OR. N.GT.I








,ON INEIOil 1) N
PRGE 41
FO RLL OTHER HISTOGRRAiC
F F.LT.LTISTRRT\.




1 7 121^TBEOtl21 N3.DELT






13 =13 1 
10~t3113= N1
TRIRl 131 = rRM
IOTTI 131 = TTM
200 ._
405







< CRLCALL RTtTB. 1. I1)
\CALL ASDRTtTBEO. 1. 121 
<CRLL AS TIBAE. 1. 121
- 0 3O 20 I=2.5-0>
TBOIT -ll = TB1011 - TBOI -II
T3EOtI-Il = TBEOII I - TB 011-Il
TBAREII-II = TBAEtl) - TBREII-II
' -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- CONTINUEi
1. . SORT 0ID RRAYS INTO RSCENDING OROER A PRINT
Al PR70.42|
CRtL L
\CALL RSORTR D1. 1. II /
CLL \
CALL ASDRTtD02. 121
CALL RSORTID103. 1. 131
R I NT 500. T ITLE( .11 .II.BI 01 .I .II)
RINT 5050. ITITLE 1.21.. I [ 30211. I=1.12)
RINT .0. [TIT LEI.31. I=I.B . I 1.I3




1 . .PRINT HEADINGS
PRINT 5020. IMON. IORY. IYR. IRUNI
PRINT 5030. (HDGQI.K). I=l.B). tTITLEII.J). I=1.8)1d7
fGO
OEVELOP RND PRINT HISTOGRRI:S
600
" . . TIME BETWEEN ENTRIES IN QUEUE1
CRLL
\CRLL HISTGRtMTBEO. 2-1. IHISTI >
<CRLL PRINTHII [STI 
ASSIGN SO' TO IGOI
(0 I R7 IP0.42|
CON IMIEj
1- * TIME BETWEEN ACTURL ENTRIESI
C LL
\CALL HISTGRMIITBRE. 12-I. IHISTI/
CRLL \
\CALL PRNHINISTI/
FRSION 600 TO IG01




CALL HISTGRMITRIR. 13. IHISTI
~CALL PRINTHINHIST)
J.J




- . .TOTAL TIME IN TERMINRL RRERI
<CRLL HSGRITOT. 13. IHISTI >
- CRLL
CALL PRI T IRIS_
A14~~~~~~~t o.d
C wT~







ir8 IPG. q6 ,C .O7 ,I7 





( SUBROUTINE PRINTN{PARRH} )
· *· OUTPUTI. HISTGRN. PRINTH
FOI MON/BLN XbEG6/ XINCNBIN, XUEG, X[NC
IINTr_...ER PRRFIMI 10111
l··" CoMPUTES PERCENTRGES AND PRINTS HISTOGRRMI
NIS = NBIN +
E - -FIND TOTRL NUNBER OF CRSES
; ................< CO 1o I=l.NlS>
AL = TOTAL PRRRM RCM = 1OO.
<DO o100 =1,NIS>
IEG = XBEG [XI-I.ImXINC
N = BEG + XNC I
20.300 ) 20 > R PG.bO 
20_ _
IPER - O . I PRGE 50
|NT 5N0E PRRi 3. BEG. PER. CUI)
CONTSI INIJ
PER = PRRFM(I 4. /TOT RLmO. 
9057
I cun1 = cun - PER I
T 1 Lt~ lNF
YNT 5020. PRR~I:ttlI1. BTEG, PER. CUM I
TURN
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